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_Three	Wishes_

Canute	 raced	 ahead	 as	 John	 skirted	 the	 overgrown	 pasture.	 The	 grass	was	waist	 high	 and
ready	for	cutting.	There	were	perpetual	rustles	within	it,	leading	the	dog	a	happy	chase.

"One	man	went	to	mow,"	John	sang,	slightly	off-key,	"went	to	mow	the	meadow.	One	man	and
his	dog	went	to	mow	the	meadow."

Canute,	thinking	he	was	being	called,	returned	to	peer	at	his	master	inquiringly.	His	brow	was
wrinkled	vertically,	one	ear	was	inside	out,	and	there	was	a	bit	of	dirt	on	his	nose.

"Two	 men	 went	 to	 mow,	 went	 to	 mow	 the	 meadow,"	 John	 continued,	 patting	 the	 dog
affectionately.

"Two	men,	one	man,	and	his	dog	went	to	mow	the	meadow."

Canute	heard	something	and	shot	away	into	the	grass	again,	tail	wagging.

"Three	men	went	to	mow...."

John	 was	 up	 to	 twelve	 men--and	 a	 dog--by	 the	 time	 he	 reached	 the	 spruce	 grove.	 Canute
rejoined	him,	sniffing	this	new	ground	as	avidly	as	ever.	The	layered	needles	were	spongy,	the
air	abruptly	still.	John	reflected	that	he	must	have	been	here	a	thousand	times,	and	the	dog	a
hundred,	yet	there	was	always	something	to	intrigue	the	human	mind	and	the	canine	nose.

_Had_	 been	 something.	 John	 realized	 that	 today	 he	was	 bored	with	 it	 and	had	 in	 fact	 been
bored	for	some	time	without	being	aware	of	 it.	Everything	in	the	township	was	overfamiliar.
He	 knew	 every	 house,	 every	 yard,	 every	 tree	 of	 the	 surrounding	 countryside.	 He	 stopped
beside	the	largest	tree.



Most	of	its	lower	branches	had	been	broken	off,	leaving	dead	spokes	or	sappy	wounds	in	the
trunk.

He	would	get	filthy	if	he	climbed	it.

So	 he	 climbed	 it,	 hoisting	 himself	 by	 hand	 and	 foot.	 Canute	 paced	 worriedly	 beneath,	 his
spotty	forehead	wrinkling	again.	The	dog	did	not	like	to	be	left	alone,	even	for	a	few	seconds.
Though	sleek	and	hefty,	he	was	at	six	months	still	a	puppy.	He	demanded	a	lot	of	attention	and
usually	got	it.	He	could	howl	soulfully	and	with	considerable	volume	when	neglected.

John	paused	to	peer	down.	Canute	was	standing	against	the	trunk,	his	paws	against	the	lowest
spoke,	 head	 tilted	 back	 appealingly.	One	 black	 spot	 impinged	 on	 an	 eye,	making	 him	 seem
lopsided,	and	his	open	mouth	showed	pink	and	black.	He	began	to	whine.

"Well,	come	on	up!"	John	called.

Canute	watched	him,	tail	wagging	hopefully.

"Up!	Up	the	tree,	mutt,"	John	said,	smiling.

The	dog	fidgeted,	making	his	spots	ripple.	He	whined	louder	and	added	a	yip.	Then	suddenly
he	curved	his	front	paws	around	the	spoke,	scrambled	with	his	hind	legs,	and	pulled	himself
up.

"You	can	do	it!"	John	cried.	"Keep	climbing,	boy!"

Canute	 struggled	 upward.	 As	 he	 ascended,	 he	 gained	 proficiency,	 until	 he	was	making	 fair
progress.

John	resumed	his	own	journey.	"I'll	race	you,	pooch!"	he	called.

At	 first	he	outdistanced	 the	dog.	Then,	as	 the	narrowing	 trunk	and	 thicker	 foliage	 inhibited
him,	the	gap	between	them	shortened.	By	the	time	there	was	visibility	above	the	small	forest
they	were	 almost	 together.	 John	noted	with	 interest	 that	Canute's	 paws	no	 longer	wrapped
around	the	branches.	Instead,	his	claws	dug	into	the	main	trunk,	retracting	when	he	let	go	to
find	higher	purchase.	No	wonder	he	could	climb	faster!

The	 tree	 swayed.	 "We'd	 better	 stop,"	 John	 gasped.	 "Top	 might	 snap	 off."	 He	 didn't	 really
believe	that,	of	course...	then	another	gust	of	wind	touched	them,	and	he	_did_	believe.

They	stopped,	clinging	 to	opposite	sides	of	 the	slender	 trunk.	From	this	vantage,	with	head
and	 tail	 out	 of	 sight,	 Canute	 looked	 very	 much	 like	 a	 leopard.	 John	 wondered	 fleetingly
whether	 Dalmatians	 had	 any	 leopard	 blood.	No--leopards	were	 basically	 cats,	 he	was	 sure;
they	couldn't	interbreed	with	dogs.

"I	didn't	know	dogs	could	climb,"	he	said	as	an	afterthought.	"Well,	let's	go	down	before	we're
late	for	supper."

Canute,	always	ready	 for	 food,	needed	no	coaxing.	He	backed	down,	 those	marvelous	claws
operating	smoothly.	John	had	to	hurry	to	keep	the	pace.	It	bothered	him,	though.	He	_hadn't_
known	that	dogs	could	climb	trees.

They	 dusted	 themselves	 off	 at	 the	 bottom	 and	 trotted	 on	 toward	 home.	Mom	was	 cooking
supper.	 Green	 beans	 and	 chicken,	 the	 smell	 announced	 before	 they	 entered.	 Every	 second
Tuesday,	the	same.	He	had	memorized	the	schedule	long	ago.

It	 occurred	 to	him	 to	ask	Mom	about	 the	 tree-climbing	ability	of	dogs,	but	he	 reconsidered
immediately.	Three	years	ago,	when	he	was	thirteen,	he	had	had	a	kitten.	The	 little	cat	had
had	a	prehensile	tail.	John	hadn't	realized	that	this	was	remarkable	until	he	researched	cats	in
the	encyclopedia	and	 found	no	reference	 to	 this	characteristic	 in	 felines.	He	had	mentioned
this	to	Mom,	just	as	a	matter	of	passing	curiosity,	but	she	had	been	quite	upset.	Next	morning
the	cat	was	gone,	never	to	return,	and	questions	about	 its	 fate	were	turned	aside.	 John	had
become	more	cautious	about	his	remarks	thereafter.

No--he	would	 keep	 silent	 about	 Canute's	 talent.	He	 liked	 the	 big	 dog	 too	well	 to	 have	 him
disappear	abruptly.



He	went	up	 to	his	 room	and	started	 to	clean	 it	while	Canute	chewed	contentedly	on	an	old
shoe.

John	was	not	addicted	to	neatness,	as	the	entrenched	mess	attested;	he	 just	needed	time	to
think	things	over.

Canute's	ability,	John	realized	as	he	poked	the	broom	under	the	bed	and	stirred	up	curly	dust
mice,	 followed	 a	 pattern	 of	 sorts--a	 pattern	 of	 little	 inconsistencies.	 The	 Smiths	 were	 an
ordinary	family,	Newton	was	an	ordinary	town,	and	the	United	States	was	America.	But:	Item:
That	kitten's	tail	had	been	prehensile--the	way	a	monkey's	tail	was	supposed	to	be,	not	a	cat's.

Item:	Canute	could	climb	a	tree--catlike.

Item:	John	had	never	been	out	of	the	township.

Item:	Some	of	his	schoolmates	had	skin	that	could	peel	off,	like	furniture	varnish.	Underneath
it	was	tan.	John's	skin	would	not	peel;	 it	became	tan	in	summer	but	faded	to	a	pale	color	 in
winter.

Item:	His	parents	didn't	like	him	to	remark	on	such	things.

That	was	enough	for	a	start.	Five	items--was	there	a	consistent	framework	for	these	things?	A
common	explanation?	A	 ripple	of	goose	pimples	went	up	his	 arms	and	across	his	 shoulders
and	on	into	the	back	of	his	head.	He	was	not	cold;	that	was	the	way	he	reacted	to	discovery.
Five	items--

and	 suddenly	 he	 was	 certain	 they	 _were_	 linked!	 The	 connection	 was	 really	 fundamental,
affecting	his	entire	outlook,	maybe	his	life.

Mom	appeared.	"Dear,	have	you	written	to	Betsy	yet?"

Someone	always	interrupted	him	when	he	started	to	_think!_	It	never	failed.

"Not	yet,	Mom,"	he	said,	glancing	at	her	with	frustration.	She	was	verging	on	fifty	and	getting
stout;	her	hair	was	 inclining	 toward	gray.	She	had	a	round	affectionate	 face,	and	her	hands
were	wrinkled.	Would	they	also	peel	if	scratched?

"Maybe	I'd	better	get	started,	though,"	he	added	quickly.	"I	was	just	thinking	about	her."	That
was	a	lie,	but	he	didn't	care	to	admit	the	true	direction	of	his	thoughts.

"That's	good,	 John,"	she	said.	 "Supper	 in	 fifteen	minutes.	Be	sure	 to	wash	your	hands."	She
left.

John	looked	at	Betsy's	picture,	propped	on	his	cluttered	desk.

Item:	He	was	going	steady	with	a	girl	he	had	never	met.

Well,	now	he	was	committed	to	that	chore.	He	would	have	to	write	to	Betsy	Jones.	Mom	would
fret	if	he	didn't.

He	brushed	aside	comics,	magazines,	and	wood	carvings	to	make	a	space	for	his	typewriter.
This	was	a	battered	portable	with	a	broken	bell	and	faded	ribbon,	but	it	worked	well	enough.
He	had	taught	himself	 to	 type	by	hunting	and	pecking	with	gradually	 increasing	 facility.	He
could	now	 type	 slightly	 faster	 than	he	 could	write,	 and	 that	was	adequate.	His	 composition
was	 limited	more	by	 the	 speed	of	his	 thoughts	 than	of	his	 two	 fingers.	He	 rolled	 through	a
sheet	of	paper	and	typed	the	date:	August	12,	1960.	Then,	"Dear	Betsy."

About	then	his	mind	went	blank.	What	should	a	sixteen-year-old	boy	say	to	a	sixteen-year-old
girl	he	had	never	seen	in	his	life?	He	had	written	to	her	every	week	for	the	past	six	months,
but	 that	 didn't	 help.	 It	 meant	 only	 that	 he	 had	 exhausted	 the	 possibilities	 in	 routine
description	and	query.	In	reply	he	had	her	weekly	letters	describing	_her_	house	(pretty	much
like	his),	_her_

town	(ditto),	_her_	family,	pet	(a	parakeet),	school	studies.	She	had	to	be	as	bored	with	it	all	as
he.	 By	mutual	 and	 unwritten	 consent	 they	 had	 never	 discussed	 romance.	 This	 contact	 had
been	arranged	by	their	parents,	and	neither	John	nor	Betsy	could	work	up	any	enthusiasm	for



it.

Probably	the	letters	were	snooped	on,	anyway.

John	 touched	 the	 keys	 without	 depressing	 them.	 How	 about:	 "Dear	 Betsy--how	 many
inconsistent	 items	can	you	count?	Do	your	 friends	have	the	same	fake	white	skin	mine	do?"
Sure--if	he	really	wanted	to	convince	her	he	was	crazy!

He	 picked	 up	 the	 picture,	 less	 for	 inspiration	 than	 to	 justify	 his	 failure	 to	 get	 on	 with	 the
missive.	 She	 was	 a	 rather	 pretty	 girl,	 brown-haired,	 brown-eyed,	 cute	 curved	 nose,	 small
mouth.	 In	 fact	 it	would	 have	 been	 easy	 enough	 to	 like	 her	 had	 she	 been	 _here_	 instead	 of
_there_	and	had	she	not	been	forced	on	him.

John	liked	to	make	his	own	decisions,	such	as	they	were.	He	had	precious	 little	opportunity.
His	school	curriculum	had	been	set	by	others,	his	homelife	was	ordered	by	his	parents,	and	his
summer	wanderings	were	circumscribed	by	the	township	limits.	About	the	only	real	freedoms
he	had	were	in	his	mind	and	heart.	Unfortunately	he	did	not	have	enough	information	to	think
really	independently	and	had	little	interest	in	girls.	That	did	not	affect	the	principle.	Certainly
he	was	not	about	to	get	sloppy	about	Betsy	Jones.	Now	or	ever.

"Dear,	are	you	feeling	well?"	Mom	inquired.

He	jumped.	She	was	catlike	on	those	stairs--no	sound	at	all!	"It's	hard	to	say	anything	to	a	girl
I've	never	met,"	he	said	lamely.

"You	_will_	meet	her,	John.	When	you	graduate."

"But	that's	a	year	off!"	He	made	it	sound	impatient.	Actually	he	didn't	care	if	it	was	a	century.

"I	know	it's	hard,	dear.	But	it	is	for	the	best."	She	left	again.

For	 the	 best?	 _Whose_	 best?	Why	 did	 it	 have	 to	 be	 this	way?	Why	 these	 empty	motions	 of
remote-control	courtship?	He	glanced	at	Canute,	now	snoozing	on	the	rug.	It	was	all	part	of
the	mystery--

the	girl,	the	dog,	the	cat,	the	fake	skin,	the	subtle	supervision.	How	could	he	unriddle	it	all,	let
alone	overcome	it?

He	 unfolded	 Betsy's	 last	 letter.	 She	 had	 waxed	 philosophic,	 and	 he	 had	 only	 skimmed	 it
disinterestedly	upon	receipt	a	couple	of	days	ago.	Did	Betsy	find	this	charade	as	frustrating	as
he	did?	Had	she	expressed	her	rebellion	by	writing	high-sounding	nonsense?

"Dear	 John,"	 she	had	written.	 "Have	 you	 ever	wondered	what	 you	would	do	 if	 you	had	 just
three	wishes?	Three	fairy-tale	wishes,	I	mean,	that	you	could	make	once	and	never	again,	and
they	 could	 never	 be	 changed	 afterward.	 And	 whatever	 you	 phrased	 as	 a	 wish	 would	 be
honored	literally,	even	if	it	were	only	'I	wish	I	didn't	have	so	much	homework'	or	'I	wish	you'd
shut	up.'	And	you	couldn't	cheat	by	wishing	for	a	thousand	more	wishes	or	half	a	wish	at	one
time."

Pointless	speculation,	but	now	that	he	considered	her	remarks	at	leisure,	they	did	make	some
sense.	 He	 _had_	 dreamed	 about	 wishes,	 deciding	 what	 he	 might	 do	 with	 one	 wish	 or	 a
hundred.	He	had	decided	 that	 if	 one	wish	were	used	 to	 ask	 for	 a	 thousand	wishes,	 each	of
those	would	be	only	one-thousandth	the	strength	of	the	first,	so	nothing	could	be	gained.	So
he	established	a	standard	format	of	three	medium-potent	wishes;	no	more	and	no	fewer	could
be	used.	When	he	was	eight,	he	had	settled	on	a	toy	store,	a	candy	store,	and	a	pet	shop.	At
twelve	it	had	been	a	spaceship	(he	had	seen	the	design	in	a	science-fiction	magazine),	a	billion
dollars	in	gold	coin,	and	a	purebred	Dalmatian	puppy.

Actually,	it	was	high	time	he	updated	that	list.	Like	a	last	will	and	testament,	the	latest	edition
remained	 in	 force	until	 superseded.	He	wasn't	at	all	 certain	 the	wishes	of	a	 twelve-year-old
boy	should	be	binding	on	a	young	man.	He	no	longer	wanted	the	spaceship,	since	his	interest
in	stellar	navigation	had	waned.	Gold	coin	was	passé;	an	unlimited	charge	account	would	be
better	and	far	easier	to	carry	around.	And	the	Dalmatian	he	had	now.

He	returned	to	Betsy's	 letter:	 "At	 first	 I	 thought	money	or	material	possessions	would	make
the	ideal	wish.	But	before	long	I	realized	that	I	have	all	of	that	sort	of	thing	I	need.	My	folks



take	 care	 of	me,	 clothe	me,	 feed	me;	 I	 have	 an	 allowance	 to	 cover	 other	 things.	 A	million
dollars	would	not	make	me	happier,	and	it	might	make	me	sadder.

"Then	 I	 thought	 that	 all	 I	 had	 to	wish	 for,	 really,	 was	 happiness	 itself.	 Nothing	 else	means
anything	without	that,	and	_with_	it	I	would	be	independent	of	the	other	things.	If	wealth	were
a	 legitimate	 part	 of	 happiness,	 I	 would	 automatically	 have	wealth;	 if	 residence	 in	 a	 palace
were	required,	I	would	have	that.	Maybe	I'd	marry	a	prince.	Everything	would	be	taken	care
of.

"But	now	I	am	convinced	that	shallow,	artificial	happiness	 is	not	 the	answer,	either.	You	can
get	 that	 from	drugs.	 If	everyone	settled	 for	 that	estate,	 the	world	would	shortly	come	to	an
end."

John	considered	that.	Betsy	was	a	pretty	smart	girl.	She	refused	to	accept	the	easy	answers.
She	knew	she	wanted	happiness,	but	she	was	choosy	how	she	got	it.	Here	was	something	he
could	 comment	 on.	 It	 tied	 in,	 not	 too	 remotely,	 with	 his	 own	 problem:	 that	 of	 the
inconsistencies	 in	his	 surroundings.	 In	 fact,	what	he	had	here	_was_	a	kind	of	make-believe
happiness	 that	 he	 found	 empty	 in	 practice.	 He	 didn't	 want	 satisfaction	 in	 ignorance.	 He
wanted	to	know	the	truth.	It	might	be	ugly;	it	might	even	hurt	him,	but....

"Supper,	John,"	Mom	called.

The	 important	 chain	 of	 thought	 had	 been	 broken	 again!	 He	 grasped	 at	 the	 last	 link,
determined	to	have	the	meaning.	The	truth	might	be	ugly,	painful,	but	it	would	be	_real._	Not
a	cardboard....

"John?"

"Coming,	Mom!"

Talk	 of	 three	 wishes!	 He	 wished	 he	 had	 a	 decent	 chance	 to	 _think!_	 Morosely,	 he	 went
downstairs.

2

_Outside	the	Zoo_

After	supper	John	washed	the	dishes.	This	was	not	a	chore	he	had	to	do.	He	had	volunteered
one	evening,	surprising	and	pleasing	Mom.	Then,	ashamed	to	confess	that	he	had	only	needed
a	pretext	to	postpone	particularly	dull	homework,	he	had	stayed	with	it,	night	after	night.	This
time	it	provided	him	with	another	mindless	exercise	while	he	thought	things	out.

He	had	been	pondering	things	he	couldn't	explain.	Betsy	had	written	of	the	fallacy	of	artificial
happiness.	The	two	jibed,	almost.	He	had	drawn	a	mental	parallel	between	them,	made	them
add	up	to	something	significant...	almost.

Something	was	wrong.	He	had	to	find	a	situation	that	accounted	for	a	cat	with	a	prehensile
tail,	a	tree-climbing	dog,	and	the	strange	restrictions	on	his	freedom.

Betsy's	letter-essay	suggested	that	the	best	wish	of	all	was	for	information.	Well,	it	didn't	say
so	in	so	many	words,	but	it	seemed	to	be	leading	up	to	that.	To	know,	or	to	have	the	means	to
discover,	 the	 truth,	whatever	 it	might	be.	And	 if	 the	 truth	made	 the	knower	miserable,	 that
was	still	better	than	contented	ignorance.

He	agreed	with	her.	He	didn't	exactly	_like_	her,	but	he	realized	that	she	could	be	a	valuable
ally.	By	pooling	their	two	sets	of	information	they	might	indeed	come	at	the	truth.	Maybe	that
was	why	they	weren't	allowed	to	meet	yet.	They	might	compare	notes	and	discover	something
vital.	If	their	letters	were	censored...	well,	it	might	be	possible	to	get	around	that.

He	finished	the	dishes	and	called	Canute	for	the	evening	walk.	He	still	needed	thinking	time.
The	only	way	he	could	communicate	with	Betsy	was	by	letter,	censored	or	not.	He	could	not
just	put	his	suspicions	into	writing,	so	what	could	he	do?

Canute	stopped	to	sniff	at	a	tree.	John	was	momentarily	tempted	to	tell	the	dog	to	climb	it,	but
he	 suppressed	 the	 urge.	He	was	 lucky	 the	 hidden	watchers--the	 ones	 that	 he	 had	 long	 ago
invented	as	a	game	but	now	firmly	believed	in--hadn't	been	alert	during	that	first	climb,	_If_



they	had	missed	 it;	 if	 not,	 the	dog	might	be	gone	 in	 the	morning,	 like	 the	 kitten....	No!	He
wouldn't	let	anyone	take	Canute!	He	would	be	alert	and	stop	them	somehow,	even	if	he	had	to
fight	in	the	night!

He	needed	more	information	before	deciding	anything.	Betsy	might	help.	If	he	could	just	write
to	her	privately....

A	 code!	One	 she	would	 comprehend,	 but	 not	 the	 censor.	 It	would	have	 to	be	 a	 very	 simple
code,	and	that	increased	the	risk.	He	couldn't	work	it	out	on	paper	in	advance,	either,	because
a	watcher	might	see	his	notes.	That	made	 it	a	real	challenge.	Every	tenth	word?	She	would
never	pick	that	up	unless	she	were	looking	for	just	that	type	of	thing.	Forlorn	hope.	First	word
in	each	sentence?

Maybe,	but	still	pretty	clumsy.	Either	way	he'd	have	to	write	a	long,	wordy	letter	to	put	across
a	short	message--a	message	that	would	probably	be	wasted.

If	he	could	only	give	her	some	hint--but	the	censor	would	pick	it	up,	too!	He	was	still	stuck.

And	when	he	came	down	to	it,	how	could	he	be	sure	that	Betsy	herself	was	real?	He	had	never
met	her.	All	he	knew	of	her	was	her	letters	and	her	picture.	Obviously	_somebody_	wrote	the
one	 and	 posed	 for	 the	 other,	 but	 that	 was	 hardly	 proof	 that	 Betsy-as-he-knew-her	 existed.
Maybe	his	correspondent	_was_	the	censor!

But	again:	If	Betsy	were	_not_	real,	why	should	they	have	taken	all	the	trouble	to	invent	her?
He	 hadn't	wanted	 to	 correspond.	 There	were	 girls	 in	 school,	 some	 fairly	 attractive,	 even	 if
their	skins	weren't	real.	There	was	no	point	in	signing	him	up	with	a	stranger,	particularly	not
another	imitation.

He	had	picked	up	a	useful	rule	of	thumb	from	his	readings:	Accept	the	simplest	explanation	he
could	 find--for	 anything.	 He	 chuckled.	 By	 that	 token	 his	 whole	 project	 was	 useless!	 The
simplest	explanation	for	Betsy	was	that	his	folks	thought	she	was	a	better	match	for	him	than
any	of	the	local	girls,	but	she	lived	too	far	away	for	immediate	visits.	For	Canute's	climbing,
the	 simplest	 explanation	 was	 that	 dogs	 _could_	 climb	 trees,	 and	 the	 encyclopedia	 hadn't
thought	this	needed	mentioning.	For	the	kitten....

The	 kitten	was	 harder,	 because	 cats	 were	 _not_	 supposed	 to	 have	 prehensile	 tails,	 and	 his
folks	_had_	been	upset	when	he	mentioned	 it	 (upset	but	not	surprised?!),	and	 the	cat	_had_
disappeared.

It	was	pushing	coincidence	to	dismiss	the	connection.	It	was	as	though	the	cat	had	not	been	a
cat	at	all,	and	once	he	was	on	the	verge	of	discovering	that....

He	 felt	 the	 chill	 across	 his	 shoulders,	 up	 his	 neck.	 _Not	 a	 real	 cat!_	 Talk	 of	 simple
explanations!

Maybe	Canute	was	not	a	real	dog,	either.	And	the	kids	at	school	were	not	real	kids.	And	his
folks	 not	 real	 parents.	Maybe	 the	whole	 town	 of	 Newton....	 But	 this	 line	 of	 thinking	 didn't
seem	to	lead	to	any	answers.

He	would	query	Betsy.	Two	heads	were	better	than	one.	She	might	not	answer,	or	she	might
not	exist	as	a	person,	but	the	effort	wouldn't	cost	him	much,	and	it	might	bring	out	something
important.

Canute	was	sniffing	his	way	back	toward	the	house.	John	had	to	set	up	his	message	and	his
code	before	he	got	there	so	that	he	could	type	without	seeming	to	make	much	of	it.

Let's	see...	something	simple	and	direct	for	the	message.	"Let's	compare	notes.	Something	is
wrong.	Does	your	dog	climb	trees?"	But	she	didn't	have	a	dog.	She	had	a	bird.	Great	show!	All
right:	"Have	you	ever	been	out	of	town?"	Not	good,	but	he	was	pressed	for	time.	Now	how	to
encode	it.	Why	not	every	third	word?	That	wouldn't	be	too	complicated	to	figure	out.	With	an
opening	hint:	"Sometimes	I	think	we'd	learn	more	just	by	reading	every	third	word."	Yes,	that
was	good.	He	was	at	the	doorstep.	He'd	have	to	work	out	the	rest	extemporaneously.

In	his	room	he	began	the	letter:

"Dear	Betsy,	I've	been	thinking	about	your	recent	comments	but	must	admit	they	confuse	me.



Sometimes	I	think	we'd	do	better	just	reading	every	third	word.	I	mean,	let's	start	to	compare
some	such	notes.	 I	 think	something	might	develop.	 Is	 there	any	wrong	or	right--does	any	of
your--"

Oops!	He	had	started	on	the	dog	query	instead	of	the	out-of-town	query.	And	the	letter	wasn't
too	bright,	 generally.	This	was	harder	 to	 fit	 together	 than	he	had	 thought.	His	 third	words,
after	the	key	sentence,	were	okay:	"let's...	compare...	notes...	something...	is...	wrong...	does...
your"--

but	the	overall	text	was	ridiculously	clumsy.	Well,	he	was	stuck	with	it	now.

"...does	 any	 of	 your	 thinking."	 Stuck	 again.	 How	 could	 he	 fit	 in	 "dog"	 without	 being	 too
obvious.

And	 he	 didn't	 even	want	 to	 ask	 her	 about	 her	 nonexistent	 dog!	He	 kept	 confusing	 himself,
trying	to	concentrate	on	three	things	at	once.

He	could	write	a	horrible	letter,	then	make	a	show	of	rereading	it	and	tearing	it	up	in	disgust.

If	he	had	to.	That	might	fool	the	watchers.

"...does	any	of	your	thinking	fly	bird	or	moth	like	out	the	strange	cage	of	stuff?"	Ugh!	This	was
getting	ridiculous.	He	had	to	stop.

"Sorry,"	he	typed.	"I	can't	seem	to	organize	my	thoughts	tonight.	Maybe	you	get	the	idea."	Up
to

"does...	your...	bird...	like...	strange...	stuff?"	anyway.	That	would	have	to	do.

He	filled	out	the	letter	with	routine	chaff:	how	he	looked	forward	to	meeting	her,	the	recent
weather,	etc.	He	had	pretty	well	mangled	his	code	letter;	it	wasn't	as	good	an	idea	as	it	had
seemed	at	first,	but	he	was	too	stubborn	to	give	it	up	now.	He	addressed	the	envelope,	sealed
it,	stuck	on	a	postage	stamp,	and	put	it	in	the	box	at	the	front	door	for	the	mailman	to	pick	up
next	day.	At	least	that	took	care	of	his	weekly	missive!

*	*	*

Betsy's	reply,	a	few	days	later,	amazed	him.	She	had	picked	up	the	gambit	and	replied	in	kind.
Her	message,	spaced	every	third	word	far	more	skillfully	than	his	own	blundering	effort,	was
this:

"I	have	known	for	some	time	that	it	wasn't	real.	All	the	pets	are	alien	creatures.	You	and	I	are
zoo	specimens,	due	to	be	mated	next	year	so	as	to	preserve	the	species	in	captivity.	I	tried	to
break	out	last	year,	so	they	watch	me	closely	now.	I	will	help	you	escape	if	you	agree	to	rescue
me	in	return."

John	pondered	the	letter,	so	innocent	on	the	surface,	so	forceful	in	code.	Was	she	pulling	his
leg?	He	hadn't	really	_believed_	this	watchers	business,	had	he?	Was	she	laughing	her	head	off
over	his	gullibility?

Maybe--but	 somehow	he	 didn't	 think	 so.	Her	 bluff	was	 too	 easily	 called,	 and	what	 she	 said
jibed	too	nicely	with	his	own	observations.	All	he	had	asked	her	was	whether	her	bird	acted
strangely;	he	had	not	mentioned	his	suspicion	that	everything	else,	including	the	people,	was
a	mock-up.	And	if	Betsy	were	the	censor,	she	certainly	wouldn't	encourage	his	suspicions!

She	must	be	like	him,	with	similar	experiences	and	suspicions.	Now	she	proposed	to	bargain
with	him,	and	why	not?	But	there	was	one	more	check	he	had	to	make	before	he	committed
himself.

That	night	he	did	something	he	had	not	done	in	years:	He	sneaked	out.	He	simply	waited	until
the	household	was	asleep,	then	got	up	and	walked	out	the	front	door.	He	didn't	think	about	the
watchers.

He	heard	a	noise	just	as	he	was	closing	the	door.	Canute	had	heard	him	and	wanted	to	come
along.



If	he	shut	the	door,	the	dog	would	scratch	at	it	and	howl,	alerting	everybody.	He	had	either	to
let	Canute	 join	him	or	 to	give	up	 the	 venture.	Also,	 he	 suddenly	 realized	 that	he	dared	not
leave	the	dog	alone,	tonight	or	any	night.	That	would	be	the	moment	Canute	disappeared....

"Quiet!"	he	whispered,	opening	the	door	and	feeling	a	marked	relief.	However	alien	the	dog
might	be	 in	reality,	he	was	comforting	to	have	along.	There	was	no	question	about	Canute's
personal	loyalty.	Together	they	faced	the	cool,	still,	dark	outside.

They	 walked	 toward	 the	 township	 limit.	 John	 used	 his	 flashlight	 once	 he	 was	 clear	 of	 the
house.	 He	 had	 never	 been	 beyond	 the	 Newton	 line,	 but	 tonight	 it	 would	 be	 different.
Something	had	always	happened	to	stop	him	before--the	road	would	be	temporarily	blocked,
or	 a	 severe	 storm	would	 come	up,	 or	 he	would	meet	 someone	 going	 the	 other	way	 and	 be
distracted.	He	had	been	frustrated	but	not	suspicious--until	now.

Betsy	 claimed	 they	 were	 both	 zoo	 specimens.	 Well,	 modern	 zoos	 put	 their	 animals	 in
superficially	 compatible	 habitats	 so	 that	 the	 stupid	 ones	might	 not	 even	 be	 aware	 of	 their
confinement.	They	were	supposed	 to	be	happier	and	healthier	 that	way	and	would	breed	 in
captivity.	Rage	surged	through	him.	Not	_this_	animal!

Canute	woofed,	thinking	John's	reaction	meant	danger.	John	reached	down	to	pat	the	speckled
shoulder	reassuringly.	If	Newton	were	a	zoo,	Canute	was	still	a	friend!

This	was	too	slow.	John	switched	off	the	flashlight	and	let	his	eyes	adapt	to	the	night.	There
was	 some	moonglow,	 hazed	by	 clouds.	 "Lead	 the	way,	Canute!"	 he	whispered,	 beginning	 to
run.	"To	the	fence!"

Canute	led.	He	had	done	this	before,	picking	out	the	best	trail.	John	followed	with	confidence,
knowing	 the	dog	would	not	betray	him	 into	any	 rut	or	bush.	The	strikingly	marked	 fur	was
easy	 to	 see,	 in	 contrast	 to	 the	ground.	He	 judged	 they	were	making	 ten	or	 twelve	miles	an
hour	before	he	got	winded	and	had	to	take	a	walk-break.

In	half	an	hour	they	reached	the	fence	that	marked	the	town	limit.	 It	was	not	an	auspicious
barrier--just	a	four-foot-high	wire	mesh	with	a	double	strand	of	barbed	wire	along	the	top.	To
keep	the	cows	clear,	he	had	been	told.	He	paced	along	it,	pretty	sure	the	fence	was	bugged.	If
he	touched	it	anywhere,	someone	would	come.	It	would	seem	accidental,	but	his	exploration
would	be	halted.	He	was	sure	of	that.	He	had	to	get	through	without	any	contact.

He	used	his	 flash,	casting	about	 in	the	growing-up	pasture	here.	He	might	construct	a	stile,
but	that	would	take	time,	and	he	didn't	have	a	hatchet	or	any	cord	or	hammer	or	nails,	and	he
couldn't	afford	the	noise	even	if	he	knew	how	to	assemble	it,	and	he	would	have	real	trouble	in
the	dark.

He	had	to	get	over	that	fence	in	a	hurry.

He	 walked	 farther,	 frustrated.	 Such	 simple	 things	 were	 balking	 him!	 The	 flash	 splashed
against	 a	 rock.	 There	 was	 an	 old	 stone	 wall,	 falling	 apart.	 These	 massive	 but	 ineffective
barriers	had	been	used,	he	understood,	to	fence	in	sheep,	maybe	a	century	ago.	Pretty	dumb
animal	to	be	restrained	by	no	more	than	this.	Anybody	could	climb	over!	Just	how	stupid	did
the	keepers	figure	John	Smith	was?

He	realized	that	he	had	come	to	accept	Betsy's	theory,	even	though	he	had	not	verified	it	yet.

Anyway,	here	was	his	stile:	He	could	build	a	rampart	of	rocks.

Half	an	hour	later	he	was	dirty	and	tired,	but	he	had	a	crude	pyramid	as	high	as	the	fence.	He
could	 jump	over	easily	 from	 its	 top,	and	so	could	Canute.	Coming	back	would	be	more	of	a
problem,	but	that	was	the	least	of	his	worries	at	the	moment.

He	flung	himself	over,	landing	hard	and	rolling	before	he	could	get	righted.	"Come,	Canute!"
he	called	softly.	The	dog	leaped	down	with	surprising	finesse.

They	were	outside	the	township	of	Newton--the	presumed	limit	of	his	prison.	But	John	couldn't
detect	any	difference.	He	let	Canute	lead	the	way	through	the	semidarkness,	away	from	the
fence.

He	 felt	 let	down.	He	had	been	keyed	up	 for	 something	 spectacular,	 or	 at	 least	 a	 change.	 If



there	were	nothing	but	empty	countryside....

There	_had_	to	be	something	else!	Dad	had	to	go	somewhere	when	he	drove	off	for	work.	The
truck	 supplying	 the	 local	 stores	had	 to	 come	 from	somewhere.	Newton	could	not	 exist	 in	 a
vacuum.	It	didn't	matter	whether	it	was	a	legitimate	town	or	a	zoo;	there	was	a	framework	of
some	kind.

Assured,	 he	 moved	 on,	 running,	 walking,	 running,	 following	 Canute.	 The	 forest	 continued
while	his	nervousness	increased.	_Had_	he	imagined	it	all,	and	was	he	now	trekking	through
perfectly	innocent,	ordinary	countryside,	making	a	fool	of	himself?

After	twenty	minutes	he	saw	a	light.	His	heart	pounded,	and	not	just	from	the	running.	Now
he	would	find	out!	He	warned	the	dog	to	silence	and	approached,	ducking	behind	trees	and
bushes.	It	was	a	house	of	sorts.	Not	like	any	in	Newton.	This	one	was	half-round,	like	a	soap
bubble	on	water,	and	it	shimmered:	a	glowing	twenty-foot	hemisphere	with	boxes	stuck	to	it.

As	he	crept	closer,	he	discerned	more	detail.	The	house	was	not	bubble-shaped	after	all--it	was
octagonal.	Its	main	diameter	was	about	twelve	feet,	and	the	four	cubes	bracing	it	were	about
five	feet	on	a	side.	The	cubes	were	opaque,	but	the	walls	between	them	were	transparent.	He
was	sure	it	was	a	house	because	he	could	see	people	inside.

They	were	brown	people.	A	brown	girl	slept	on	a	cushion	against	one	outer	panel,	her	hand
touching	the	glass.	A	brown	man,	probably	her	father,	sat	poring	over	something	on	a	table.
John	didn't	see	any	others,	but	they	could	be	hidden	in	the	cubicles.

Brown	 people.	 If	 all	 the	 artificial	 skin	 were	 peeled	 away	 from	 the	 people	 of	 Newton,	 they
might	be	like	this.	Betsy's	statement	had	been	confirmed.	Or	had	it?	This	was	not	like	any	zoo
he	had	heard	of!

More	important:	this	house.	It	was	futuristic.	He	could	tell	without	further	investigation	that	it
beat	anything	of	1960	by	a	century	of	progress,	at	 least.	It	hung	in	the	air	a	yard	above	the
ground,	but	nothing	held	it	there.	It	had	internal	illumination,	but	there	were	no	power	wires
leading	to	it.	It	was	tiny,	but	the	evident	comfort	of	its	visible	occupants	proved	that	it	wasn't
stuffy.	 John	 saw	no	 kitchen	 or	 closets	 or	 sanitary	 facilities--and	 if	 those	 things	 all	 fit	 in	 the
cubicles,	they	had	to	be	mighty	efficient.	This	wasn't	any	setup	for	his	benefit.	He	had	come	in
secret	 and	 struck	 it	 randomly,	 following	 Canute's	 nose.	 Most	 likely	 it	 was	 typical	 of	 the
dwellings	outside	of	Newton.

Brown	people	in	a	house	of	the	future.	What	an	item!	It	was	exciting,	and	more	than	enough	to
think	about.	Time	for	him	to	get	home.	He	would	just	about	have	time	to	straddle	the	fence--he
realized	belatedly	he	could	prepare	a	pole	 to	vault	over--and	 lift	Canute	past,	dismantle	his
unwieldy	rampart,	and	get	into	bed	before	morning.	He	didn't	want	to	get	caught	outside	the
zoo	the	way	Betsy	had	been	and	have	his	freedom	restricted	more	stringently.

And	he'd	better	agree	to	her	terms!	Now	he	was	sure	he	didn't	want	to	stay	in	staid	Newton,
when	the	future	lay	outside.	Literally.

3

_A	Strange	Mistake_

The	 better	 part	 of	 a	 year	 passed.	 John	 graduated	 from	 high	 school	 and	 dutifully	 wrote	 his
weekly	letters	to	Betsy,	making	sure	they	were	dull.	He	whistled	as	he	performed	household
chores	and	did	not	ask	awkward	questions.	He	took	up	gymnastics,	becoming	quite	proficient
at	running	and	jumping,	and	he	trained	Canute	to	do	some	remarkable	tricks.	Mom	and	Dad
were	very	pleased.

Those	dull	letters	exchanged	with	Betsy,	however,	were	in	increasingly	sophisticated	code,	and
some	of	Canute's	tricks	were	meaningless	within	the	Newton	existence.	And	occasionally	John
applied	brown	makeup	and	hurdled	the	fence	and	explored	the	surrounding	region.	He	raided
an	 unoccupied	 floating	 house	 and	 learned	 by	 trial,	 error,	 and	 more	 error	 how	 to	 handle
modern	facilities,	including	the	fantastic	communicator.	His	grades	in	the	Newton	school	were
indifferent,	but	had	he	been	graded	on	the	total	amount	he	learned	in	that	year,	he	would	have
been	the	township	champion.

The	 date	 outside	 was	 2375,	 and	 the	 planet	 was	 "Standard."	 John	 was	 apparently	 the	 last



healthy,	 sane,	 young,	 purebred	Caucasian	human	male	 in	 existence,	 and	Betsy	was	 the	 last
healthy,	etc.,	female.	They	were	to	be	mated	so	that	this	unique	line	could	be	continued.	The
rest	of	humanity	was	Standard:	an	evenly	melted	mixture	of	the	assorted	human	stocks	of	the
planet	earth.

Neither	John	nor	Betsy	could	ascertain	why	this	time	and	place	in	history	had	been	chosen	for
this	oasis	of	 the	past.	Was	 there	some	prejudice	against	 the	purebred	Caucasian	stock,	and
had	these	two	white	subjects	been	kept	in	seclusion	and	ignorance	so	that	they	would	not	be
ravaged	by	the	horrors	of	their	ancestry?	If	so,	what	had	happened	to	the	world	they	thought
they	knew?

Yet	if	the	Caucasian	heritage	was	so	evil,	why	had	they	been	kept	alive	at	all,	let	alone	in	such
an	elaborate	setting?	The	zoos	were	a	good	deal	more	elegant	than	seemed	necessary.	But	a
zoo,	whether	as	 fancy	as	a	palace	or	simple	as	a	manacle	on	the	ankle,	was	still	a	zoo.	Two
things	 John	and	Betsy	agreed	on:	 to	 thwart	 this	mechanically	calculated	mating	plan	and	to
learn	 the	 truth	 about	 the	 vanished	 white	 race.	 They	 worked	 out	 their	 escape,	 refining	 the
details	week	after	week.

Once	they	were	free	and	safe,	and	once	they	knew	the	full	story,	they	would	go	their	separate
ways.

Then,	only	two	weeks	before	they	were	scheduled	to	meet,	Betsy	wrote	 in	code:	"There	 is	a
third	zoo."	That	was	all	she	knew.	Her	father	had	a	wrist	TV	disguised	as	an	old-time	watch.
He	had	 forgotten	 it	 one	night	 after	 removing	 it	 for	 a	 shower,	 and	 she	had	 sneaked	 into	his
room	and	watched	it	for	half	an	hour.	The	picture	was	three-dimensional,	even	though	barely
an	 inch	across;	 she	had	had	 to	put	her	eye	up	close	 to	make	out	 the	detail,	 and	 it	was	 like
looking	through	a	telescope.	She	saw	routine	news	and	a	weather	report,	and	they	had	flashed
maps	 of	 the	 continent	 to	mark	 the	 scheduled	 rain	 regions.	 Population	 densities	 and	 similar
factors	were	overlaid	in	color,	but	she	hadn't	had	time	to	analyze	them.	She	spotted	her	own
area,	and	it	was	blank.	So	was	John's	Newton.	And	one	more.

They	 had	 no	 time	 to	 hash	 it	 out	 thoroughly.	 She	 might	 have	 misread	 the	 maps	 or
misinterpreted	the	coding	of	the	overlays.	Even	if	she	were	correct,	there	could	be	a	separate
explanation	 for	 the	 third	 blank--a	 supply	 depot,	 perhaps.	 But	 they	 could	 not	 dismiss	 the
possibility	that	they	were	not	quite	alone.	They	agreed	to	modify	their	program	accordingly.
They	would	somehow	check	out	the	third	zoo	before	they	split.

*	*	*

John	spent	his	last	night	in	Newton	quietly.	He	wondered	if	his	parents--actually	two	bleached-
white	 Standards	 assigned	 to	 this	 task--suspected	 that	 he	 planned	 to	 leave	 the	 zoo	 forever
tomorrow.	 Of	 course,	Mom	 and	 Dad	were	 good	 people,	 even	 if	 they	 lived	 a	 lie.	 They	 were
dedicated.

The	other	inhabitants	of	the	Newton	zoo	could	peel	and	scrub	and	resume	their	natural	skin
color	and	their	normal	existence	each	evening,	but	Mom	and	Dad	had	to	maintain	their	roles
constantly.

They	had	done	everything	they	were	supposed	to	and	never	once	let	on	that	it	was	only	a	job.
It	was	not	their	fault	that	he	had	seen	through	the	masquerade	that	day	when	he	had	jokingly
ordered	 Canute	 to	 climb	 the	 tree,	 and	 the	 dog	 had	 not	 been	 smart	 enough	 to	 reject	 the
directive.

Did	 Mom	 and	 Dad	 approve	 of	 what	 they	 were	 doing?	 He	 doubted	 it.	 If	 there	 had	 been	 a
certain	coldness,	it	had	not	been	directed	at	him.	Things	had	always	been	harmonious	but	not
that	close;	though	he	certainly	bore	them	no	enmity,	he	was	not	strongly	attached.	Would	they
be	 punished	 for	 letting	 him	 escape?	 The	 question	 struck	 him	 with	 greater	 misgiving	 than
seemed	warranted,	and	he	was	surprised	to	find	his	eyes	moist.	He	was	suddenly	aware	that
Mom	and	Dad	were	more	important	to	him	than	he	had	realized.	They	must	love	him	a	little,
just	 as	 he	 loved	 Canute,	 and	 the	 feeling	was	 reciprocal.	 It	 did	 not	matter,	 on	 the	 personal
level,	that	they	were	not	his	true	parents	and	Canute	not	a	true	dog.	The	relationships	were
more	binding	than	the	facts.

He	would	 have	 to	 leave	 a	 note	 to	 exonerate	 them.	He	went	 to	 the	 typewriter,	 then	 caught
himself	 and	 passed	 by	 it	 to	 the	 closet,	 pretending	 to	 check	 his	 suit	 for	 the	 forthcoming



occasion.	The	watchers	could	be	watching.	If	he	made	a	note,	someone	would	see	it	too	soon,
and	the	whole	thing	would	be	ruined.	Twenty-fourth-century	technology	could	keep	him	under
perpetual	 observation	 without	 any	 direct	 "bugs,"	 he	 was	 quite	 certain	 now.	 His	 nocturnal
excursions	had	escaped	notice	only	because	there	had	seemed	to	be	no	reason	to	watch	him
sleeping	 every	 night.	 He	 had	 kept	 them	 to	 a	 minimum,	 though,	 refusing	 to	 push	 his	 luck
unnecessarily.

Mom	and	Dad	would	just	have	to	take	their	chances.	He	regretted	it,	but	there	was	no	other
way.

*	*	*

The	telephone	rang.	Mom	pounced	on	it	immediately,	though	she	had	never	been	the	nervous
type.

"Hello,"	 she	 said	 and	 listened	 for	 a	 moment.	 "Where?"	 Another	 pause,	 then:	 "Thank	 you,"
gravely.

"She's	 come,"	 Dad	 said,	 touching	 his	 little	 moustache,	 and	Mom	 nodded.	 Oddly,	 they	 both
seemed	as	much	on	edge	as	John	himself.

"At	the	bus	station,"	Mom	said.	"She--she's	alone."

"I'll	go	pick	her	up,"	John	volunteered,	knowing	that	this	was	what	they	wanted.	Some	kind	of
mistake	had	been	made	in	the	delivery,	and	they	were	embarrassed	and	nonplussed.

Betsy	was	supposed	to	arrive	on	the	train	with	a	chaperon.	That	way	the	Standards	would	be
sure	she	remained	under	control	and	that	nothing	was	given	away.	But	she	had	turned	up	on
the	bus	and	alone.	Had	she	thumbed	her	nose	at	the	system	by	giving	her	chaperon	the	slip?
No	 wonder	Mom	 and	 Dad	 were	 covertly	 shaking!	 What	 if	 she	 had	 escaped	 entirely?	 They
wanted	time	to	recover	from	the	shock--and	to	bawl	out	someone	on	the	phone.

John	rode	his	bicycle,	though	he	realized	that	this	would	not	do	to	bring	her	back.	Well,	 the
two	of	them	could	walk--and	anyway,	he	would	not	bring	her	to	the	house.

This	confusion	of	arrival	actually	played	into	his	hands.	He	would	need	no	ruse	to	get	out	from
under	 the	supervision	of	 the	elders.	He	and	Betsy	could	put	 their	escape	plan	 into	effect	at
once.

But	he	was	upset,	too.	What	fool	stunt	had	Betsy	pulled?	Their	plan	required	everything	to	be
absolutely	routine	until	it	was	time	for	the	big	break;	it	was	important	that	the	Standards	have
no	 hint	 of	 what	 was	 planned.	 Betsy's	 rash	 behavior	 could	 have	 alerted	 the	 watchers	 and
destroyed	any	chance	to	flee!

He	pedaled	faster,	knowing	that	he	was	overreacting.	Once	more	he	felt	remorse	at	what	this
would	do	to	his	folks--and	hers.	They	were	imitation	parents,	but	they	were	good,	kind	people.
But	 it	 had	 to	 be	 done	 (if	 it	 could	 be	 done!)	 if	 he	 and	 Betsy	 were	 not	 to	 be	 lifelong	 zoo
specimens.

The	 bus	 station	 was	 hardly	 more	 than	 a	 notch	 in	 the	 wall	 behind	 the	 five-and-dime	 store.
There	were	only	two	buses	a	day--one	on	Sundays--and	they	seldom	had	more	than	one	or	two
passengers.

The	driver	sold	the	tickets;	there	was	no	proper	office.	It	was	just	a	partial	shelter	against	rain
or	sun	and	an	uncomfortable	place	to	wait.	Betsy	would	not	be	pleased.

He	wheeled	around	 the	corner	of	Main	and	Third,	making	 the	one-block	 jog	north	 to	Birch,
where	 the	 bus	 alley	 diverged.	 It	 was	 dark	 here,	 after	 the	 bright	 sunshine,	 but	 he	 followed
Canute's	white	network	confidently.	In	a	moment	the	bus	shelter	loomed,	and	he	saw	a	dark
figure	standing	against	the	wall.	Canute	woofed.

John's	eyes	were	adjusting	to	the	shadow.	At	first	he	saw	little	more	than	a	white	robe.	Then
he	made	out	 tremendous	yellow	ear	pendants,	each	 like	a	quarter	slice	of	honeydew	melon.
Then	he	lost	control	of	the	bicycle	and	crashed	ignominiously	to	the	pavement.

"Humé?"	she	called.



John	 fought	 back	 the	 pain	 of	 a	 skinned	 knee	 as	 he	 extricated	 himself	 from	 the	 wreckage.
"Betsy?"

It	 could	 hardly	 be	 Betsy.	 This	 was	 a	 deeply	 brown-skinned	 girl--black,	 really--as	 far	 from
Standard	tan	as	he	was.	She	wore	a	floor-length	robe,	scarf-tied	hair,	and	huge	earrings.	She
came	to	stand	beside	him	solicitously,	her	dark	hands	clasping	each	other.

John	 straightened.	 "Is	 that--are	 those	 real	 gold?"	 he	 asked	 her,	 his	 eyes	 compelled	 by	 the
yellow.

Each	pendant	was	a	good	six	inches	long.

"Yes,"	she	said,	as	though	that	were	obvious.	"You	are	not	Humé."

"I'm	John.	And	you're	not	Betsy."

"I	am	Ala."	She	also	had	a	delicate	gold	ring	set	 in	her	nose,	and	a	 thin	black	braid	of	hair
dropped	across	her	forehead.

They	 looked	at	each	other,	a	white	boy	and	a	black	girl.	 "I	 think	there	has	been	a	mistake,"
John	said	at	last,	"and	not	just	a	little	one."

"You	were	to	take	a	foreign	bride?	An	Arab?"

"An	_Arab?_	No,	an	American."

"I	was	sent	to	Humé	of	Bornu."	She	made	a	face,	_"Bornu!"_

"Very	bad,"	he	agreed	diplomatically,	not	knowing	where	Bornu	was	supposed	to	be.	"Look--
something	is	wrong,	but	we	can't	talk	here.	Someone	might--overhear."	Already	he	was	certain
that	 quick	 privacy	 was	 crucial.	 This	 opened	 up	 a	 whole	 new	 dimension	 to	 the	 zoo-escape
problem!

She	looked	at	him	more	thoroughly,	and	he	was	impressed	by	her	bearing.	She	was	just	about
his	own	age	and	very	pretty.	"You	are	not	of	Bornu	or	anywhere	in	the	Sudan,	yet--"	Here	she
stopped	abruptly.

"Yet	not	Standard?"	he	asked	softly.

She	 seemed	not	 to	 hear	him.	She	 looked	down,	 her	 great	 golden	 earrings	 shifting	 forward.
"You	have	a	beautiful	dog."

Canute's	ears	perked.	He	moved	up	to	sniff	her	hand,	tail	half-wagging.

"Walk	beside	me,"	John	said.	"We'll	try	to	bluff	it	through.	Don't	look	at	any	other	people."

They	 moved	 at	 a	 moderate	 pace	 out	 of	 the	 bus	 alley	 and	 northward	 along	 Third	 Street,
ignoring	 the	 townspeople	 they	passed,	 and	 the	 natives	 of	Newton	 ignored	 them,	 though	he
knew	there	would	be	amazed	discussion	afterward.	By	acting	boldly	he	hoped	to	carry	it	off,	to
make	it	seem	as	though	he	were	_supposed_	to	be	walking	with	a	black	girl.

Third	terminated	in	a	parklike	dead	end.	They	bypassed	the	barrier	and	advanced	into	open
country.

Once	among	the	trees,	they	changed	direction	and	began	a	wide	arc	westward.

"We	can	be	seen	here,	but	not	heard,	I	think,"	John	said	at	last.	"I've	checked	out	the	region	as
well	as	I	could."

"They	cannot	hear	us	from	the	city	unless	we	shout,"	she	said.	"Please	tell	me	now.	Where	is
this	 remarkable	place,	 and	who	are	 you?	 I	 have	never	been	 told	 of	 a	 city	 like	 this,	 and	 the
people	are	all	jinn-white."

"They	 aren't	 really	 white.	 They're	 Standards--brown	 people	 with	 white	 covering.	 Halfway
between	you	and	me."

"Tauregs?"



"Standards.	People	of	the	twenty-fourth	century."

She	turned	her	head	with	the	glow	of	gold	to	stare	at	him	in	amazement.	"What	do	you	mean,
John	of	the	strange	city?"

Suddenly	 he	 realized	 that	 she	 didn't	 know	 about	 the	 Standards.	He	 had	 assumed	 from	 her
reactions	that	she	did,	but	now	he	saw	that	he	had	misinterpreted	them.	She	thought	all	this
was	real!

This	development	complicated	things	even	more.	Obviously	Ala	was	from	that	third	zoo,	sent
to	him	by	mistake.	What	a	blunder!	But	at	any	time	the	Standard	authorities	would	untangle
their	mix-up	and	act	 to	correct	 it.	Whatever	he	had	 to	say	 to	 this	girl	he	would	have	 to	say
quickly--and	she	had	no	idea	of	the	situation!	Yet	she	was	a	potential	ally.	He	might	never	have
a	chance	to	talk	with	another	purebred	specimen,	other	than	Betsy.	This	was	his	opportunity
to	 establish	 a	 rapport	 between	 zoos--one	 that	 might	 help	 to	 free	 them	 all.	 He	 had	 to	 take
advantage	of	this	incredible	break.	He	had	to	get	through	to	her!

Something	 nagged	 the	 back	 of	 his	 mind	 but	 wouldn't	 jell.	 Be	 methodical,	 he	 told	 himself.
Haste	makes	waste,	or	whatever.	Do	this	properly,	avoid	further	confusion,	save	crucial	time.

"What	is	the	date?	The	year?"	he	asked	her.	Once	that	common	ground	had	been	established,
he	could	show	her	how	it	failed	to	jibe	with	other	facts.

"The	twentieth	day	of	Zu'lkadah,	nine	hundred	seventy-six,"	she	said.

"Nineteen	seventy-six!	That's	fifteen	years	ahead	of	me!"	he	exclaimed.	It	had	not	occurred	to
him	that	his	date	might	fail	to	match	hers!	It	was	the	world	of	the	Standards	he	expected	to
differ	from	the	world	of	the	purebreds.

"Nine	 hundred	 seventy-six,"	 she	 said	 clearly.	 "Are	 you	 mocking	 me	 with	 your	 talk	 of	 a
thousand	years	hence?"

John	hesitated,	appalled	at	the	time	chasm	that	he	suddenly	found	between	them.	A	thousand
years!

How	 could	 he	 discuss	 twenty-fourth-century	 concepts--or	 even	 the	 twentieth	 century's--with
this	girl	 from	the	Dark	Ages?	But	he	had	to	try,	 for	he	might	have	no	more	than	a	thousand
seconds	to	make	intellectual	contact.	"That	month--Zulwhatchims...."

"Zu'lkadah.	Next	month	I	 take	the	hajj,	bareheaded	and	wearing	 just	 two	pieces	of	cloth,	as
prescribed,"	Ala	answered.

"Where--where	do	you	live?"

"Mopti.	But	after	the	hajj	I	will	go	to	Jenne,	to	the	university."

University--it	was	the	lone	familiar	term	in	a	linguistic	morass.	"Mopti?	Is	that	a	city?	In	what
state,	what	country?"

She	glanced	at	him	as	though	he	were	babbling.	"In	the	lakes	region,	of	course.	On	the	Niger,
in	Songhai."

He	caught	hold	of	another	word.	"The	Niger?	Isn't	that	a	river	in	Africa?"

Again	that	perplexed	glance.	"Yes,	of	course.	Songhai	is	the	greatest	empire	in	Africa,	and	the
richest	under	Allah.	Surely	you	know	that?"

Allah!	"You're	not	Christian?"

"An	infidel?	You	_are_	mocking	me!"	She	was	angry	now,	and	prettily	so.	"Tribal	gods	are	one
thing,	but--"	She	stopped	walking	and	faced	about,	her	ear	decorations	swinging	out	grandly.
"I	should	not	have	walked	with	you.	I	must	go	back	and	find	out	what	happened	to	the	proper
caravan.

I	was	to	travel	to	Bornu,	to	Kanem,	to	see	Humé.	How	I	came	to	this	heathen	place	I	cannot
say.	I	supposed	you	were	a	Peul	slave	messenger,	or	even	a	bonded	Moroccan,	because	of	your
strange	pallor.	I	see	now	that	you	are	no	honest	tribesman	of	Africa,	but	a	foreigner,	perhaps



even	 a	 Portuguese	 slaver.	 I	 will	 not	 soil	my	 hands	 on	 you."	 She	 concluded	 her	 speech	 and
started	back	toward	the	town.

John	 dived	 to	 block	 her	 path.	 "Ala,	 I'm	 not	 mocking	 you!	 I'm	 trying	 to--look,	 I'm	 a	 white-
skinned	Christian	American	who	lives	almost	a	thousand	years	after	you.	Supposedly.	You	can
see	I'm	different	and	my	whole	town	is	different.	_How	is	it	possible	that	we	two	are	together
now?"_

She	 was	 silent	 for	 a	 moment,	 and	 he	 hoped	 she	 was	 realizing	 that	 on	 the	 face	 of	 it	 their
meeting	was	impossible	in	the	real	world.	Once	she	saw	that,	she	would	be	ready	to	listen	to
his	explanation	and	to	verify	it	for	herself.

"I	see	you	are	different,"	she	said	at	last.	"I	do	not	see	you	living	a	thousand	years	hence.	Let
me	go."

He	 had	 not	 been	 touching	 her,	 but	 now	 he	 put	 his	 hand	 on	 her	 arm	 just	 below	 the	 white
sleeve.	He	felt	the	immediate	tension	of	her	small,	 firm	muscle.	"I'm	_not_	 living	a	thousand
years	later!

That's	the	point.	We	can't	coexist	in	the--the	framework	the	Standards	have	given	us--so	we're
actually--"

"The	palm	leaf	despises	the	hippo,"	she	said.

Amazed,	 John	 let	his	hand	drop.	She	brushed	by	him,	walking	 swiftly	away.	 John	was	 jolted
back	 to	 action.	 It	 was	 as	 though	 her	 mysterious	 remark	 had	 cast	 a	 spell	 over	 him,
momentarily--but	he	couldn't	let	her	go.	Not	yet.

Again	he	got	in	front	of	her	and	barred	the	way.	"Haven't	you	seen	the	Standards?	Tan	people,
under	that	white-painted	surface,	that	shellac.	Under	the	black,	for	you,	I	guess.	They	control
us.	They--"

"The	palm	leaf	despises	the	hippo,"	she	repeated,	staring	regally	past	him.

"Oh,	dry	up!"	he	exclaimed.	"I'm	trying	to	help	you!"

She	looked	uncertain.	"Dry	it?"

"Dry	your	damn	palm	leaf!	Bake	it	under	the	sun	all	day,	for	all	I	care!	If	you	won't	listen,	you
won't	listen."

He	 stood	 aside,	 but	 she	 did	 not	move.	 "I	 will	 listen,	 John,"	 she	 said	 softly,	 and	 she	 almost
smiled.

John	swallowed	his	anger	and	amazement	and	plunged	in.	"You	are	a	purebred	African.	I	am	a
purebred	American.	You	were	raised	in	an	African	village.	I	was	raised	in	an	American	village.
But	you	never	saw	any	other	villages,	did	you,	and	neither	did	I."	He	paused	to	take	a	breath,
watching	 her	 face	 for	 reaction.	 He	 was	 guessing	 about	 her	 background,	 but	 her	 failure	 to
object	confirmed	his	belief.	She	_had_	been	raised	in	a	zoo.

"You	never	saw	those	other	villages	because	there	_were_	none,"	he	continued.	"They	taught
you	geography,	but	it	was	all	in	texts,	or	whatever	you	use	in	Songhai.	You	never	actually	went
anywhere.	When	you	wanted	to	go,	they	made	excuses,	but	they	never	let	you	out.	They	told
you	you	would	travel	when	you	got	older,	or	when	you	finished	your	education,	or	when	you
married.	Always	sometime	in	the	future.	They	kept	you	close	because	they	_couldn't_	show	you
any	real	places."

She	nodded	slowly,	her	massive	earrings	flashing	in	the	sunlight	once	more.

"And	then	they	sent	you	to	the	man	they	had	selected	for	you--Humé.	Only	someone	slipped
up,	and	you	arrived	at	the	American	exhibit,	and	probably"--he	paused,	 just	now	making	the
connection--

"probably	 right	 now	 Humé	 is	 talking	 with	 Betsy.	 The	 white	 girl.	 Because	 we	 are	 the	 only
purebreds	in	the	world,	and	it's	_not_	earth.	It's	another	planet,	and	everyone	else	is	of	mixed
race.	 The	 people	 you	 know	 in	 your	 village--scratch	 their	 arms,	 and	 there's	 brown	 skin



underneath,	much	lighter	than	yours.	You've	seen	that,	haven't	you?"

"Yes,"	she	murmured.

"And	there	are	no	animals.	Except	pets.	You	know	what	a	dog	is?"	But	of	course	she	did;	she
had	complimented	Canute.	When	she	nodded,	he	continued:	"You	know	what	a	dog	can	do--
and	what	it	_can't_	do?"

She	nodded	again.

"Well,	watch	this.	Canute!"

Canute,	 sniffing	 around	 some	 large	 roots,	 lifted	 his	 head	 and	 bounded	 over	 with	 his	 tail
wagging	briskly.	He	was	well	over	fifty	pounds	now--a	lot	of	dog.	John	pointed	to	the	nearest
tree.

"Climb!"

The	dog	hesitated,	then	climbed.

"Well,	 that's	 my	 case,"	 John	 said.	 "We're	 all	 zoo	 specimens.	 If	 we	 continue	 the	 way	 the
Standards--

the	brown-skinned	people--want	us	 to,	we'll	make	 fine	exhibits.	And	maybe	 if	we	purebreds
have	children	of	our	own	someday,	 the	Standards	will	 take	 them	away	 to	be	raised	 in	other
exhibits,	just	as	we	have	been	raised.	Must	be	pretty	interesting,	watching	a	freak	person	in
his	natural	habitat.	A	real	moneymaker."

"They	don't	use	money,"	Ala	said.

"You	know	what	I	mean.	They	can	see	us	somehow,	all	the	time.	They--"	He	stopped,	realizing
what	she	had	said.	"You	knew!	You	know	about	the	Standards!"

"Who	did	you	think	spoke	to	your	keepers?"

"Who--"	He	had	a	moment's	confusion.	"That's	it!	That	was	what	was	nagging	me!	That	phone
call	saying	you	were	at	the	bus	station!	You	couldn't	have	done	that	unless--"

"I	 had	 the	 coachman	 do	 it,"	 she	 admitted.	 "I	 did	 not	 know	how	 to	 use	 your	 speaking	 tube.
'Inform	the	man	I'm	here,'	I	said,	and	so	he	spoke	and	then	went	away	in	his	hollow	dragon.
He	was	a	Standard."

A	white-painted	Standard	or	a	black-painted	Standard?	he	wondered,	but	decided	not	to	get
entangled	in	such	details	now.	"Why	didn't	you	just	tell	me	at	once,	if	you	knew?"

"I	did	not	trust	you.	Your	aspect	is	alarmingly	pale,	you	know."

John	was	furious.	"All	this	time	you	made	me	waste!	They'll	discover	their	mistake	anytime."

She	shrugged.	"If	Allah	wills.	What	can	we	do,	John?"

"We	can	escape!	Betsy	and	I	have--but	why	should	I	trust	you,	either?"

She	faced	about	again	and	resumed	walking	in	their	original	direction	as	though	nothing	were
wrong.	John,	ashamed	of	his	outburst,	had	to	fall	 in	beside	her.	"I	give	you	my	secret:	 three
numbers,"	she	said,	looking	straight	ahead.

"Look,	I'm	sorry	I...."

"Can	you	remember	them?"

So	she	wouldn't	let	him	apologize!	"Numbers!	What	good	are	they?"

"They	are	called	coordinates."	That	word	was	obviously	alien	 to	her.	 "Of	my	village	and	two
others.	When	you	escape,	seek	them	out.	That	is	all	I	can	do	for	you;	I	know	no	more."

Coordinates	of	other	zoos!	This	was	invaluable	information.	"I'm	sorry,"	he	said	urgently.	"You



were	right	to	be	cautious.	Let	me	write	down	your	figures."

"No.	They	can	see	us.	They	could	read	your	paper.	You	must	remember	the	numbers,	as	I	do."

He	nodded	soberly.	"I'll	memorize	them."

"0544071364,"	she	said.	"377--"

"Hey!	I	can't	remember	all	that!"

"You	must.	3777767256.	0000150055.	Those	are	the	three.	Mine	is	the	third."

"But	those	aren't	coordinates!	They're	just	numbers!	I	can't	make	head	or	tail	of	them!"

"Where	I	live	it	is	hot,"	she	said.	"Palm	trees,	elephants--we	_do_	have	an	elephant--"

"What's	that	got	to	do	with--"	Then	he	made	the	connection.	"You	must	live	near	the	equator.
And	your	number	is	full	of	zeroes.	Maybe...."

"Do	you	remember	them	all	now?"

"No.	Give	me	 the	 first	 slowly.	 I'll	 try	 to	 fix	 it	 in	my	mind.	Then	 the	other	 two.	 I'll	 figure	out
what	they	mean	later."

She	 repeated	 the	 numbers,	 and	 he	 concentrated	 as	 though	 cramming	 for	 the	 years's	most
important	 exam--as	 perhaps	 he	 was.	 The	 second	 figure	 was	 easier	 because	 of	 the	 row	 of
sevens,	and	the	third	was	no	trouble	at	all.	Maybe	he	was	getting	the	hang	of	it.	"I	think	I	have
them,"	he	said	at	last	and	hoped	it	was	true.

By	 then	 they	 had	 circled	 to	 the	main	 road.	 "It	 goes	 nowhere,"	 John	 said.	 "I	 followed	 it	 one
night.

Runs	 into	 a	 forest	 and	 peters	 out	 into	 nothing.	 Yet	 Dad	 drives	 to	 work	 that	 way	 every
morning."

"Drives	to	work?"

"Oops--you	didn't	have	cars	 in	nine	hundred	seventy-six!	 It--it's	 like	riding	an	elephant,	only
it's	metal.	A	metal	elephant	you	sit	inside."

She	laughed.	"The	Standards	don't	use	metal	elephants,	either."

"No.	 They	 have	 floating	 balls.	 But	 what	 did	 you	make	 of	 the	 bus,	 if	 you	 don't	 know	 about
driving?"

"Bus?"

"You	were	at	the	bus	station.	You	must've	come	in	a	bus,	and	you	saw	the	driver	drive	away."

"Oh,	you	mean	the	hollow	dragon!"	she	considered.	"I	left	on	the	elephant.	Then"--she	faltered-
-"I	must	have	slept."

"So	you	don't	really	know	how	you	got	here?	It	figures."

"Perhaps	on	one	of	their	floating	balls."

"Probably.	I	have	an	identity	key	that	will	make	one	of	them	operate	for	me.	If	you	ever	see
one	of	those	balls	coming	down	on	your	village,	get	over	to	it	quickly;	it'll	mean	I've	escaped
and	figured	out	your	location.	I'm	not	fooling--the	Standards	never	fly	those	balls	in	sight	of	a
zoo."	Then	he	had	a	disturbing	second	thought.	"You	_do_	want	to	escape?"

"I	want	to	take	my	hajj,	John,	my	pilgrimage	to	Mecca,	next	month."

"Oh,	sure.	After	that,	I	mean.	And	your--you	know--Humé?"

"I	do	not	know	Humé,"	she	said	disdainfully.	"But	I	may	not	be	at	my	village.	The	university	of
Jenne...."



She	 was	 avoiding	 his	 question,	 refusing	 to	 commit	 herself,	 but	 she	 _had_	 given	 him	 the
coordinates.	 "I	 may	 come	 anyway.	 If	 this	 foul-up	 that	 introduced	 us	 doesn't	 change
everything."

"I'm	glad	it	happened,"	Ala	said.

John	looked	at	her,	surprised	and	gratified.	"Yes!	So	am	I."

They	were	in	sight	of	Newton	now,	but	it	didn't	matter.

4

_Escape	from	Newton_

Mom	was	 gently	 shaking	 him	 awake.	 "John,	 it's	 breakfast	 time,	 and	 you	 aren't	 up	 yet!	 The
eggs	will	get	cold."

He	sat	up	dazedly.	_What	had	happened?_

Mom	was	watching	him	with	concern.	"Do	you	feel	all	right,	dear?	You	were	talking	 in	your
sleep."

John	rubbed	his	eyes.	Canute	was	there,	tail	wagging.	Everything	was	in	order	except	his	own
head.

The	dizziness	passed	reluctantly,	and	chaotic	images	danced	behind	his	eyeballs.	"Guess	I	was
dreaming,	 Mom,"	 and	 for	 a	 moment	 he	 believed	 it.	 Then	 he	 caught	 himself	 repeating
"0544071364"	and	knew	that	the	black	girl	with	the	golden	ornaments	had	been	no	fantasy.
Somehow	the	Standards	had	erased	that	day	and	started	over!

He	must	have	been	drugged.	That	would	account	for	his	unusual	confusion	upon	waking	and
the	fleeting	nightmare	visions.	He	usually	woke	clearheaded.

John	 played	 along.	 The	 ruse	might	 have	worked	 if	 he	 had	 not	 long	 since	 known	 about	 the
Standards.

He	 would	 have	 shaken	 off	 the	 memory	 of	 Ala,	 her	 Moslem	 religion,	 her	 thousand-year
antiquity,	along	with	the	irrelevant	notions.	She	would,	indeed,	have	become	a	dream.	But	he
_did_	know	about	the	Standards,	and	so	did	she.	And	now	he	had	another	major	piece	of	the
puzzle.	Black	purebreds	as	well	as	white	purebreds!	Each	one	in	his	or	her	own	zoo....

One	other	thing:	The	Standards	certainly	could	not	have	overheard	yesterday's	conversation,
or	 they	would	 have	 known	 that	 he	 knew	 about	 them	 and	was	 plotting	 to	 escape.	 And	 they
would	never	have	tried	this	simplistic	stunt	or	given	him	his	chance	to	join	with	Betsy!	So	he
had	been	 right:	They	could	 see	but	not	hear	outside	 the	developed	 town.	That	was	good	 to
verify,	and	it	gave	him	renewed	confidence.

But	he	could	do	nothing	at	the	moment.	If	he	gave	himself	away,	it	could	lead	to	trouble	for	all
the	purebreds--himself	and	Betsy,	Ala	and	Humé.	He	had	to	act	natural	now.	Once	he	was	free-
-if	he	got	free,	if	his	plan	with	Betsy	worked....

He	snapped	his	fingers	as	he	trotted	down	the	stairs.	He	_could_	do	something	now!	He	could
figure	out	 that	coordinates	system	so	he	would	know	exactly	where	 to	 find	Ala!	But	he	was
unable	 to	 concentrate,	 for	Mom	and	Dad	 kept	 him	occupied	with	 one	 preparatory	 chore	 or
another	all	morning.

*	*	*

This	time	they	took	no	chances.	Betsy	arrived	in	an	automobile	with	her	folks.	John	could	tell
at	a	glance	that	she	was	real,	whereas	her	parents	were	painted	Standards	like	his	own.	There
were	many	telltale	traces	apart	from	the	skin,	once	he	knew	what	to	look	for.	The	contour	of
the	head	was	subtly	different,	the	spacing	of	the	features,	the	shape	of	the	nose,	the	thickness
of	lips	and	brows--the	Standards	were	certainly	of	a	distinct	race,	regardless	of	their	color.

"Come,	John;	mustn't	be	bashful,"	Dad	said	with	forced	heartiness.

"I'm	not,"	John	said,	doing	his	best	to	_look_	bashful.	Who	was	fooling	whom,	after	yesterday's



episode?

The	older	folks	got	out	on	either	side	of	the	car	and	came	forward	to	shake	hands	with	Mom
and	Dad.	John	hardly	looked	at	them;	his	attention	was	on	Betsy--as	it	was	supposed	to	be,	but
not	for	the	reason	the	elders	thought.

Betsy	 bore	 a	 certain	 resemblance	 to	 her	 picture,	 but	 the	 portrait	 had	 obviously	 been
retouched,	and	she	was	older	now,	seventeen.	He	was	sure	she	saw	him	the	same	way.	For	a
moment	he	had	a	really	uncomfortable	doubt:	Would	this	carefully	nurtured	girl	actually	risk	a
safe,	easy	life	to	become	a	fugitive	with	him?	Could	he	trust	her?

"How	do	you	do?"	Betsy	said,	startling	him	into	a	foolish	smile.

John	held	out	his	hand,	changed	his	mind,	then	reversed	again	and	shook	hands	clumsily.	"Uh,
fine,	how	are	you?"	This	was	unexpectedly	awkward,	and	he	was,	after	all,	bashful.	He	had
made	plans--

_they_	had	made	plans--with	cool	assurance.	Now	it	all	seemed	ridiculous.

The	four	parents	were	beaming.	Now	John	felt	guilty,	too.	It	was	all	so	realistic,	and	he	was
sure	these	particular	Standards	meant	well,	by	their	own	definitions.	What	he	contemplated
was	a	tremendous	betrayal	to	people	who	had	invested	at	least	fifteen	years	of	their	lives	in
this....

"Why	don't	you	show	me	around,	John?"	Betsy	hinted	softly.

He	nodded	dumbly,	furious	with	her	for	nudging	him	like	that	and	with	himself	for	losing	his
grip.

Yesterday	 he	 had	 been	 in	 command!	 _(Was_	 it	 a	 dream,	 then?)	 She	 took	 his	 arm,	 and	 he
realized	he	should	have	proffered	 it.	They	walked	away	 from	 the	house.	He	 felt	 those	eight
parental	 eyes	 on	his	 back.	What	 a	 freeze	 artist	 he	 turned	out	 to	 be	 in	 the	 crunch!	 If	Betsy
hadn't	 taken	over,	 they'd	still	be	standing	beside	 the	car	 trying	 to	 think	of	something	worth
saying.

He	and	Betsy	were	together	now.	They	had	been	building	up	to	this	moment	for	a	year,	both
openly	and	in	code.	The	program	of	the	Standards	had	them	visiting	together	for	a	week,	then
separating	 for	 a	month	 before	meeting	 again	 in	 college:	 to	make	 sure	 the	 specimens	were
compatible,	he	thought	angrily.

The	code	plan	was	for	them	to	take	an	innocent	preliminary	walk,	evincing	proper	adolescent
shyness,	 and	 vault	 the	 Newton	 township	 fence	 in	 a	 sudden	 coordinated	 action.	 Properly
executed,	 this	 would	 catch	 the	 secret	 observers	 by	 surprise	 and	 make	 time	 to	 set	 up	 the
second	phase.

"Down	there	is	Newton,"	he	said.

"The	town,"	she	said	solemnly.	"How	nice."

He	felt	the	heat	in	his	face.	_Sarcastic	minx!_

Canute	pushed	against	the	front	door	and	bounded	after	them,	tail	wagging.	He	caught	up	to
them	and	frisked	about,	his	paws	scattering	pebbles	in	his	eagerness.

"Get	 away!"	 Betsy	 exclaimed	 as	 the	 dog	 nosed	 her	 dress.	 "Get	 away	 from	 me,	 you	 dirty
animal!"

"That's	Canute,"	John	said,	irritated	at	her	attitude.	"He	always	comes	along."

"He	always	comes	along,"	she	mimicked,	brushing	a	smudge	of	dirt	from	her	shoe.

Canute,	 sensing	her	hostility,	became	chastened.	He	dog-trotted	on	 the	 side	away	 from	her,
tail	near	his	legs.	John	was	furious.

They	 got	 away	 from	 the	 adults	 and	 passed	 the	 copse	 of	 spruce	 trees.	 "You	 knew	 about
Canute!"	he	said	in	a	low,	terse	voice.	"I've	trained	him--"



"We	can't	 take	a	_dog!"_	she	whispered	back.	"You	never	said	he'd--come	along."	She	meant
along	on	the	escape	but	of	course	could	not	refer	to	that	openly.

"Well,	he's	coming,"	John	said	with	determination.

"Well,	he's	coming!"	she	mimicked	again.

John	was	 so	 angry	he	 could	not	 talk.	He	had	had	no	 idea	 a	girl	 could	be	 this	 obnoxious.	 It
hadn't	shown	in	her	letters	at	all.

They	 cut	 through	 a	 section	 of	 the	 copse,	 then	 across	 the	 pasture	 toward	 the	 town	 limit,
seemingly	aimlessly.	Perhaps	it	_was_	aimless,	he	thought	miserably.	If	Betsy	was	this	difficult
already,	what	would	she	be	like	when	the	going	got	rough?	He	might	be	better	off	to	make	the
break	alone.

Except	 that	he	had	promised,	and	he	couldn't	 risk	 leaving	her	behind	 to	give	away	all	 their
secrets.

Two	things	were	certain:	He	was	not	going	to	stay	in	the	zoo,	and	he	wasn't	going	to	desert
Canute.

"This	is	the	township	line,"	he	said	aloud.	"Up	farther	there's	a	path	back	toward	Newton.	We
can	go	back	that	way."	He	suspected	that	the	supervisors	could	see	and	hear	in	the	vicinity	of
the	 fence,	by	day	at	 least,	and	this	would	put	 them	off	guard.	They	would	 figure	 they	could
relax	for	ten	or	fifteen	minutes.	That	was	part	of	the	plan.

Halfway	 to	 the	 path	 he	 detoured	 silently	 into	 a	 patch	 of	 forest	while	Betsy	walked	 straight
ahead,	chatting	 innocently	about	 the	weather.	He	brought	out	 two	poles.	He	handed	one	 to
her.	If	she	were	serious,	this	was	the	crisis	point.	If	not....

Without	waiting	he	ran	at	the	fence,	jammed	his	pole	into	the	ground,	and	vaulted	neatly	over.
He	could	have	hurdled	it	without	a	pole,	since	he	had	practiced	high	jumping	in	the	past	year,
but	this	was	safer.	He	landed,	kept	his	feet,	and	ran	for	the	cover	of	a	tree.

"...but	I	do	admit	it's	cooler	under	the	trees,	here,"	Betsy	was	saying,	but	she	was	running	as
he	looked	back.	"Shade	and	a	little	breeze,	and	who	needs	air	conditioning?"	She	vaulted	over
as	easily	as	he,	her	dress	spreading	out	like	a	parachute	as	she	dropped.	Her	pole	fell	next	to
his	on	the	inside.	In	a	moment	she	joined	him	at	the	tree.

"Watch,"	he	whispered,	not	certain	whether	he	was	pleased	or	 frustrated	at	 the	certainty	of
her	commitment.	She	was	smart	and	athletic,	obviously,	but	her	personality....

Canute	came	up	and	caught	 the	 first	pole	 in	his	 teeth,	dragging	 it	away	 from	the	 fence.	He
tugged	it	back	into	the	forest,	out	of	sight.	Then	he	returned	for	the	second.	John	didn't	say
anything.

He	was	sure	this	had	made	his	point:	Canute's	presence	was	justified.	It	had	never	occurred	to
him	before	that	she	might	challenge	the	dog's	right	to	make	the	escape	with	them.

Canute	 emerged	 from	 the	 trees	 again,	 charged	 the	 fence,	 and	 leaped	 easily	 over	 it.	 Betsy
didn't	comment.

They	 had	 perhaps	 ten	 minutes	 before	 probable	 discovery.	 More	 if	 they	 were	 lucky,	 less	 if
unlucky.

And	 a	 few	 more	 minutes	 for	 the	 pursuit	 to	 develop	 actively.	 In	 that	 time	 they	 had	 to
accomplish	the	second	phase	of	their	escape.

John	led	the	way	to	a	forest	cache.	He	scraped	away	leaves	and	dirt	to	reveal	a	package.	He
hauled	 it	 out,	 shook	 it	 off,	 and	 opened	 it.	 Inside	 were	 clothes	 of	 modern	 Standard	 type,
cosmetic	 paste	 and	 spray,	 and	 an	 ID	 key.	He	was	 no	 longer	 shy	 or	 awkward,	 now	 that	 the
escape	was	 in	 progress.	He	 had	worked	 hard	 to	 assemble	 these	 supplies	 and	 knew	 exactly
what	to	do	with	them.	So	did	Betsy.

They	had	discussed	this	thoroughly	by	code	correspondence.



"Hurry,"	 he	 said.	 "I'll	 spray	 you,	 and	 you	 spray	 me.	 It	 has	 to	 be	 all	 over,	 because	 they'll
probably	check."	He	began	to	undress.

"I'm	not	stripping	in	front	of	any	boy!"	she	said.

John	exploded	with	exasperation.	"Do	you	want	to	escape,	or	don't	you?"

She	 looked	 at	 him	 coldly.	 "If	 you	 were	 smart,	 you'd	 have	 come	 prepared.	 I	 have	 already
sprayed	myself	where	 it	doesn't	 show."	She	pushed	back	one	sleeve	 to	show	him	where	her
white	skin	turned	brown.	"All	I	need	is	the	paste	for	my	face	and	hands."

She	was	right,	but	 it	didn't	make	her	any	easier	 to	get	along	with.	She	had	taken	a	terrible
chance,	wearing	Standard	brown	while	 traveling	with	her	 folks!	 "All	 right.	You	go	behind	a
tree	and	change,	Miss	Modest.	I'll	change	here."

She	sorted	quickly	through	the	clothes	and	lifted	the	feminine	set.	Standards	didn't	actually
differentiate	the	style	for	the	sexes--it	was	part	of	their	absolute-nondiscrimination	culture--

but	physical	differences	 required	modifications.	Thus	his	brown	 tunic	was	 larger	and	wider,
hers	shaped	for	feminine	contours.	She	took	the	paste	and	left.

John,	though	he	wouldn't	admit	it	to	her,	was	relieved.	He	hadn't	wanted	to	strip	before	a	girl
but	had	feared	she	would	ridicule	him	if	he	hesitated--exactly	as	he	had	ridiculed	her.	Or	tried
to.

He	threw	off	his	clothes	and	turned	the	spray	on	himself.	The	brown	mist	bathed	him	in	cloud,
then	dissipated	as	the	coloration	settled	on	his	body.	In	a	moment	he	was	Standard,	skin-deep.
The	moderns	used	 this	 tan-brown	makeup	 to	 conceal	 trifling	variations	 in	 skin	 shade;	 some
were	naturally	darker	than	the	established	ideal,	and	some	lighter,	so	some	were	considered
aesthetic	deviants.	 It	was	very	 important,	 it	seemed,	not	to	be	a	deviant,	even	marginally.	 It
was	good	dye;	it	would	last	for	several	days	without	retouching	and	would	not	harm	the	skin.
He	had	stolen	the	can	and	other	supplies	by	rifling	an	open-air	dispensary.	He	wasn't	proud	of
that	particular	foray,	but	he	had	had	to	have	the	goods.

Later	he	had	found	the	functioning	identity	key.	Apparently	some	Standard	had	lost	it	and	had
forgotten	to	have	the	account	closed	out,	or	perhaps	there	had	been	a	bureaucratic	oversight.
John	had	used	the	ID	to	obtain	several	random	items	and	had	watched	for	any	consequence,
but	nothing	had	happened.	Maybe	no	check	was	made	unless	a	large	bill	was	run	up.	He	had
been	 very	 sparing,	 anyway,	 saving	 it	 for	 an	 emergency.	Now	 he	 strung	 its	 cord	 around	 his
neck,	for	it	might	be	his	most	valuable	possession	in	the	next	few	hours.	Finally	he	put	on	his
tunic	and	slippers.

Betsy	emerged.	She	was	completely	Standard	now.	Even	her	hair	was	darker	and	shorter--she
must	 have	 cut	 it	 just	 now,	 somehow.	 And	 she	 had	 done	 something	 to	make	 her	 face	 seem
fuller.	He	had	to	give	her	credit:	She	had	obviously	practiced	this	changeover	thoroughly.

"Aren't	you	done	yet?"	she	demanded.

"You	have	the	paste,"	he	pointed	out.	He	would	not	have	had	time	to	use	it	yet,	but	it	was	a
perfectly	decent	excuse.	The	paste	had	 to	be	used	on	hands	and	 face,	because	 it	was	more
substantial	and	better	able	to	withstand	wear	and	weathering.

She	handed	him	the	jar.	"We'll	have	to	hide	our	old	clothes,"	she	said.

"No.	Watch."	He	bundled	them	together	and	tied	them	tight.	"Canute!"

Canute	jumped	up,	tail	wagging.

"Hide	this."	He	proffered	the	package.

The	dog	sniffed	the	bundle,	snorting	a	bit	to	discover	Betsy's	scent,	then	took	it	in	his	mouth,
tossed	it	about	to	get	a	better	grip,	and	ran	off	into	the	forest.	Betsy	was	silent.

John	smeared	the	paste	over	his	face	and	neck	and	chafed	it	into	his	hands.	It	was	impossible
to	overstain,	so	he	just	had	to	be	certain	that	he	didn't	miss	a	spot.



"Don't	forget	your	hair,"	Betsy	said.

"I	 haven't."	 But	 he	 _had._	 He	 rubbed	 the	 paste	 over	 his	 scalp	 and	 worked	 it	 around,	 then
recombed	his	hair.

They	 had	 no	 Standard	 chronometer,	 and	 their	 watches	 had	 had	 to	 go	 in	 the	 bundle.	 The
antique	 timepieces	would	have	been	 an	 instant	 giveaway.	But	 John	didn't	 need	 to	 look	 at	 a
watch	to	know	that	their	safe	margin	had	been	exhausted.	From	this	moment	they	both	were
Standards--or	else.

He	kicked	leaves	over	the	hole	where	the	cache	had	been.	"Let's	go.	We	can't	hurry,	and	we
can't	go	in	a	straight	line,	because--"

"Stop	telling	me	things	I	already	know,"	she	snapped.	"Do	you	think	I'm	stupid?"

They	meandered	away	from	the	region	of	the	fence.	At	any	moment	the	Standards'	spy-beam--
or	whatever	it	was--might	pick	them	up.	They	were	gambling	on	the	chance	that	it	was	keyed
into	 the	 unpainted	 whiteness	 of	 their	 skins	 or	 the	 cut	 of	 their	 clothing,	 not	 to	 anything
internal.	Maybe	 a	 blip	 showed	 on	 a	 screen,	 locating	 them,	 and	 a	 human	 operator	 checked
when	anything	looked	odd.

This	escape	would	tell	the	story;	if	they	got	away,	John's	guesses	were	correct.

It	would	look	odd	when	no	blip	appeared	anywhere	on	the	Newton	township	screen,	but	the
operator	wouldn't	know	what	had	happened.	Not	right	away.	And	when	he	scanned	in	earnest,
all	he	would	find	would	be	painted	whites	inside,	and	maybe	a	couple	of	misplaced	Standard
tourists	outside.	He	hoped.

There	was	a	noise	in	the	woods--a	kind	of	pounding	and	crashing,	as	of	a	large	animal	coming
toward	 them.	 Betsy	 gripped	 his	 arm	 nervously,	 for	 they	 were	 weaponless.	 But	 it	 was	 only
Canute,	returning	from	his	clothes-hiding	mission.	With	that	realization	the	noise	seemed	to
diminish;	it	had	been	the	mystery	that	made	it	loud!

As	the	dog	bounded	into	sight,	John	had	a	horrible	thought.	It	would	be	difficult	for	a	scanner
to	pick	out	John's	true-white	skin	from	among	false-white	skins	in	the	zoo.	_But	suppose	it	was
oriented	 to	 the	dog?_	There	was	only	one	 such	animal	 in	Newton,	 so	 this	would	be	easy	 to
identify,	and	Canute	was	never	far	from	his	master.

Now	John	heard	the	roar	of	a	motor,	coming	from	the	same	direction	Canute	had	been.

"They're	following	the	dog!"	Betsy	whispered,	catching	on	in	the	same	instant.	"That	darned
animal!"

5

_Gomdog_

"Strangers!"	John	shouted	at	Canute.	Had	he	subconsciously	anticipated	this	problem?	"Play
strangers!"

"Your	dumb,	stupid,	 traitorous	dog!"	Betsy	said,	beginning	to	cry	 in	 frustration.	 "	 'Well,	he's
coming!'	you	said,	and	now	look	at	what--"

"Shut	up!"	he	whispered	fiercely,	unable	to	explain	his	plan.

She	glared	at	him	but	obeyed.	Canute	stopped	about	fifty	feet	away	and	sat	down.	He	seemed
to	be	paying	no	further	attention.

A	jeep	crashed	through	the	forest.	It	caught	up	to	them	quickly	and	stopped.	A	whitewashed
Standard	got	out	while	a	second	stayed	in	the	vehicle	with	the	motor	running.

"Bluff,"	John	whispered	to	Betsy,	lips	hardly	moving.	Then,	to	the	man:	"Who	are	you,	Stan?"

This	 was	 one	 of	 the	 useful	 minor	 things	 he	 had	 learned	 in	 the	 past	 year.	 All	 people	 were
Standards,	but	it	had	not	always	been	so.	"Standard"	was	less	a	description	than	a	designation
of	courtesy,	and	"Stan"	was	the	politest	title	for	a	stranger.



The	man	 seemed	 surprised.	 Perhaps	 he	 had	 thought	 he	 had	 run	 down	 his	 quarry	 and	 now
might	be	mistaken.

"Dear,"	Betsy	said,	taking	John's	arm.	"They're	not	Standards!"	She	pulled	him	back	as	though
frightened--a	very	simple	role	to	assume	in	the	circumstances.	"Look	at	the	color.	White!"

"Don't	insult	him,"	John	whispered	with	enough	force	to	carry.	"He	may	have	been	ill."

"Maybe	it's	contagious!"	she	whispered	back,	retreating	farther.

The	Standard	paused	in	perplexity.	John	could	guess	the	man's	thoughts:	Here	he	had	followed
the	dog	to	the	zoo	specimens	and	found	instead	two	Standards...	maybe.	Should	he	explain	his
unusual	coloration	or	check	their	ID's!	A	mistake	could	be	awkward,	either	way.

"Do	you	own	that...	animal?"	the	Standard	finally	asked.

"Own?"	John	asked	in	return,	putting	confusion	into	his	voice.	That	wasn't	difficult,	either.	He
saw	the	trap,	for	there	was	no	ownership	of	anything	in	this	society,	and	there	were	no	pets.

"Over	there,"	the	man	said,	pointing	to	Canute.	The	dog	maintained	his	distance.

"That	vicious	creature?"	Betsy	put	in	with	more	enthusiasm	than	strictly	necessary.	"It	came
chasing	after	us	with	all	those	ugly	spots	and	jagged	teeth...."

"What	_is_	it?"	John	asked	apprehensively.

The	man	looked	at	Canute	again.	"Bring	him	here,"	he	said	to	his	companion.	The	other	man
turned	 off	 the	motor,	 got	 out	 of	 the	 vehicle,	 and	 approached	 the	 dog.	 Canute	 growled	 and
retreated.	The	man	made	a	gesture,	and	the	dog	yelped.	John	saw	with	a	pang	that	the	man
had	some	kind	of	weapon.

Not	 a	 gun--but	 something.	 Canute	 yelped	 again	 and	 ran	 from	 the	man.	 John	 kept	 his	 face
frozen,	knowing	that	this	was	a	crucial	test.	If	he	gave	himself	away....

Another	gesture,	 and	 the	dog	 stopped	 short.	 It	was	 as	 though	he	were	being	herded	by	 an
invisible	goad.	Tail	between	legs,	Canute	slunk	toward	John	and	Betsy.	He	looked	appealingly
at	John.

"Don't	bring	that	strange	animal	here!"	John	cried,	accenting	"strange."	Canute	could	pretend
not	 to	 know	his	master,	when	playing	 this	 game,	 but	 he	 could	hardly	understand	what	was
going	on	now.

He	wanted	protection	and	comfort,	and	these	were	the	last	things	John	could	provide,	lest	he
betray	their	whole	escape.

Canute	struggled	with	conflicting	impulses	while	all	four	people	waited	tensely.	Then	the	man
with	the	goad--it	was	a	little	sphere	with	buttons,	held	in	one	hand--nudged	the	dog	closer	to
John.

Canute	looked	at	John	and	growled.

Bless	him!	He	was	playing	it	out,	refusing	to	admit	that	he	knew	his	master.	Canute	had	come
through,	and	now	there	was	no	immediate	evidence	that	these	were	the	escapees.

"It's	attacking!"	Betsy	cried.	"Horrible	thing!"

Canute	growled	at	her,	too,	this	time	with	more	authority.	She	retreated.

"All	right,	Eogan,"	the	first	man	said.	"It	doesn't	know	them."

The	other	put	away	his	implement,	and	Canute	ran	away.

"Sorry,	Stans,"	the	man	said.	"This	is	restricted	property.	Citizens	are	advised	to	remain	well
clear."

"We	were	only	taking	a	walk,"	John	said,	offended.	"We	lost	our	way.	Then	that--animal	came.
And	 you,	 with	 your--no	 offense--remarkable	 coloration,	 in	 a	 vehicle	 that	 must	 be	 three



centuries	old.

It	is--alarming."

"Alarming!"	Betsy	echoed	tremulously.

"A	misunderstanding,	Stans.	We	are	on	a	special	mission	requiring	this	costume,	offensive	as
it	may	be	to	your	sensitivities.	You	should	depart	the	area	promptly."

"We	shall	certainly	do	so,"	John	said.	"If	you	can	direct	us...."

Betsy	took	his	arm	again.	"We	had	no	idea...."

"Proceed	 southwest,	 and	 you	 will	 intersect	 the	 perimeter	 shortly,"	 the	 man	 said	 tersely.	 "I
would	summon	a	taxi	for	you,	but	no	such	vehicles	are	permitted	here."

John	 proffered	 the	 arm	 Betsy	 had	 already	 taken,	 and	 they	 walked	 hastily	 away.	 Then	 John
halted.

"Southwest?"

Betsy	caught	on	at	the	same	time.	"What	nonsense	is	this?"	she	demanded.	"Do	they	_want_	us
lost?"

"Your	 pardon,	 Stans,"	 the	 man	 called	 after	 them.	 "I	 gave	 you	 an	 obsolete	 designation.	 My
error."

Error,	 hah!	 John	 thought.	 It	 had	 been	 a	 parting	 trap,	 to	 learn	 whether	 they	 understood
twentieth-century	directions.

The	man	pointed	out	the	correct	route.	Fortunately	they	had	not	been	going	southwest,	owing
to	the	distractions	of	the	moment.	That	had	been	mighty	close!

"After	that	gomdog,"	 the	first	Standard	said	as	the	two	men	climbed	back	 into	their	 jeep.	"I
hate	 this	 inefficient,	 atmosphere-polluting	 contraption!	 If	 only	 we	 were	 allowed	 to	 use
contemporary	equipment	here...."	The	jeep	started	up	and	roared	away.

Gomdog?	Canute?	Was	 that	what	 they	 called	 the	 tree-climbing	dog?	The	men	had	 carefully
avoided	identifying	it	until	they	were	sure	they	were	addressing	Standards.	Gomdog.

"Funny	zoo,"	Betsy	murmured.

Funny,	indeed!	If	the	perimeter	guard	was	this	curt	with	spectators,	it	couldn't	be	much	of	a
show.	He	had	at	times	been	uncertain	of	the	zoo	notion,	and	this	magnified	his	doubt.

"They	may	keep	watching	us,"	he	said,	and	she	was	silent.

John	was	roughly	familiar	with	the	region,	of	course,	and	knew	that	the	Standard's	advice	had
been	correct:	Southwest	was	the	nearest	perimeter	of	the	larger	zoo	environs.	So	he	guided
Betsy	southwest,	following	the	second,	gestured,	instructions.	He	didn't	know	what	system	the
Standards	normally	used	to	orient	maps,	but	it	wasn't	American.	North	and	south	applied	only
to	the	zoo	itself....

They	walked	for	fifteen	minutes	as	rapidly	as	the	terrain	permitted,	then	came	to	a	break	in
the	forest.	Now	they	had	to	deviate;	John	silently	guided	her	northwest,	hurrying.	If	the	spy-
beam	were	on	them	now....

They	came	to	one	of	the	glossy	octagonal	buildings	with	stuck-on	cubes.	This	one	was	empty.
John	 had	 scouted	 it	 carefully	 and	 discovered	 that	 it	 was	 occupied	 only	 in	 winter,	 but	 it
remained	functional	the	year	round.	They	walked	up	as	though	they	owned	it,	and	John	put	his
ID	to	the	entrance	panel.	The	panel	became	foggy--real	fog,	not	just	fog	color--and	he	climbed
through,	hefting	himself	up	to	the	floating	floor	level	inside.	Then	he	held	the	ID	in	place	and
reached	down	to	assist	Betsy.	The	door	panel	became	solid	as	soon	as	he	removed	the	ID	key.

"Oops,	almost	forgot,"	John	said.	He	ID'd	outside	again,	put	his	fingers	to	his	mouth,	and	made
a	 piercing	whistle.	 Almost	 immediately	 he	 heard	Canute's	 answering	 bark.	 In	moments	 the
dog	came	racing	into	sight,	greyhound	lines	with	spots.	His	tongue	was	out,	he	was	panting



heavily,	and	his	fur	was	streaked,	but	he	seemed	all	right.	John	held	the	door	permeable	while
Canute	leaped	through.

"Oh,	no!"	Betsy	cried	with	dismay.	"They'll	follow	that	animal	to	us	again!"

John	hugged	the	big	dog	to	him	while	Canute	licked	his	face	between	tail	wags.	"They'd	have
caught	us	already	if	he	hadn't	led	them	a	false	chase,"	John	said.	"Good	dog!	You	did	great!	I'm
proud	of	you.	Punch	for	a	taxi,	Betsy.	By	the	time	they	catch	up,	we'll	be	gone.	Yeah,	you're	my
dog,	Canute!"

"Second	fiddle	to	a	dog!"	Betsy	muttered.	"If	he	was	female,	I'd	know	what	to	call	him!"	She
poked	 experimentally	 at	 the	 house's	 communications	 console.	 There	was	 a	 hum.	 "Taxi,	 this
address,	immediately."

"Your	ID,	please,"	a	voice	said.

"Here,"	John	said	quickly,	passing	over	his	key.	Betsy	touched	it	to	the	appropriate	panel.

Standard	communications	were	efficient.	A	sphere	dropped	from	the	sky	within	seconds	and
touched	the	house,	tangent	at	the	door	panel.	John	used	the	ID	again	and	passed	with	Canute
directly	into	the	vehicle.	Betsy	hastened	to	join	them.

"It	worked!"	she	exclaimed,	gratified.	"I	really	called	a	taxi!"

"You	just	get	us	to	that	third	zoo	you	saw.	I'll	see	about	the	dog."

"See	what?	He's	already	here,	unfortunately."

"They	called	him	a	gomdog.	Maybe	I	can	find	out	something."

"Oh."	She	located	the	taxi's	communicator,	then	paused.	"What	do	I	tell	it?	I	saw	that	spot	on
the	map,	but	I	don't	know	how	to	locate	it.	I	can't	tell	this	buggy	to	fly	north...."

"Um."	 John	had	supposed	 they	would	pilot	 the	craft	manually,	but	one	glance	at	 the	control
section	showed	him	that	 it	was	nothing	like	anything	he	was	acquainted	with.	They	couldn't
afford	time	to	practice--not	while	the	Standard	pursuit	was	near.	"Try	this.	3777767256."

"What?"

"It's	a	coordinate.	Ala	gave	it	to	me."

"Who?"

Suddenly	 he	 realized	 that	 he	 had	 never	 had	 a	 chance	 to	 tell	 her	 about	 the	 black	 girl	 or	 to
inquire	whether	Betsy	had	met	Humé.	"Yesterday--look,	it's	complicated,	and	we're	in	a	hurry--
I	met	a	girl.

Betsy	stared	at	him.	"You,	too?	I	wasn't	going	to	tell	you	right	away,	but--"

"You	met	a	black	man!"

"Black?	 _Yellow!_	 His	 name	 was	 Yao	 Pei,	 and	 he	 lived--_lives_	 in	 Northern	 China,	 eighth
century	A.D."

"Chinese!	Mine	was	African!"

"And	there's	at	least	one	other	purebred	there,"	Betsy	continued.	"A	girl	named	Meilan."

"This	 thing	 is	more	complicated	than	we	thought,"	 John	said	soberly.	 "We've	got	 to	compare
notes--

but,	Betsy,	there	 just	 isn't	time	now!	They	may	be	on	our	tail	already.	We	have	to	find	those
others	quickly,	or	we	may	never	have	another	chance."

"You're	one	hundred	percent	right,	for	once.	Give	me	that	number,	slowly--or	better,	speak	it
into	the	communicator	here.	Maybe	the	taxi	will	take	us	there."



John	agreed.	"Taxi,	take	us	to	coordinate	3777767256,	and	step	on	the	gas."

A	voice	replied,	different	from	the	one	at	the	house.	They	both	jumped,	and	Canute	perked	up
his	ears.	"Step	on	the	gas	is	not	a	programmed	destination.	Please	clarify."

"Do	all	their	radios	talk	back?"	Betsy	inquired.

"What	I	mean	is,	hurry!"	John	said.	"To	that	location.	The	number."	Would	the	taxi	do	it?

The	globe	sailed	upward,	sending	John	stumbling	and	Betsy	grabbing	at	handholds.	The	first
hold	she	found	was	Canute's	tail,	and	both	parties	were	outraged.	Then	the	taxi	shot	over	the
landscape.

Boy,	girl,	and	dog	picked	themselves	up.	"When	it	hurries,	it	_hurries!"_	John	exclaimed.	"We
must	be	doing	two	hundred	miles	an	hour!"

"Ridiculous,"	Betsy	said.	Then	she	reconsidered.	"At	least!"

John	peered	out	and	down.	For	the	first	time	he	saw	the	Newton	township	in	its	entirety	and
the	lay	of	the	land	about	it.	Now	he	could	compare	his	zoo	to	the	reality	that	lay	beyond.	There
was	no	discernible	difference.	It	was	_all_	field	and	forest.	Newton	was	no	oasis;	it	was	typical,
so	 far	as	the	terrain	went.	He	tried	to	conceal	his	disappointment;	he	had	been	almost	sure
that	there	would	be	a	substantial	and	striking	change	once	the	Newton	environs	had	been	left
completely	behind.

"You	were	seeing	about	the	dog?"	Betsy	reminded	him	snidely.

"Right	away,"	he	said,	nettled	again.	She	was	certainly	running	true	 to	 form.	Here	 they	had
important	business	 to	accomplish	and	astonishing	experiences	 to	compare,	but	 she	couldn't
stop	needling	him	about	Canute!	The	white-colored	Standards	of	Newton	had	never	been	like
this,	 he	 reflected.	 He	 had	 sometimes	 railed,	 privately,	 at	 their	 lassitude;	 he	 wanted	 to	 see
some	 spirit,	 some	 human	 animation.	 Now	 he	 was	 faced	 with	 plenty	 of	 both--in	 Betsy--and
didn't	much	like	it.

He	faced	the	communicator.	"Information,"	he	said,	as	though	he	were	using	a	telephone.	He
suspected	that	Betsy	would	have	had	greater	confidence	with	this	sort	of	project,	but	it	was
his	baby.	He	_did_	want	to	know	the	truth	about	his	dog,	if	the	truth	was	to	be	had.

"Well,	go	ahead,"	she	told	him.	"You	asked	for	information."

He	 had	 expected	 some	 acknowledgment.	 But	 of	 course	 this	 was	 the	 twenty-fourth	 century.
There	would	be	no	inefficient	lags.	"Gomdog,"	he	said.	"What	is	a	gomdog?"

"Synopsis,"	Betsy	said	quickly.	"Otherwise	you	may	get	hours	of--"

"Synopsis.	For	the	layman."

"Gomdog,"	 a	 pleasant	 voice	 said.	 "Colloquial	 designation	 for	 sapient	 pseudo-mammalian
species	 of	 GO	 'M'	 III.	 Vestigial	 technology,	 competent	 adaptation	 of	 form,	 pacifistic
temperament."	The	voice	stopped.	John	sat	stunned	for	a	moment.

"Did	you	hear	that?"	Betsy	demanded,	shocked.

"A	complete	alien!"	John	said.	"A	creature	that	changes	its	shape--"

"No.	The	other.	"It	said	'sapient.'	_Sapient!"_

"So?"

"Dummy!	That	means	intelligent!	Human	level,	or	better."

Intelligent!	 John	 looked	 at	 Canute,	 appalled.	 Had	 his	 faithful	 canine	 companion	 been	 fully
aware	all	along?	How	could	they	hope	to	make	their	escape	with	this	creature	watching?

"He's	a	spy!"	Betsy	said	fiercely.	"I	knew	it!"

"He	can't	be,"	John	said,	defending	Canute,	though	he	felt	sickly	uncertain.	"He's	always	been



loyal."

"Loyal	to	_whom?_	A	zoo	specimen?	We'll	never	get	away	with	him	along.	Get	rid	of	him."

"Kill	Canute?	I'd	shoot	myself	first,"	he	said,	believing	it.

"I	didn't	tell	you	to	_kill_	him.	I	said	get	rid	of	him.	Dump	him	out,	turn	him	loose--just	so	he
can't	spy	on	us	anymore."

John	 looked	 at	 Canute	 again.	 The	 dog--the	 gomdog--just	 sat	 there	 and	 wagged	 his	 tail
questioningly.

"Maybe	it's	just	another	trap,"	John	said.	"They	used	that	word	where	we	could	hear	it	so	we'd
think	he's	a	spy	and	get	rid	of	him,	and	then	we'd	be	on	our	own,	and	they	could	catch	us."

"Do	you	believe	that?"	she	demanded	derisively.

John	 avoided	 a	 direct	 answer.	 "If	 he's	 intelligent,"	 he	 said	 slowly,	 "he	 knows	 everything
already.

We	can't	afford	to	let	him	go--and	it	would	be	illegal	to	kill	him,	even	if	we	had	the	guts	for	it.
If	he's	not	intelligent,	we	don't	_have_	to	get	rid	of	him.	So...."

"Casuistry.	If	he's	sapient,	we	can't	afford	to	keep	him	with	us.	If	he	isn't,	we	don't	need	him."

John	knew	he	was	grasping	at	 a	 straw	but	 could	not	help	himself.	 "We	don't	 _know_	he's	 a
gomdog...."

"He's	either	 that	or	 something	else	 just	as	bad.	Certainly	not	a	 real	dog.	Ask	 the	machine--
you'll	see."

"What	is	a	dog?"	he	asked	information.	"Synopsis."

"Dog:	 colloquial	 designation	 for	 extinct	 mammalian	 canine	 species	 of	 Sol	 III.	 Former
domesticant	of	man.	Quadrupedal--"

"Extinct,"	Betsy	interrupted,	and	the	information	narration	cut	off	as	she	spoke.	"So	this	one
_has_	to	be	something	else.	And	you	can	bet	it	doesn't	look	like	a	dog	or	act	like	it	in	its	native
state.	_Now_	are	you	satisfied?"

"No.	I	can't	believe	Canute	would	betray	me.	Us.	I	don't	care	what	he	is	biologically,	he's	my
dog."

"He's	an	alien	spy,	but	he's	your	dog.	Great!"

"A	gomdog	made	into	a	real	dog.	Information:	Would	he	betray	his	master?"

"Data	insufficient,"	the	voice	said.

"If	he	had	been	taken	as	a	puppy	or	whatever	it	was	and	taught	to	be	a	dog,	and	he	associated
with	one	person	like	that	for	a	year	and	a	half--a	real	dog	would	never	do	anything	to	hurt	that
person.	Would	a	gomdog?"

"Data	insufficient."

John	contained	his	frustration,	knowing	Betsy	would	smirk	if	she	saw	him	express	it.	"What	do
you	need	to	know?"

"Protein	 content	 of	 gomdog's	 diet.	 Diversity	 ratio	 of	 training.	 Preconditioning.	 Planetary
environment.	Pedigree."

Betsy	became	interested.	"Gomdogs	must	be	more	special	than	we	thought."

John	 was	 nervous	 now.	 He	 did	 not	 look	 at	 Canute.	 "He	 ate	 a	 lot	 of	 table	 scraps.	 He	 was
supposed	to	stick	to	dog	food,	but	he	likes	everything,	and	I'm	softhearted."

_"Softheaded,"_	Betsy	muttered.



"I	guess	it	was	a	high-protein	diet.	Why	is	that	important?"

"Sapience	of	the	species	is	directly	affected	by	early	diet."

"As	 with	 human	 beings,	 too,"	 Betsy	 said.	 "And	 probably	 all	 living	 things.	 That	 means	 he's
smarter	than	he's	supposed	to	be.	Because	you	fed	him	wrong."

"I	_like_	him	smart!"	John	snapped.	"Diversity	ratio	of	training--I	didn't	train	him	much	at	first.
We	were	just	pals.	Then	later	I	showed	him	how	to	do	all	kinds	of	tricks,	like	jumping	fences,
hiding	things,	playing	'stranger'--I	guess	it	was	pretty	diverse.	And	he	learned	awfully	quickly.
I	even	used	to	read	him	stories,	just	for	the	fun	of	it,	and	discuss	my	homework."

"That	means	you	gave	him	a	good	education,"	Betsy	said.	"You	really	set	out	to	dedog	him,	you
know."

He	ignored	her.	"I	don't	know	about	preconditioning.	I	guess	he	was	told	to	act	like	a	dog.	He
was	a	week	or	two	old	when	I	got	him--pure	white,	no	spots	at	all.	There	can't	have	been	much
else,	at	that	age--I	mean,	how	much	can	a	week-old	_anything_	learn?	But	he	always	did	_look_
like	a	dog.	I	guess	his	pedigree	is	normal--a	gomdog	is	a	gomdog,	isn't	it?	And	the	planetary
environment	is	earthlike."

"So	would	this	gomdog	betray	his	master?"	Betsy	asked.

"Qualified	 answer,"	 the	 communicator	 said.	 "Assuming	 unmodified	 purebred	 stock,	 ad	 hoc
conditioning	 with	 proper	 reinforcement,	 diverse	 but	 informal	 training--gomdog	 would	 be
capable	of	willfully	betraying	his	associates	but	would	be	unlikely	 to	do	so	without	extreme
provocation.

Probability	eighty-four	percent."

"Probability	of	_not_	betraying	is	eighty-four	percent?"	John	asked	tensely.

"Correct."

Betsy	crowded	John	away	from	the	communicator.	"How	smart	would	it	be?"

"Eighty	percent	of	human	norm,	fifteen	percent	margin	of	error."

"So	Canute	has	 an	 I.Q.	 between	 sixty-eight	 and	ninety-two!"	 she	 exclaimed.	 "And	 it	may	be
even	more	if	some	of	those	assumptions	are	wrong."	She	turned	to	John.	"He	may	have	been
given	super-potent	food,	you	know.	Why	would	they	leave	a	thing	like	that	to	chance?	He	may
be	as	smart	as	we	are!"

"I	doubt	it,"	John	said	cautiously.	"He's	smart,	but	not	that	smart."

"You	_hope!_	He	could	be	smart	enough	to	conceal	his	smartness	 from	you.	How	would	you
know?"

That	stumped	him.	"Well,	if	he	is,	he's	still	loyal.	What's	wrong	with	being	that	smart?"

"As	if	we	hadn't	just	gone	through	all	that!	He	might	make	a	very	bad	enemy."

"So	_that's_	what	you're	driving	at!	Did	you	ever	stop	to	consider	that	he	might	also	make	a
very	good	friend?"

_"Your_	friend,	not	mine."

John	stared	at	her.	"You're	jealous	of	a	_dog!"_

"Don't	be	ridiculous!"	But	her	flush	gave	her	away.

"Why	didn't	you	bring	_your_	pet?"	he	asked.

"Carry	a	birdcage	along	on	a	jailbreak?"	she	demanded	witheringly.

"I	thought	parakeets	could	be	trained	to	stay	close	without	being	caged."



"Mine	_was_--inside.	Outside	it	would	have	flown	away."

"Oh."	He	felt	awkward.	"I'm	sorry."	Then:	"Was	it	a	real	bird?"

"I	don't	think	so.	Not	an	earth	bird,	anyway.	Let's	not	talk	about	it."

"Well	look--you	can	make	friends	with	Canute.	It	isn't	as	though--"

"Forget	it,"	she	said	sharply.

For	a	while	they	rode	in	silence,	watching	the	monotonously	green	landscape	passing	below.
John	estimated	that	they	had	come	over	a	thousand	miles	already,	for	the	taxi	had	accelerated
to	super-jet-plane	velocity	and	maintained	it.	He	had	yet	to	see	a	city	or	even	a	town	the	size
of	Newton.

There	were	no	roads	and	few	fields.	Only	occasional	shapes--octagons?--that	might	have	been
factory	buildings	except	for	their	complete	lack	of	smoke	or	access.	Apartment	houses,	maybe-
-he	 had	 picked	 up	mentions	 of	 these.	Giant	 complexes	 of	 octagonal	 residences	with	 shared
sanitary	and	culinary	 facilities.	Why	 the	Standards	 should	prefer	 to	 live	 in	 such	 constricted
warrens,	when	all	this	unused	countryside	was	available....

"I'm	sorry,"	Betsy	said.	"Try	asking	information	at	what	age	a	gomdog	matures."

John	shrugged	and	inquired.

"Eighteen	years,"	information	replied.

"Eighteen	years!"	John	was	astonished.	"That's	about	the	same	as	_us!"_

"Not	surprising,	 if	 it	 is	as	intelligent	as	we	are,"	Betsy	said.	"You	can't	mature	in	a	year	and
know	everything	someone	else	has	learned	in	ten	or	fifteen."

"But	then	Canute	is	still	a	puppy--his	mind	would	be	like	that	of	an	eighteen-month-old	human
baby.	Even	if	he's	going	to	be	as	smart	as	us,	that's	a	long	way	off."

She	nodded.	"So	call	him	a	dog."

John	was	 immensely	 relieved.	 "I'm	 forgetting	what	 I	 started	 out	 to	 do!"	 he	 exclaimed.	 "We
have	to	change	Canute	so	they	can't	spot	him	anymore."

"If	the	scan	is	visual."

"It	is	for	_us._	When	we	changed	clothing	and	color,	they	didn't	know	us."

"We're	_human._	An	animal	might	have	a	bug	implanted.	Something	to	home	in	on."

"So	we're	human.	We	could	still	be	bugged	the	same	way.	Why	should	they	bug	the	dog	when
it's	_us_

they	want	in	the	zoo?"

She	spread	her	hands	in	overelaborate	bafflement.	"Ask	information."

But	at	that	point	they	felt	a	shift	in	course.	They	were	coming	down--to	the	coordinate	of	the
third	zoo?	They	exchanged	glances,	but	neither	cared	to	suggest	what	they	might	encounter
there.

6

_The	Walled	City	of	Wei_

John	spotted	it	first.	"That's	no	American	town!	It's	a	walled	city!"

Betsy	looked.	"That's	Wei!"	she	exclaimed.	"Pei's	city!	What	a	coincidence!"

"One	chance	in	five,"	John	pointed	out.	"Really,	one	chance	in	two,	since	we're	obviously	not
heading	for	your	place	or	mine	or	Ala's.	So	it	was	really	an	even	bet	that	we'd	strike	pay	dirt--



if	the	coordinates	meant	anything."	He	looked	again.	"And	I	guess	they	did."

"Oh,	shut	up.	Your	reasoning	is	 ludicrous."	But	she	remained	pleased.	John	decided	that	Yao
Pei	 and	 his	 residence	 must	 have	 made	 a	 strong	 impression	 on	 her,	 and	 he	 felt	 a	 tinge	 of
jealousy.

"Why	don't	you	call	him	by	his	first	name?"	he	inquired.

"Pei	_is_	his	first	name.	His	given	name,	I	mean.	The	surname	comes	first,	in	China."

John	 contemplated	 the	 massive	 brick	 ramparts,	 the	 tall	 corner	 towers,	 and	 the	 handsome
tiered	 roofs	of	 the	enclosed	buildings.	This	city	was	 formidable	and	beautiful.	No	wonder	 it
had	impressed	her.

For	a	moment	he	was	afraid	the	taxi	would	land	outside	the	wall,	because	they	were	coming	in
very	 low.	The	barrier	was	a	good	twenty-five	 feet	 tall,	 surrounded	by	a	moat,	and	almost	as
thick	 as	 it	 was	 high,	 to	 judge	 from	 the	 depth	 of	 the	 main	 gate.	 The	 top	 was	 crenellated,
providing	excellent	cover	for	riflemen--no,	_archers,_	he	corrected	himself--and	the	great	gates
seemed	impervious.

But	they	passed	over	and	dropped	at	last	into	a	central	park.	No	need	to	storm	the	bastion!

But	why	hadn't	 the	Standards	 installed	 some	kind	 of	 electronic	warning	 system,	 to	 prevent
twenty-fourth-century	taxis	from	straying	onto	these	secret	premises?	Had	John	been	running
the	show....

John	and	Betsy	looked	at	each	other	again,	and	he	realized	that	he	was	running	a	show	of	his
own--

and	had	planned	no	better	for	it.	"We	can't	just	walk	in,"	Betsy	whispered,	as	though	her	voice
could	betray	them.	"I	don't	know	my	way	around.	I	never	really	saw	the	city	 like	this.	 I	was
unconscious	or	something	when	I--"

"I	know."

"And	we're	stained	brown,	not	yellow."

That	 was	 another	 awkward	 detail.	 "How	 do	 we	 tell	 who	 is	 real?	 This	 is	 much	 larger	 than
Newton!

There	must	be	a	thousand	people	here!"

"I'll	recognize	Pei."

"Sure.	And	all	the	men	of	this	Oriental	metropolis	will	just	parade	by	the	taxi	so	you	can	pick
him	out!"

"You	don't	have	to	be	sarcastic!"

She	was	a	fine	one	to	talk!	"Sorry,"	he	said,	not	sorry.

"They're	coming,"	she	said,	peering	out.	"The	Chinese."

Catalyzed	by	that	pressure,	John	came	to	a	decision.	"Canute	can	find	the	real	ones.	 I'll	run
interference.	You	take	the	taxi	up	out	of	danger	until	we're	ready."

"I	don't	know	how	to	operate	it!"	she	wailed.

John	knew	what	she	meant	but	had	no	time	for	sympathy.	"Don't	get	hysterical.	You	don't	have
to	operate	it.	Just	tell	it	any	coordinates,	then	tell	it	these	ones	when	it's	time	to	come	back."

"I	can't	remember	the	number!"

"Here."	He	grabbed	for	a	pencil	to	scribble	the	number--and	came	up	against	the	empty	cloth
of	his	tunic.	For	an	instant	he	was	baffled;	then:	"Information	will	remember	it!	Just	ask!"

"How	do	I	know	when	it's	time?"



The	man	shapes	were	coming	quite	near,	and	she	_was_	becoming	hysterical.	He	realized	she
was	making	excuses	to	avoid	going	by	herself.

"Guess!"	he	shouted.	"Give	Canute	something	to	smell--something	Pei	touched.	_Hurry!"_

Hands	shaking,	she	obeyed.	She	brought	out	a	tiny	object	from	a	little	purse	she	had	salvaged
from	her	other	clothing.	"Cowrie	shell,"	she	said,	holding	it	stiffly	down	for	Canute.	"They	use
them	for	money...."

"Canute!	Find	that	person!"

The	dog	sniffed,	woofed,	and	wagged	his	tail.

"Let's	go!"	John	cried.	He	held	the	key	before	him	and	leaped	through	the	door,	Canute	beside
him.

Too	late.	The	yellow-colored	Standards	were	already	there:	two	men	in	ground-length,	belled
robes.

"Who	 are	 you?"	 one	 demanded.	 "Don't	 you	 know	 no	 spheres	 are	 allowed	 in	 the	 enclave?
Suppose	_they_

saw	it?"

"Go	find!"	John	whispered	to	Canute,	slapping	him	on	the	flank.	The	dog	bounded	off.

"Hey!"	one	of	the	challengers	cried.	"What's	that?"

Then	the	taxi	lifted.

As	the	two	men	stared	in	dismay,	John	slipped	away.

"Hey!"	the	man	cried	again.	"You,	Stan!"

John	ran.	That	was	the	idea:	As	long	as	they	were	chasing	_him,_	Canute	could	search	the	city
without	undue	interference.	Of	course,	John	had	to	keep	from	getting	caught	himself,	and	then
he	would	have	to	bring	the	two	Chinese	purebreds	to	the	park,	unobserved,	and	hope	Betsy
timed	it	properly--if	she	didn't	lose	her	nerve	entirely.

"Stop!"	the	man	called.	"You're	not	painted!	If	_they_	see	you...."

John	swerved	between	bushes,	jogged	down	a	flowery	footpath,	half-crossed	and	half-hurdled
a	small	decorative	bridge,	and	ran	into	the	city	proper.	The	pursuers	fell	behind.

Suspicious,	John	slowed	and	looked	back--and	saw	them	walking	nonchalantly.

Of	course!	They	did	not	dare	raise	a	loud	hue	and	cry,	because	that	would	call	attention	to	the

"Standard"	running	loose	in	the	city.	If	the	two	true	Chinese	took	note,	the	whole	zoo	project
would	be	in	peril,	particularly	after	the	mix-up	that	had	already	introduced	the	Chinese	boy	to
white	American	Betsy.	On	the	other	hand,	the	pursuers	would	be	unlikely	to	give	up,	and	more
would	undoubtedly	close	 in	as	 the	word	quietly	spread.	They	might	use	 that	same	knockout
weapon	 that	had	put	him	away	when	he	was	with	Ala.	 (Was	 that	only	 yesterday?)	And	 they
were	familiar	with	the	city,	whereas	he	was	not.	So	he'd	better	lose	himself	quickly.

John	sprinted	down	the	street,	turned	a	corner,	and	almost	crashed	into	a	roadside	fruit	stand.

Oranges,	 bananas,	 pineapples,	 assorted	 melons,	 and	 others	 he	 didn't	 recognize--he	 was
hungry!	But	he	didn't	have	any	money,	or	even	cowrie	shells.

"Papaws--thirty	cash,"	the	vendor	began,	then	did	a	double	take.	"Standard!	Get	out	of	here,
before--"

"I'm	an	inspector,"	John	said	without	premeditation.

Confused,	the	vendor	let	him	pass.	John	turned	another	corner,	dodged	down	a	narrow	alley,
turned	again,	and	came	up	against	 the	city	wall.	This	place--Wei,	Betsy	had	called	 it--looked



large	only	because	it	was	strange.	It	was	actually	only	a	few	hundred	yards	across.

A	 sentry	 paced	 along	 the	 top	 of	 the	 wall.	 John	 ducked	 back	 out	 of	 sight,	 stifling	 his	 loud-
seeming	panting,	but	found	that	he	had	nowhere	to	go.	The	street	had	no	close	offshoots,	and
the	houses	here	were	like	blank	screens:	impassive	and	forbidding.	No	porches,	no	windows.
Even	their	front	gates	were	shielded	by	smaller	walls.

But	he	heard	people	coming	behind	him.	By	now	there	were	a	number,	and	they	had	a	pretty
good	idea	where	he	was.	John	ran	back	toward	the	wall,	hunching	low	so	as	to	avoid	discovery
by	 the	 soldiers	 there,	 and	 found	 what	 he	 had	 prayed	 for:	 a	 space	 where	 the	 slanting	 wall
surface	parted	from	the	vertical	house	surface.	He	scrambled	in.

By	this	time	Canute	should	have	located	the	real	Chinese,	Yao	Pei	and	his	female	counterpart.

Maybe	the	dog	was	already	on	his	way	back,	to	pick	up	John's	own	trail.	All	he	had	to	do	was
hide	and	wait	 and	 let	Canute	 sniff	 him	out.	But	 _where?_	He	couldn't	get	 into	any	of	 these
formidable	residences,	and	even	if	he	could,	it	would	only	raise	another	shocked	cry	from	the
owner.

One	slipper	turned	against	a	piece	of	rubble	in	the	crevice.	John	jumped	and	caught	himself	by
spreading	his	arms	against	the	walls	on	both	sides.	If	he	got	a	foot	jammed	here....

He	 intersected	another	 street.	His	hands	were	 filthy,	 and	his	 tunic	was	badly	 smudged,	but
neatness	was	nothing	compared	to	his	giveaway	color	and	clothing.	Should	he	walk	down	this
block,	hoping	that	he	would	not	be	spotted?	No--that	would	be	begging	for	trouble	he	couldn't
afford.

As	he	hesitated,	a	man	emerged	from	a	house	a	short	distance	along	the	street.	He	wore	the
usual	sandals	and	robe	and	appeared	to	be	middle-aged.	For	a	moment	John	was	tempted	to
charge	up	and	hijack	him,	taking	his	clothing	for	camouflage,	but	he	realized	almost	at	once
that	he	couldn't	do	it.	He	had	neither	training	nor	temperament	to	attack	a	man--particularly
an	innocent	bystander.

He	heard	a	noise	behind	him,	back	on	 the	other	street.	Prodded	by	 that,	he	ran	 toward	 the
man.

"Friend!"	John	cried,	improvising	as	the	other	turned	to	face	him.	"I	got	put	down	in	the	wrong
zoo--er,	place!	I	need	some	paint,	some	proper	clothing.	Before	_they_	see	me!"

The	 man	 looked	 disgusted.	 _"Another_	 mistake!	 This	 is	 ridiculous."	 Then	 he	 had	 a	 second
thought.

"Which	enclave	uses	Standards	as	such?"

Oops!	"I	mean	I	was	supposed	to	be	processed	for	the	Caucasian	one.	But	somehow..."

"I	understand.	Come	 inside,	quickly.	 I'll	give	you	a	period	costume	and	some	paste	 for	your
face	and	hands.	Then	you	can	be	a	traveling	bard	just	leaving	the	city.	_They_	may	never	even
see	you.

And	if	they	do--well,	we	do	get	quite	a	turnover	in	the	lesser	personnel	here.	Your	face	doesn't
have	to	be	familiar."

John	 followed	him	 in,	gratified	 that	his	problem	had	been	solved	so	readily.	 "I--I	 really	don't
know	anything	about	_this_	enclave.	What	is	it?	Where--_when_	is	it?"	He	did	know	a	bit	from
what	Betsy	had	said--just	enough	so	he	would	know	if	the	man	tried	to	lead	him	on.

"Middle	 Kingdom.	 Twenty-eighth	 year	 of	Hsüan	 T'ung.	We're	 supposed	 to	 be	 about	 a	 day's
hard	 ride	 from	Changan,	 the	T'ang	capital.	Of	course	 there	 isn't	any,	but	 _they_	don't	know
that."

_Don't	 bet	 on	 it,	 buster!_	 "Middle	 Kingdom?	 I'm	 trained	 in	 twentieth-century	 American
geography."

He	hoped	the	man	wouldn't	catch	on	how	literally	he	meant	that.	"Can	you	transpose	to--to	the
Gregorian	calendar?"



"Gregorian?	I'm	not	sure.	When	does	it	start?"

"Birth	 of	 Jesus	 Christ,	 approximately.	 My	 enclave	 is	 dated	 about	 nineteen	 sixty--about	 two
thousand	years	after	that."

"Ah.	 Christianity!	 That	 hasn't	 penetrated	 here	 significantly	 yet.	 Let's	 see--your	 sage	 lived
during	the	Han	dynasty--somewhere	around	the	reign	of	Wang	Mang,	I	believe.	But	Christ	was
in	one	of	the	barbarian	Western	states.	The	Roman?	Or	was	that	Muhammad?"

"No.	 Muhammad	 was	 about	 six	 hundred	 years	 later,	 in	 Arabia."	 John	 paused,	 just	 now
remembering	 an	 obscure	 bit	 of	 lore	 he	 had	 picked	 up	 from	 his	 historical	 studies.	 _The
Moslems	started	their	dating	with	Muhammad!_	From	the	time	he	left	Mecca,	rather	than	his
actual	birth.	John	had	been	required	to	memorize	that	date:	A.D.	622.	Now	he	was	thankful	for
that	chore.	That	meant	that	the	date	of	Ala's	enclave	was	six	hundred	years	later	than	he	had
supposed.	Between	A.D.	1500	and	1600.

"So	 this	 must	 be	 about	 seven	 hundred	 fifty	 by	 the	 Christian	 scale,"	 the	 man	 said.	 "Seven
hundred	forty,	perhaps."

"And	your	'Middle	Kingdom'	means	China?	Not	ancient	Egypt?"

"Naturally.	Many	cultures	had	 'middle	kingdoms,'	but	the	T'ang	dynasty	 is	the	most	civilized
place	 and	 time	 in	 all	 earth's	 history,"	 the	man	 said	 with	 a	 certain	 pride.	 "Pre-Standard,	 of
course."

"Of	course."	So	this	was	what	China	was	like	twelve	hundred	years	ago.	T'ang	dynasty--John
remembered	 it	 only	 faintly	 from	 his	 classroom	 lessons.	 Famous	 for	 painting,	 or	 something.
"What	do	you	do	here?"

"I'm	a	civil-service	examiner.	I	administer	the	hsiu	ts'ai	and	send	the	results	in	to	the	emperor
every	year,	and	every	three	years	the	chu	jen.	Those	are	rough	tests,	too.	Most	applicants	are
eliminated	by	the	hsiu,	and	only	one	in	fifteen	passes	the	chu.	Of	course	it	isn't	real,	except	for
_him."_

"You	actually	tested	the	purebreds?"

"The	true	Mongolian,	yes.	Yao	Pei,	that	is.	The	girl	isn't	eligible.	I	supervise	all	the	tests.

The	records	have	to	be	genuine,	you	see,	just	in	case.	Keeps	me	busy,	but	I	rather	like	it.	It's	a
meaningful	task,	in	its	quirky	way,	and	that's	important.	A	man	needs	meaning,	you	know?"

"Yes."	 Did	 this	 mean	 there	 was	 no	 meaning	 in	 conventional	 Standard	 existence?	 Very
interesting.

As	they	talked,	John	was	being	fitted	with	full	Chinese	apparel.	"What's	your	job	to	be,	in	your
own	enclave?"	the	man	inquired.

"Well,	I	haven't	started	yet,	of	course,"	John	said,	scrambling	mentally	for	a	suitable	answer.

"But	I'm	supposed	to	be	a--an	auto	mechanic.	Transferred	in	for	the	bus	station."	That	should
hold	him,	since	there	were	no	cars	or	buses--or,	indeed,	any	machines	at	all--in	ancient	China.
No	 internal	 combustion	 engines,	 anyway,	 and	 probably	 very	 few	 in	 the	 Standards'	 home
territory,	either.	Not	when	 they	had	such	advanced	equipment	as	 the	 flying	 taxi-spheres.	So
chances	 were	 that	 this	 civil-service	 examiner	 wouldn't	 know	 enough	 to	 ask	 penetrating
questions.

He	was	right.	The	man	concealed	his	ignorance	by	fetching	a	jar	of	yellow	paste.	John	hoped	it
would	go	on	over	the	brown	paste	he	had	used	not	so	long	ago.	"The	real	one--did	_he_	pass
the	tests?"

"Yes,	 strangely	 enough.	 Yao	 Pei	 is	 astonishingly	 knowledgeable,	 considering	 that	 he's	 had
what	we	assume	is	a	typical	period	schooling.	I	sealed	him	into	his	cell	myself,	so	I	know	he
spent	the	full	three	days	as	prescribed,	without	food.	To	him	it	was	real,	you	see.	I	gave	him
obscure	 topics	 from	 the	 literature	 of	 Confucius,	 but	 he	 composed	 fully	 satisfactory	 poems--
almost	perfect	styling.	Amazing."



"You	sealed	him	into	a	cell?	For	a	_literature_	test?"	John	didn't	have	to	pretend	astonishment.

Meanwhile	he	studied	himself	in	the	bronze	mirror.	He	looked	Chinese.

"That's	the	way	it's	done.	In	the	real	Middle	Kingdom	the	aspirants	sometimes	died	from	the
strain.	But	it	was	the	only	route	to	status	and	the	official	posts.	So	we	duplicate	it	faithfully.

I	myself	feel	that	is	has	its	merits,	for	you	can	be	sure	that	no	weak	man	passes.	But	of	course
it	also	 leads	to	 intellectual	arrogance	and	narrowness	of	thought.	 I	am	certain	that	this	was
the	 root	 of	 the	 downfall	 of	 T'ang	 and	 all	 subsequent	 Middle	 Kingdoms.	 In	 fact"--the	 man
brought	himself	up	short.	"I'm	waxing	philosophical	again!	Must	curb	that."

John	had	been	rather	interested	in	that	philosophy,	as	it	seemed	to	apply	to	a	certain	degree	to
his	own	schooling.	He	had	not	had	to	take	his	exams	in	locked	cells	without	food,	but	he	_had_
had	to	parrot	a	fair	amount	of	unoriginal	lecture	material.	"Curb	it?	Why?"

The	man	laughed,	a	little	nervously.	"Why,	indeed!"	Then	he	changed	the	subject.	"When	Pei
passed	the	hsiu,	I	rejoiced,	but	when	he	later	mastered	the	chu	jen,	I	began	to	fear.	And	I	only
hope	he	does	not	pass	the	last	one,	the	chin	shih."

Suddenly	John's	attention	flagged.	Was	that	a	scratching	at	the	front	gate?	Canute	must	have
arrived!

"Thank	you	very	much,"	he	 told	 the	man.	 "I'd	better	go	before	my	 ignorance	of	 this	culture
calls	attention	to	me.	If	you	will	direct	me	to	the	gate...."	Yes--it	_was_	Canute.

"Yes,	that's	best.	The	perimeter	guard	will	pick	you	up	once	you	leave	the	enclave,	and	you	can
explain	 what	 happened.	 It	 was	 bad	 enough	 before,	 when	 that	 Caucasian	 girl	 landed	 here!
None	of	us	knew	what	to	do.	The	program	was	almost	hopelessly	fouled	up,	so	she	visited	the
Pei	for	a	couple	of	hours	until--"	He	broke	off	and	shook	his	head.	"But	so	far	today	Pei	hasn't
said	anything,	so	maybe	it's	all	right,	though	he's	dangerously	clever.	These	blunders	certainly
have	to	stop!"

"They	certainly	do!"	John	agreed	heartily.	He	tried	to	think	of	a	way	to	get	more	information
on	 the	 purpose	 of	 the	 enclaves	 from	 this	 helpful	 man,	 but	 there	 wasn't	 time.	 "I	 really
appreciate	your	help.	I'll	find	my	own	way	out."

"Oh,	 I'll	 start	 you	 on	 your	 way.	 I	 can	 point	 out	 your	 first	 turn,	 so	 you	 can"--he	 paused	 as
Canute's	whine	grew	louder--"something's	out	there!"

"You	must	 be	mistaken,"	 John	 said	 quickly.	 Then,	 so	 as	 to	 cover	 any	 other	 sounds	 the	 dog
might	make,	he	had	to	keep	talking.	"I	really	should	go	by	myself.	Suppose	_they_	happened	to
be	 in	 the	 area	 and	 saw	 a	 stranger	 talking	 to	 the	 civil-service	 examiner?	 _They_	 could	 get
suspicious."

"I'm	sure	_they're_	not	near	here,"	the	man	protested.	"And	it	will	be	much	more	efficient	for
me	to	show	you--"

"I'm	so	glad	you	understand,"	John	said,	reaching	the	door	at	last.	"Make	a	left	turn	at	the	next
intersection	and--"

"A	right	turn--at	the	second	intersection,	not	the	first.	Then	straight	on	to	the	main	gate.	But--

"

"Thank	 you	 once	more.	 Good-bye."	 John	 stepped	 quickly	 out,	 closing	 the	 door	 in	 the	man's
face.

"Good-bye?"	The	muffled	voice	came.	"I	don't--"

"Sorry;	that's	a	Caucasian	enclave	expression."	Canute	was	there,	tail	wagging.	"Hide!"	John
whispered	fiercely	at	him.

The	man	forced	open	the	door.	"I	must	show	you...."

John	stood	in	his	way,	blocking	the	running	dog	from	view.	"Oh,	was	I	in	your	way?	I'm	sorry."
He	moved	to	get	in	the	man's	way	again,	as	though	accidentally.



Somewhat	flushed	even	through	the	yellow	coloration,	the	examiner	finally	made	his	way	out
the	door,	but	Canute	was	gone.

"I	must	say,	you	have	a	natural	aptitude	for	barbarism,"	the	man	observed,	almost	losing	his
Oriental	 presence.	 "Your	 facial	 contours,	 too,	 resemble	 the	Caucasian.	 You	 are	 an	 excellent
selection	for	that	enclave."

John	was	aware	of	 the	man's	sarcasm,	but	he	could	hardly	blame	him.	He	 listened	with	un-
Caucasian	 patience	 to	 the	 examiner's	 concluding	 remarks	 and	 finally	 went	 his	 way	 alone.
What	a	tangle!

The	dog	reappeared	at	John's	whistle	and	led	him	back	into	the	city,	disappearing	whenever
they	 encountered	 other	 people.	 No	 one	 recognized	 John	 as	 the	 Standard	 intruder,	 perhaps
because	of	those	un-Standard	facial	contours	of	his.	At	last	they	stopped	at	an	attractive	house
with	yellow	walls	and	a	red	roof.

"Here?	Both	of	them?"

Canute	wagged	his	tail.

"How	do	we	get	in?	Without	alerting	the	natives,	I	mean."	The	dog	would	not	understand	his
words	but	should	pick	up	the	gist	from	the	tone.

Canute	trotted	around	to	a	hidden	section	of	the	sidewall.	He	dug	his	claws	into	the	sunbaked
brick	and	began	to	climb.

"Hey!	I	can't	follow	you	there!"

The	gomdog	went	on	climbing.	The	wall	was	about	 twelve	 feet	high	on	 the	outside.	Canute
disappeared	 under	 the	 extended	 red	 eaves	 while	 John	 waited	 in	 frustration	 below.	 He	 had
thought	the	dog	understood--and	now	this!

Then	Canute's	nose	reappeared.	There	was	something	between	his	teeth.	A	tug	and	haul	and	a
length	of	rope	dropped	down.

"Good	boy!"	John	caught	the	end,	jerked	it	to	be	sure	it	was	anchored,	and	hauled	himself	up
the	wall.	He	threw	a	leg	over	the	top	and	scraped	his	torso	under	the	roof.	The	brick	did	not
actually	support	the	roof,	he	saw,	nor	was	it	the	whole	wall.	There	was	a	rammed-earth	filler
inside	and	 then	a	wooden	 framework.	Beams	rising	 from	this	met	 the	ceiling.	The	perch	up
here	was	not	comfortable,	but	it	would	do.

The	 rope	 was	 securely	 knotted	 around	 one	 of	 the	 wooden	 uprights.	 John	 was	 sure	 Canute
could	not	have	done	that.	Who,	then?

Canute	crawled	along	a	beam	for	a	few	feet,	to	where	the	rising	roof	left	a	larger	space.	It	was
dark	 and	 distressingly	 hot	 here.	 Then	 he	 shifted	 over	 to	 a	 dark	 square	 well--a	 ventilation
shaft?--

and	climbed	down	into	it.	Cautiously,	John	followed.	He	could	tell	by	the	sounds	Canute	made
that	 the	 hole	 was	 not	 deep,	 and	 he	 was	 able	 to	 drop	 down	with	 only	 a	 slight	 thump.	 This
landing	must	be	on	an	upper	story.	One	side	of	this	space	was	wood,	but	another	was	cloth.	A
large	 blanket	 or	 rug	 hung	 down,	 and	 specks	 of	 light	 showed	 through	 it	 like	 stars.	 Canute
sniffed	the	air	for	a	moment,	then	pushed	past	the	edge	of	the	curtain.

John's	eyes	had	just	adjusted	to	the	darkness,	and	now	the	return	to	light	was	painful.	But	he
squinted	and	 followed	 the	dog	 from	one	 room	 to	another.	He	was	aware	of	painted	wooden
walls	and	ornate	tapestries	and	elegant	sculptures	and	bamboo	furniture	and	knew	that	this
was	the	house	of	a	wealthy	man.	An	official,	probably.	Then	there	was	a	courtyard,	neatly	laid
out,	with	unfamiliar	flowers	around	the	edges.	He	wondered	fleetingly	whether	they	could	be
poppies--opium	poppies.

"Who	are	you?"

John	jumped,	though	the	tone	was	quiet.	Before	him	was	a	Chinese	youth	about	his	own	age
but	more	slender.	John	parried	with	his	own	question:	"Are	you	Yao	Pei?"



"I	am."	The	other	looked	coldly	at	him,	waiting	for	an	explanation.

"I'm--I'm	John	Smith.	I--"

"Show	me	your	hand."

Surprised,	John	held	out	one	hand.	Pei	took	it	and	rubbed	something	on	the	palm.	The	yellow
faded,	 showing	 the	 brown	 of	 Standard	 disguise.	 Pei	 looked	 down	 at	 it,	 then	 at	 John,	 not
deigning	to	speak.

"Rub	some	more,"	John	said	quickly.

In	 another	 moment	 the	 brown	 gave	 way	 to	 the	 pink-white,	 and	 no	 further	 rubbing	 would
change	it.

"So	the	dog	did	not	betray	me,"	Pei	murmured.

"That	was	your	secret	entrance	he	sniffed	out?"	Suddenly	it	made	sense.	If	Pei	were	as	smart
as	reputed,	he	would	have	his	own	exit--and	Canute,	following	the	smell,	would	naturally	have
found	it.	A	hidden	rope!

"Do	not	speak,"	Pei	said.	He	left	the	room,	gesturing	John	to	remain.

So	Pei	had	made	the	connection	to	Betsy!	He	had	to	know	that	there	was	only	one	Caucasian
boy	available	and	what	John's	purpose	had	to	be,	and	he	would	certainly	be	aware	that	he	was
watched	much	of	the	time.

Pei	returned	with	a	girl.	She	was	lovely--a	delicate	Oriental	aristocrat,	poised	and	serene.	She
wore	 a	 garment	 of	 bright	 silk,	 embroidered	 with	 a	 portrait	 of	 a	 silver	 unicorn.	 Iridescent
feathers	decorated	her	copious	black	hair.	A	jeweled	sash	fit	closely	around	her	slender	waist.

Her	feet	were	tiny.

"Meilan,	go	with	this	man,"	Pei	said.

She	only	nodded.

John	looked	at	Pei,	wanting	to	ask	his	plan,	if	any.	Pei	gestured	toward	Canute.

"Stay,"	John	murmured	to	the	dog.	"Lead	him."

Canute	looked	unhappy,	but	he	obeyed.

Meilan	 took	 John's	arm	and	guided	him	 firmly	 through	 the	house.	They	saw	no	one,	 though
John	was	sure	others	were	near.	Somehow	Pei	had	arranged	it	so	that	there	was	no	suspicion.
Betsy	must	really	have	briefed	him!	They	went	down	narrow	steps	and	out	the	front	gate.	So
the	house	was	not	on	two	levels;	its	main	floor	was	raised.

Outside,	 John	 thought	 it	 was	 his	 turn	 to	 guide	 her,	 but	 she	would	 not	 follow	 his	 lead.	 She
insisted	silently	 that	 they	go	north,	away	from	the	park.	When	they	were	out	of	sight	of	 the
yellow	 building	 and	 alone	 on	 the	 street,	Meilan	 reached	 up	 to	 remove	 her	 pretty	 feathers.
Then	she	undid	her	waist	clasp	and	opened	her	silk	dress.	It	came	off	suspiciously	easily--and
underneath	was	a	rough	gray	shawl.	From	somewhere	she	produced	a	pair	of	clumsy	sandals
and	put	these	on	her	miniature	feet	in	lieu	of	her	fancy	slippers.	She	combed	out	her	hair	and
tied	it	in	a	crude	knot.

She	had	 converted	 into	 a	 peasant	 girl	 in	 less	 than	 a	minute!	 John	marveled	 that	 this	 outfit
should	have	been	concealed	under	the	fetching,	tight-waisted	party	dress.	She	must	have	been
fighting	for	breath!

Now	she	 let	him	 lead.	 In	 fact,	she	bowed	her	head	as	 though	she	had	 just	been	beaten	and
insisted	 on	 staying	 behind	 him,	 nullifying	 his	 attempts	 at	 courtesy.	 He	 felt	 as	 if	 he	 were
leading	a	slave.

She	was	so	servile	and	disheveled!

They	walked	at	a	moderate	pace	toward	the	park,	ignoring	the	occasional	people	they	passed.



Probably	 most	 of	 the	 city	 was	 concerned	 with	 the	 Standard	 intruder	 spotted	 earlier,	 he
thought,	and	could	not	be	bothered	with	unrecognized	bit	players.	The	city	would	be	bothered
tomorrow,	though,	when	it	discovered	its	prizes	gone!

But	they	would	have	to	wait	at	the	park,	for	Yao	Pei	had	not	arrived	with	Canute,	and	Betsy
had	not	brought	the	taxi	back.	John	became	increasingly	nervous	as	he	realized	how	critical
the	element	of	timing	was	and	how	dependent	they	were	on	sheer	luck.	If	Betsy	arrived	before
Pei,	or	if	the	Standards	figured	it	out	and	intercepted	them....

John	 glanced	 at	 the	 peasant	 Meilan.	 Betsy	 might	 have	 briefed	 Pei,	 but	 how	 well	 had	 Pei
briefed	Meilan?	Or	had	she	picked	up	something	from	the	boy	she	must	have	met,	if	this	foul-
up	had	been	consistent?	That	would	be--well,	if	white	John	had	met	black	Ala,	and	white	Betsy
had	 met	 yellow	 Pei,	 yellow	 Meilan	 would	 have	 had	 to	 meet	 the	 last,	 Ala's	 intended--black
Humé.	Humé	of	Kanem.

What	had	passed	between	them?

"A	Standard	taxi	will	come--there,"	he	murmured,	flicking	his	finger	toward	the	interior	of	the
park.	"You	understand?"

Her	expression	was	enigmatic,	 but	before	 she	answered,	 a	 farmer	 turned	a	 corner	with	his
donkey.

The	animal	hauled	a	rickety	cart	loaded	with	dead	fish	and	live	scraggly	ducks.	The	smell	was
potent,	 for	the	fish	were	not	fresh,	and	the	birds	had	obviously	been	caged	without	sanitary
measures	for	some	time.

"You	 look	 like	 a	person	of	 quality!"	 the	peasant	man	exclaimed,	bearing	 toward	 John.	 "Fine
fresh	fish	caught	just	this	week,	excellent	geese!"

"No,	thanks,"	John	muttered,	trying	to	avoid	him.	The	man's	face	and	arms	were	smeared	with
dirty	grease,	as	though	he	had	been	wallowing	in	his	merchandise.

"Behold	 this	 spectacular	 bird!"	 the	 farmer	 cried,	 jerking	 open	 a	 cage	 and	 hauling	 forth	 a
bedraggled	duck	by	the	feet.	"I	trapped	him	just	this	morning	on	my	own	fields.	Yours	for	only
one	tiao.	A	fantastic	bargain!"

"Thank	you,	no,"	John	repeated,	wishing	the	man	would	go	away.	Betsy's	taxi	could	arrive	at
any	time,	and	there	would	be	no	chance	for	secrecy	if	they	had	company.	They	could	wait	for
Pei	only	if	unobserved.

"You	drive	a	hard	bargain,	master!"	the	farmer	bellowed.	Even	his	breath	stank	of	fish.	"But	I'll
let	you	have	him	for	only	two	thousand	cash."

Meilan	made	a	stifled	sound,	and	John	realized	he	was	being	bilked--assuming	he	intended	to
buy	at	all.	He	didn't	know	how	much	a	tiao	was,	or	two	thousand	cash,	but	either	was	probably
far	more	than	the	bird	was	worth.	"I	don't	want	any,"	he	said	with	some	force.	"Go	away."

The	farmer	stared	at	him	from	a	round,	smudged	countenance.	"Do	you	want	me	to	lose	face?"
he	demanded	 in	 return,	 not	 budging.	 "Do	 you	despise	my	 fair	merchandise?	 I	 shall	 have	 to
complain	to	the	prefect!"

Meilan	covered	part	of	her	face	with	one	hand.	Oh-oh.	Translated,	that	meant	the	Standards
would	 learn	 something	 was	 up.	 John	 remembered	 that	 "face"	 was	 very	 important	 to	 the
Chinese.	 Everything	 had	 to	 be	 done	 in	 such	 a	 way	 as	 to	 preserve	 the	 appearance	 of	 self-
respect.	He	would	have	to	play	the	game,	even	though	he	knew	it	_was_	merely	a	game.

"I	did	not	mean	 to	disparage	your	merchandise,"	 John	said	carefully.	 "I	am	merely	out	 for	a
walk	and	do	not	need	a	duck.	I	did	not	wish	to	waste	your	valuable	time."	The	valuable	time	of
a	fake	peasant!

The	farmer	considered.	"All	right.	Let's	be	friends.	Have	supper	with	me."	He	lifted	a	dirty	bag
from	 the	 cart	 and	went	 to	 sit	 on	 the	grass	 at	 the	 edge	 of	 the	 park.	 "Come--join	me.	 I	 have
excellent	 stewed	 rice,	bamboo	shoots,	 fermented	bean	curd,	pig	gizzard,	 and	plenty	of	 cold
tea.



All	grown	from	the	finest	natural	fertilizer--men's	own."

John's	appetite	left	him.	"I,	uh...."

"You	don't	want	to	be	friends?	The	prefect...."

Brother!	 The	 farmer's	 filth-encrusted	 hands	 were	 already	 dumping	 out	 the	 comestibles--all
mixed	together.	Not	only	was	it	an	unappetizing	meal,	it	meant	he	was	not	going	to	get	rid	of
this	nuisance	at	all	soon.

Meilan's	shoulders	were	shaking,	and	her	face	was	averted.	John	couldn't	blame	her	for	being
upset.	 To	 have	 this	 happen	 _now!_	 Seeing	 no	 alternative,	 John	 joined	 the	 farmer	 on	 the
ground.	 He	 succeeded	 in	 refusing	 the	 bamboo	 shoots	 but	 not	 the	 bean	 curd.	 This	 was	 an
almost	cakelike	mass--

and,	surprisingly,	it	did	not	taste	bad.

Meilan	continued	to	avert	her	face,	but	she	nibbled	daintily	at	a	bamboo	shoot.	John	watched
the	interior	of	the	park	nervously,	hoping	the	taxi	would	not	come.	Yet.

"Ah,"	the	farmer	sighed	happily.	"This	reminds	me	of	the	feast	of	Hsu	Chen-Chun	Ching-Chih
after	he	bested	the	dragon,	the	spiritual	alligator."

"Who?"	John	asked	without	thinking.

"Hsu	Chen-Chun	Ching-Chih,	whose	ordinary	name	was	Sun.	You	do	not	know	of	him?"

Should	he	say	yes	or	no?	John	decided	on	the	truth.	"No.	I	mean,	yes,	I	do	not	know	of	him."

"Wonderful!	I	shall	tell	you	the	entire	story!"

Meilan	made	a	strangled	sound.	John	cast	about	desperately	for	some	pretext	to	prevent	the
threatened	narrative,	but	the	farmer	had	already	started.

"Sun	was	a	native	of	Honan,	born	in	the	time	of	the	Three	Kingdoms,	some	five	hundred	years
ago.

Ah,	there	was	a	marvelous,	romantic	time!"

"Yes,	 I'm	sure,"	 John	said	 impatiently.	How	could	he	get	 rid	of	 this	 loquacious	peasant?	The
whole	escape	was	in	peril.

"What	a	man!	Sun,	whose	full	name	was--"

"Get	on	with	the	story!"	John	said,	muscles	twitching.

"With	pleasure,	since	you	ask.	During	the	great	drought	he	had	only	to	touch	a	 fragment	of
tile,	and	it	became	gold	and	brought	wealth	to	the	suffering	people.	By	his	magic	talismans	he
cured	sickness.	During	the	dynastic	troubles	of	San	Kuo--"

"What	about	the	dragon?"

"Why	hurry	the	tale?	It	is	not	yet	even	dusk."

"I'm	eager	to	know	the	outcome,"	John	said	despairingly.	Where	were	Yao	Pei	and	Canute?

"Very	well.	Seldom	have	 I	had	so	attentive	an	audience.	 In	 the	Lu	Shan	Mountains	south	of
Chiu-Ching	was	 a	 dragon,	 the	 spiritual	 alligator.	He	 transformed	 himself	 into	 a	 young	man
named	Shen	Lang	and	married	Chia-yu,	the	daughter	of	the	chief	judge	of	T'an	Chou.	In	the
winter	he	lived	with	her,	but	in	the	spring	and	summer	he	returned	to	the	country	to	roam	in
the	rivers	and	lakes	as	a	dragon.	One	day	Sun	met	Lang	and	recognized	him	as	a	dragon	and
knew	at	 once	 that--"	 John	 looked	up	 as	 the	 farmer	paused.	 Soldiers	were	 coming!	Three	 of
them--and	he	could	tell	by	their	attitude	that	they	were	looking	for	someone.	And	here	he	was
with	Meilan,	snared	by	a	storytelling	farmer!	It	was	too	late	to	hide.

"Have	you	seen	_them?"_	the	lead	soldier	demanded.



"Why,	yes,"	the	farmer	cried,	though	the	question	had	been	directed	at	John.

The	 troopers	 gathered	 round,	 bows	 at	 hand,	 arrows	 bristling	 from	 quivers,	 swords	 naked.
John's	 heart	 sank.	 The	weapons	might	 be	 primitive,	 but	 they	were	 plenty	 adequate	 for	 the
occasion!

"Here?"	a	soldier	demanded.	"How	long	ago?"

"At	 the	yellow	house	 this	very	morning,"	 the	 farmer	said	proudly.	 "I	 saw	_her_	arrive,	and	 I
tried	 to	 sell	 her	a	 live	goose,	but"--he	paused,	 seeming	 to	 think	of	 something--"here,	 let	me
show	you	my	wares.	Look	at	this	exquisite	bird!	Only	one	tiao,	because	I	so	respect	men	of	the
sword.	And	fish	too--just	smell	that	aroma!"

The	soldiers	had	already	smelled.	Noses	wrinkled,	they	retreated.

Meilan	 was	 choking.	 John	 permitted	 himself	 a	 smile.	 This	 was	 a	 silver	 lining	 he	 had	 not
anticipated.	No	one	would	bother	them	while	this	peasant	had	merchandise	to	peddle.

But	what	had	held	up	Yao	Pei	and	Canute?	This	was	getting	more	serious	as	time	passed.	If
Betsy	came	now....

"That	he	was	the	cause	of	all	the	floods	that	had	been	devastating	Kiangsi	Province	recently,"
the	farmer	said,	picking	up	exactly	where	he	had	left	off.	"Sun	decided	to	get	rid	of	Lang	so
that	the	land	would	prosper	again.	But	the	dragon	was	aware	of	this.	He	changed	himself	into
a	yellow	ox	and	fled.	Sun	transformed	into	a	black	ox	and	pursued	him.	The	yellow	ox	became
tired	and	 jumped	down	a	well	 to	hide,	but	the	black	ox	saw	him	and	 jumped	 in,	 too.	Seeing
this,	the	yellow	ox	jumped	out	again	and	escaped	to	T'an	Chou	where	he	resumed	human	form
and	lived	with	his	lovely	wife."

"Why	didn't	Sun	follow	him?"	 John	demanded,	 irritated	at	both	the	 interminable	 tale	and	 its
inconsistency	of	detail.	"If	_I_	chased	a	yellow	ox	like	that	and	had	him	trapped	in	a	well,	I'd
keep	my	eye	on	him	better	than	that!"

Meilan	seemed	to	be	on	the	verge	of	tears	as	the	farmer	remarked	to	John,	"Perhaps	you	have
better	eyes	than	Sun.	You	would	not	be	fooled	by	any	disguise."

"Oh,	go	on	with	the	story!"

"Sun,	perceiving	that	Lang	had	gone,	climbed	out	of	the	well,	returned	to	town,	and	assumed
human	form.	He	located	Lang's	house	and	stood	outside,	addressing	him	in	a	severe	tone	of
voice.

'Dragon,	how	dare	you	use	a	borrowed	form,	pretending	to	be	a	man?'	But	there	was	only	the
sound	of	Lang's	children	scurrying	about	the	house	in	fright."

"His	children!"	John	exclaimed.	"How	could	he	have	children	if	he	was	really	a	dragon?"

The	farmer	gave	him	a	knowledgeable	look.	"Dragons	are	quite	virile	creatures,	in	any	form."

"That	isn't--I	mean,	genetically--"

At	 that	 point	 the	 taxi	 appeared	 in	 the	 sky,	 heading	 for	 a	 landing	 in	 the	 park.	 Betsy	 was
returning,	and	Yao	Pei	and	Canute	were	still	missing!	To	make	it	worse,	the	farmer	saw	it,	too-
-

and	the	three	soldiers	were	running	back	toward	the	park.	It	would	be	impossible	to	wait.

"Canute!"	John	cried	despairingly.	"Canute!	Come	here!"

Dead	fish	flew	up	as	the	dog	appeared,	charging	through	the	farmer's	cart.	Canute	had	been
waiting	for	the	call	all	the	time!

"Into	that	craft!"	John	shouted	at	Meilan.	"You,	too,	Canute."	They	all	ran	headlong	for	it	as	it
landed.

For	a	sick	moment	John	was	afraid	he'd	left	his	ID	in	his	Standard	clothes,	but	he	hadn't.	He
had	hung	on	to	it	automatically,	and	the	examiner	who	had	helped	him	had	not	questioned	it.



After	all,	all	Standards	had	ID's.

He	held	the	key	before	him	and	Meilan	and	Canute	struck	the	door	almost	together.	The	panel
fogged	to	 let	 them	through,	and	they	sprawled	 in	a	pile	on	 the	 taxi	 floor.	 "Take	 it	up!"	 John
cried.

Acceleration	 sent	 them	 sprawling	 again.	 John	 banged	 his	 face	 against	 the	 wall	 and	 was
oblivious	to	his	surroundings	temporarily.	About	 the	time	he	decided	that	his	nose	was	bent
but	not	broken,	something	else	registered.	There	was	one	person	too	many	in	the	taxi.

He	sat	up	and	looked	about	more	alertly,	and	then	gaped.	"What	are	_you_	doing	here?"

The	talkative	peasant-farmer	smiled.	"So	you	would	know	a	yellow	ox?"

"Yao	Pei!"

Then	they	all	laughed	while	Canute	licked	the	smell	of	fish	from	his	fur.	He	had	been	buried
under	the	livestock	in	the	cart,	where	absolutely	no	one	would	care	to	look....

7

_Chase_

"Where	to?"	Betsy	inquired.

"The	enclave	0544071364,"	John	said.	"That	should	be	where	we'll	find	Humé,	and	Ala	should
be	with	him."

"Well,	 feed	 it	 in.	 You	 know	 I	 can't	 remember	 those	 numbers	 just	 like	 that."	 She	 turned	 to
Meilan.

"You	must	be--"

"Yes,"	Meilan	said.	"Is	there	a	basin	of	water?"

"There's	a	Standard	sanitary	cubicle.	I	just	figured	out	how	to	use	it	myself.	Let	me	show	you."

The	two	girls	stepped	into	the	cubicle	and	sealed	it	off,	leaving	John	alone	with	Pei.

John	took	care	of	the	destination	and	waited	for	the	taxi	to	adjust	course	and	steady	down.	"It
may	be	a	while,"	he	said.	"Now,	you	sly	chameleon,	_finish	that	story_!"

Pei	smiled,	unperturbed.	"Sun	cried	again:	'Come	out,	or	I	shall	surely	send	soldiers	in	to	kill
you!'	And	he	summoned	spiritual	soldiers	to	surround	the	house.	Then	Lang	transformed	back
into	the	spiritual	alligator	and	came	out	defiantly,	thinking	himself	invulnerable	to	attack.	But
the	 immortal	soldiers	harassed	him,	and	he	 flew	away	and	was	never	seen	again.	Then	Sun
made	Lang's	two	sons	come	out.	He	took	a	mouthful	of	water	and	spurted	it	on	them,	and	both
became	young	dragons	who	also	fled.	Finally	Sun	told	Chia-yu	to	vacate	the	premises.	He	cast
a	spell	on	the	house	and	it	sank	beneath	the	earth,	leaving	a	lake	where	it	had	been.	After	that
Hsu	Chen-Chun	Ching-Chih,	known	as	Sun,	assembled	the	members	of	his	family,	all	forty-two
of	 them,	and	 they	all	ascended	 to	heaven.	Even	 the	dogs	and	 the	chickens	went	along.	Sun
was	then	a	hundred	and	thirteen	years	old.	After	that	a	temple	was	erected	in	honor	of	him."

"But	what	about	the	feast?"	John	demanded.	"You	said	he	feasted!	That's	what	reminded	you	of
the	story,	you	claimed.	But	he	didn't	feast--he	went	to	heaven!"

"So	did	we,"	Pei	said	blandly.

The	 girls	 came	 out.	 Meilan	 was	 much	 improved,	 now	 looking	 like	 neither	 aristocrat	 nor
peasant	girl,	but	very	pretty.

"I'm	starving!"	Betsy	said.	"Can	we	put	down	somewhere	for	a	meal?"

Yao	Pei	reached	into	his	rags.	Slowly	he	brought	out	a	long-dead	fish.	"Build	a	fire,"	he	said.

Canute	snorted.	Betsy	looked	annoyed,	then	reversed	herself	and	laughed.	"But	I	am	hungry.	If
only-



-"	She	stopped.	"What's	that?"

John	caught	a	motion	from	the	edge	of	his	vision.	"Oh-oh.	Our	luck's	run	out."

Another	sphere	was	following	them,	and	it	was	gaining.

"Well,	you	couldn't	expect	to	raid	another	enclave	in	a	modern	antigrav	taxi	without	attracting
attention,"	Betsy	said,	but	her	voice	shook	a	little.

"The	advantage	lies	with	us,"	Pei	said.	"We	should	be	able	to	outmaneuver	them."

"I	don't	see	that,"	John	said.	"This	is	an	ordinary	taxi,	as	far	as	we	know.	That	may	be	a	police-
sphere,	with	more	power.	And	they'll	be	skilled	at	handling	it.	And	others	may	intercept	us.	We
may	 have	 to	 drop	 to	 the	 ground	 and	 take	 our	 chances	 in	 a	 hostile	 terrain.	 They	 have	 the
advantage,	any	way	you	figure	it."

"You	misunderstand.	We	can	outmaneuver	them	because	we	have	less	to	lose	than	they	do.	We
can	take	risks	they	cannot--and	they	will	not	press	us	very	hard."

"Maybe	common	sense	is	different	 in	the	Middle	Kingdom.	_Why_	won't	they	press	us	hard?
_Why_	can	we	take	risks	they	can't?"

"Consider	 the	 investment	 they	have	 in	us.	Without	us	 the	enclaves	are	meaningless.	Almost
twenty	years	of	time,	and	all	those	properties	and	personnel,	wasted,	if	we	should	die."

"Die!"	Betsy	exclaimed,	shocked.

"All	that	effort	and	expense	wasted,"	Pei	repeated.	"So	they	will	be	exceedingly	careful."

"But	if--why	should	we	risk	our	_lives?"_	Betsy	demanded,	shaken	again.

Pei	turned	on	her	the	same	calm	gaze	he	had	used	on	John	in	the	park.	"Our	lives	in	captivity
are	not	valuable,	are	they?"

The	 other	 three	 paused.	 John	 saw	 that	 none	 of	 them	 had	 thought	 of	 it	 precisely	 that	 way.
Escape	had	been	more	of	a	game,	without	anything	really	serious--such	as	life	itself--at	stake.

"So	what	we	are	risking	is	very	little,"	Pei	continued.	"We	want	to	be	free.	Living	in	captivity
may	not	be	worse	than	death,	but	it	is	not	a	great	deal	_better._	We	would	be	well	advised	to
put	our	entire	resources	into	the	effort	for	what	we	desire	and	believe	in,	and	they	know	that.
They	know	that	if	they	press	us	too	hard,	we	may	tumble	and	perish.	Then	they	will	have	lost
everything.	But	if	we	escape,	they	can	always	hope	to	find	us	again	later."

"That	does	make	macabre	sense,"	 John	said.	 "So	you	 think	we	can	get	away--if	we	have	 the
nerve	to	do	it."

Pei	nodded.

The	other	craft	was	closing	the	gap.	There	could	be	only	a	few	minutes	before	it	caught	up.

_"Do_	we	have	the	nerve?"	Betsy	asked	in	a	small	voice.

"We'd	better	decide	 in	 a	hurry,	 or	 they'll	 nab	us	while	we're	debating	 it,"	 John	pointed	out.
"Why	don't	we	vote?"

"Vote?"	That	was	Meilan,	looking	perplexed.

"That	means	each	person	says	what	he	chooses,	and	the	majority	decides	it."

"Strange	system,"	Pei	remarked,	"but	I	choose	to	escape."

"So	do	I,"	John	said.	"What	about	you	girls?"

Betsy	hesitated	only	momentarily.	"Yes."

They	looked	at	Meilan.	"I	would	prefer	to	recover	the	others,"	she	said.

"The	others?"	John	repeated.



"The	people	in	the	other	enclave	that	we	were	going	to	fetch.	Humé."

So	she	_had_	met	Humé!	"I	didn't	mean	to	desert	them!"	John	said.	"Certainly	we	should	pick
them	up.	That's	where	we're	headed	now,	but	we'll	have	to	lose	that	police	cruiser	first."	Pei
and	Betsy	nodded.

"Then,	yes."

"Hang	on!"	John	cried.	"I'm	putting	this	buggy	on	manual,	and	I	don't	exactly	know	what	I'm
doing!"

The	manual	control	was	a	ball	set	in	a	magnetic	clasp.	When	activated,	it	hovered	within	the
little	cage,	touching	nowhere.	It	was	transparent	with	a	gray	opaque	spot	on	top.	Inside	it	he
could	 see	 another	 shell,	 translucent	 red.	 Inside	 _that_	was	 a	 third	 shell,	 translucent	 yellow,
and	so	on.	Somehow	he	was	able	to	see	the	color	of	each	level	merely	by	concentrating	on	it.
That	would	have	been	a	very	neat	trick	by	the	standards	of	twentieth-century	earth.	Here	 it
was	just	a	fixture.

When	he	switched	over,	the	taxi	stopped.	Just	like	that.	It	hovered	in	place,	and	the	pursuing
ship	gained	at	 an	alarming	 rate.	Hastily,	 John	put	one	 finger	on	 the	 surface	of	 the	ball	 and
juggled	 it.	 The	 taxi	 rocked	 violently	 in	 the	 air.	 John	 grabbed	 for	 a	 handrail.	 The	 others
laughed;	they	were	already	hanging	on.

"There	would	be	three	primary	axes	of	rotation,"	Pei	said,	hauling	himself	near.	"Test	each	one
cautiously."

"Gotcha.	 I	 can	 push	 the	 spot	 forward	 or	 backward	 or	 to	 either	 side,	 or	 I	 can	 spin	 the	 ball
around."	He	put	his	finger	on	it	and	nudged	the	gray	spot	ever	so	slightly	forward.	The	taxi
descended	slowly.

John	pulled	the	spot	back	toward	him,	with	a	little	more	confidence.	This	time	the	taxi	rose,
with	fair	acceleration.	He	saw	that	the	inner	spheres	remained	in	place,	and	now	a	dark-red
spot	showed	on	top	of	the	translucent	red	sphere,	uncovered	by	the	gray	one.

"Vertical	control,"	Pei	said.	He	sounded	calm.

"And	_hurry!"_	Betsy	said,	not	calmly	at	all.	"Another	thirty	seconds,	and	they've	got	us!"

John	let	the	spot	center,	then	nudged	it	to	the	left,	rolling	the	ball	sideways	in	place.	This	time
the	taxi	moved	left,	speeding	up	as	he	turned	farther.	Now	yellow	showed	at	the	top,	from	the
next	shell	down;	the	red	had	stayed	under	the	moving	gray.

"Horizontal,"	Pei	said.

John	held	the	spot	over	and	pulled	it	toward	him.	As	he	did	so,	the	red	one	came	into	view,	and
the	taxi	rose	at	an	angle.

"Vectors!"	John	cried.	"The	spots	show	each	force	acting	on	the	vehicle!	We're	moving	left	and
up,	so	the	resultant	is	a	slant.	Terrific!"

"Now	rotate,"	Pei	suggested.

"Ten	seconds,"	Betsy	cried,	watching	the	pursuit.	"Nine,	eight,	seven...."

John	let	the	ball	go,	then	spun	it	clockwise.	The	taxi	shot	backward,	sending	them	all	tumbling
again,	but	 this	 time	John	hung	on.	He	saw	the	pursuing	sphere	pass	 them	thirty	 feet	below,
surprised	by	this	late	maneuver.

"All	 right,	 crew!	 I've	 got	 the	 system	 now!	 Latch	 on	 to	 the	 furniture,	 'cause	 we're	 going	 to
dive!"

He	turned	the	ball	forward	until	it	was	upside	down.

They	were	weightless	as	 the	 taxi	dropped.	Then	he	spun	 the	ball	counterclockwise,	and	 the
sphere	raced	forward	at	the	lower	level.



"They're	on	manual,	 too,"	Betsy	cried,	still	watching.	 "They're	 looping	around	to	come	at	us
again."

"With	a	second	craft,"	Pei	said.

John	held	the	ball	spun	half	around	to	maintain	speed,	noting	that	a	green	spot	showed	on	its
side.	Green	was	forward	velocity!	He	pulled	back	to	show	the	red	dot,	lifting	the	vehicle,	then
turned	right	 to	expose	 the	yellow.	Now	he	was	going	 forward	and	up	and	 left,	all	at	a	good
clip.

"They	are	enclosing	us,"	Pei	said.

John	saw.	Two	more	spheres	had	arrived,	and	probably	more	were	on	the	way.	Each	craft	was
now	about	a	hundred	yards	distant	from	the	taxi.

"I	can	sling	this	ball	about	a	bit,"	John	said.	"It	would	be	rough	on	us,	but	I	might	shake	one	or
two	of	the	others.	But	a	swarm--"

"That	does	affect	the	probabilities,"	Pei	admitted.

"Want	me	to	drop	down	and	hide	in	the	bush?"

"They'd	run	us	down	before	we	got	far,"	Betsy	said.	"Look!"

A	fifth	globe	was	hovering	directly	above	them,	matching	ascent	and	velocity.

"And	there,"	Meilan	said.

The	sixth	globe	was	below.

"We	aren't	going	anywhere,"	John	said.	"That's	englobement."

As	they	watched,	bands	of	light	began	to	develop:	four	glowing	streaks,	emerging	from	each
craft	and	touching	the	adjacent	ones.	The	beams	linked	them	all	in	a	double	pyramid,	with	the
taxi	centered	where	the	bases	met.	Eight	glowing	triangles	fenced	in	the	fugitives.

"What	are	they	doing?"	Betsy	asked,	worried	but	intrigued.

"Building	a	birdcage,"	Pei	said.	"I	suspect	the	walls	are	more	substantial	than	they	appear."

"A	 cage	of	 light!"	 John	mused.	He	was	 too	 fascinated	 to	be	 frightened.	 "Well,	 let's	 give	 it	 a
try!"

He	accelerated	 the	 taxi	 toward	 the	open	center	of	 one	of	 the	huge	 triangles	of	 force.	Light
sparkled	as	they	touched	the	geometric	plane.	The	taxi	shuddered	and	slowed,	bathed	in	the
glow.

Its	power	remained	on,	but	a	greater	power	brought	it	to	a	stop.

"The	 beams	 are	 only	 where	 it	 shows--in	 a	 direct	 line	 between	 ships,"	 Betsy	 said.	 "At	 the
corners,	or	whatever."

John	 reversed	 and	 brought	 the	 taxi	 back	 to	 the	 center	 of	 the	 cage.	 "The	 net	 must	 be
everywhere,	though.	We're	trapped,	all	right.	Not	even	any	chance	for	heroics."

"If	I	may	suggest,"	Meilan	said.	"There	is	a	game	played	by	the	boys	of	my	province--"

"A	game!"	Betsy	cried	disdainfully.	"We	need	a	cannon!"

But	John	remembered	Meilan's	cleverness	in	converting	from	one	costume	to	another.	She	was
a	sharp	girl,	and	her	notion	could	be	worthwhile.	"What	game?"

"They	would	mount	 and	 ride	 toward	 each	 other,	 guiding	 their	 horses	 aside	 at	 the	 very	 last
instant.

The	first	to	swerve	was--"

"Chicken!"	John	cried.	"I've	heard	of	that	with	cars!"



"I	do	not	know	of	cars,	but	a	chicken	is	a	bird,"	Pei	said.	"And	we	are	now	a	caged	bird,	but--"

"Not	that	kind,"	John	said	excitedly.	"What	they	did	was	pack	two	cars--horses,	in	your	case--
full	of	kids	and	charge	'em	down	the	highway	at	each	other	head-on.	Sometimes	neither	one
would	swerve,	and	then	it	made	headlines;	but	usually...."

Pei	looked	at	the	spheres	surrounding	them.	"A	test	of	courage.	I	begin	to	understand,	foolish
as	it	seems	to	me."

"It's	 a	 game	we	 can	 play,	 all	 right!"	 John	 said.	 "You	 explained	why	 before--and	 this	 time	 it
_isn't_	foolish.	Close	your	eyes,	folks!"

He	oriented	the	taxi	and	zoomed	it	forward,	directly	toward	one	of	the	englobing	craft.

"Hey!	You'll	crash!"	Betsy	screamed.

"That's	 the	 idea,"	 John	 said,	 but	 he	 was	 beginning	 to	 sweat.	 He	 continued	 to	 move	 at
increasing	speed,	centering	directly	on	the	selected	target.	"Coming	at	you,	Standards!"

The	 other	 globe	 swelled	 alarmingly	 as	 they	 rushed	 toward	 it.	 Then	 Betsy	 cried	 out
incoherently	and	ran	at	John,	but	Pei	 intercepted	her	and	held	her	back.	Meilan	still	did	not
move	or	speak.	They	closed	to	fifty	feet,	traveling	at	what	John	judged	to	be	almost	a	hundred
miles	per	hour.	Betsy	began	to	scream,	piercingly,	as	they	smashed	into	the--She	finished	her
scream	on	a	note	of	surprise.	They	had	passed	through	without	colliding.

Pei	smiled	grimly.	"They	were,	as	you	say,	chicken."

The	other	sphere	had	dodged	out	of	the	way	in	that	last	fraction	of	a	second.	The	network	of
force	 had	 been	 disrupted	 at	 that	 point,	 and	 the	 taxi	 had	 broken	 out	 of	 the	 cage.	 The	 bird
would	not	be	trapped	like	that	again!

"Now	will	you	let	me	go?"	Betsy	asked	Pei.

"If	I	must,"	he	said,	smiling.

"Know	any	more	games	like	that?"	John	asked	Meilan.	She	only	smiled.

The	six	spheres	had	been	foiled,	but	they	had	not	given	up.	They	were	now	following	about	a
mile	behind,	keeping	pace	but	not	gaining.	John	was	not	pushing	the	taxi	to	its	limit,	so	he	was
sure	the	pursuit	was	deliberately	holding	back.

"They	do	not	wish	to	play	again,"	Pei	said.	 "But	we	cannot	proceed	to	 that	other	enclave	so
long	as	they	are	watching	us."

"We	have	to	lose	them	somehow,"	Betsy	agreed.

"I	have	heard	that	ships	can	lose	each	other	in	fog,"	Pei	said.	"Especially	in	a	storm."

John	followed	his	gaze.	"That's	just	a	cloud	formation.	Hardly	a	storm."

"Storm!"	Betsy	said,	turning	to	this	new	topic	with	enthusiasm.	"Let	me	turn	on	the	weather
report."

In	a	moment	she	had	the	taxi's	communications	screen	on.	She	experimented	with	its	controls,
searching	for	weather.

John	 felt	 something	 at	 his	 hand.	 It	was	Canute's	 nose.	 "Yeah,	we've	 been	 ignoring	 you,"	 he
said,	patting	the	long	head.	"Dog	or	gomdog,	you're	still	my	pal.	I'm	sure	glad	you	weren't	lost
in	China!"

"Here	we	are!"	Betsy	cried	happily.	"A	continuous	weather	report.	And	look--they	have	a	large
storm	scheduled!	If	we	can	locate	it...."

"Worth	a	try,"	John	agreed,	though	he	had	strong	private	doubts.	A	civilization	with	technology
this	advanced	should	have	no	trouble	tracing	a	taxi	in	a	storm.



"And	I	can	read	the	coordinates!"	Betsy	said,	elated.	"Except	they	have	only	five	digits	apiece.

Must	be	a	different	grid."

"Ask	information,"	John	said.	"We	don't	have	to	figure	out	coordinates	when	we	have	that."

"Take	us	into	the	nearest	rainstorm,"	Betsy	told	the	communicator.

The	taxi	shifted	back	to	automatic	and	changed	course.	The	six	following	globes	matched	the
change	but	did	not	close	in	again.

Pei's	gaze	was	fixed	on	the	communicator.	"That	spirit	in	the	machine,"	he	murmured	to	John.
"It	can	understand	what	we	say?"

"Yes.	I	think	it's	like	a	computer,	with	a	big	bank	of	information.	It	can	answer	questions	and--"

"It	was	constructed	and	given	life	by	the	Standards?"

"Of	course."

"Should	it	not	serve	its	masters,	then?"

"You	don't	understand.	It's	a	_machine._	It--"	Then	John	caught	Pei's	meaning.	_The	Standards
could	be	listening	in	on	everything._

"Betsy,"	John	called.	"Turn	it	off."	He	gestured	toward	the	communicator.

"Turn	it	off?	We	_need_	that."	Then	she,	too,	caught	on.	"Ouch!	We're	prime	fools,	all	of	us!"
She	fiddled	with	the	knobs.	"I	hope	that	does	it.	Can't	be	certain,	so--"

"So	keep	it	low	and	simple,"	John	said.	"I	think	we	need	a	change	in	plans."

"We	 could	 land	 in	 the	 storm	 and	 all	 jump	 ship,"	 Betsy	 whispered.	 "And	 send	 it	 on	 to
somewhere	else.	They	might	follow	it."

"We	 need	 the	 vehicle,"	 John	 pointed	 out.	 "We	 don't	 have	 a	 chance	 of	 finding	 Songhai	 or
whatever	without	it."

"We	can't	keep	it,"	Betsy	said.	"By	this	time	they	must	have	traced	that	ID,	and	they'll	know
every	time	you	use	it,	maybe.	We	_have_	to	take	our	chances	on	the	ground."

"Maybe	that's	what	_they_	think.	We	might	drop	ourselves	right	into	a	trap	on	the	ground.	At
least	they	can't	catch	us	here."

"Perhaps	we	could	do	both,"	Pei	said.	"We	could	drop	somebody	to	check	the	enclave	while	the
others	 went	 on.	 Then	 we	 could	 rendezvous	 at	 a	 set	 time	 and	 place	 and	 see	 which	 course
looked	better."

"Yes!"	John	agreed.	"In	fact,	we	could	set	down	at	a	dozen	places,	and	they	might	not	know
where	we	got	off,	or	if	we	did	at	all.	We	can	fool	them	yet!"

"But	who	checks	the	enclave?"	Betsy	asked.	_"I'd_	much	rather	stay	with	the	taxi."

There	was	a	pause.	Evidently	they	all	felt	the	same	way.

"I	have	Canute,"	John	said	finally.	"He	would	be	a	big	help	on	a	ground	mission,	so	I	suppose	I
should	do	it."

Nobody	argued	with	him.

"Well,	 let's	 firm	up	 the	plan,"	Betsy	 said,	 visibly	 relieved.	 "We	drop	 you,	 loop	 around,	 come
back-

-but	if	we	do	it	too	soon,	you	won't	have	a	chance	to	fetch	them,	and	if	we	come	too	late...."

"Same	problem	we	had	before,"	John	said.	"I'm	not	anxious	to	time	it	that	finely	again,	though
I	guess	it	wasn't	as	close	as	I	thought,	since	Pei	was	there	all	the	time."



"There	are	 two	coordinates	 left,"	Meilan	said.	 "Humé	 told	me	about	 the	numbers	yesterday.
We	should	check	them	both."

"I	know	which	one	is	Ala's,"	John	said,	"but	she	won't	be	there;	she'll	be	with	Humé.	So	there's
no	point	in--"

"But	we	can't	assume	the	_other_	coordinate	is	Humé's,"	Pei	said.	"It	might	be	Meilan's	or--"

"No,"	Meilan	said.	"It	is	Humé's."

"That's	an	interesting	confusion,"	Pei	said.	"We	do	know	where	we're	going,	but	perhaps	the
Standards	 don't.	 They	 may	 know	 we	 have	 coordinates.	 If	 we	 set	 down	 first	 at	 the	 wrong
one...."

"It'll	act	as	a	diversion!	Canute	and	I	did	that	before,	and	it	seemed	to	work."

"Perhaps	you	should	go	to	Ala's	enclave,	then,"	Pei	said.	"I	will	go	to	Humé's."

So	Pei	was	volunteering,	 too,	when	 it	counted.	 John	was	both	disappointed	and	relieved.	He
had	wanted	to	find	Ala	himself,	but	he	didn't	want	to	undertake	another	tense	search	so	soon
after	 the	 last.	 "Good	 enough.	 Let's	 break	 out	 the	 paste	 and	 spray	 so	 we	 can	 convert	 to
Standard	in	a	pinch--

"

"I	don't	think	they'll	be	fooled	that	way	again,"	Betsy	said.	"And	you	already	have	two	layers	of
color	on	you.	It	might	start	peeling	or	something."

"I	 suppose	 so.	 All	 right;	 let's	 make	 this	 look	 good.	 Drop	 me	 about	 five	 miles	 north	 of	 the
enclave,	so	I	seem	to	be	sneaking	in.	Come	back	a	couple	of	hours	later	five	miles	south	of	it;
that's	when	we	don't	want	Standards	watching."

"You'll	 need	more	 than	 two	 hours,	 then,"	 Betsy	 said.	 "You	 can't	 go	 ten	miles	 on	 foot	 _and_
search	the	enclave	in	that	time."

"Make	it	four	hours,	then.	And--what	time	of	day	is	it?	At	night	we	could	make	a	quick	light...."

"We	won't	know	the	time	until	we	get	there,"	Betsy	said.	"It	might	be	halfway	round	the	planet
on	the	dark	side."

"And	Humé's	enclave	might	be	another	half-planet	from	_that!_	This	is	getting	complicated!"

"Perhaps	we	must	revise	our	plan	again,"	Pei	said.	"We	must	be	certain	of	our	two	remaining
purebreds."

John	sighed.	"Yes.	Drop	me	at	Humé's.	Then	if	you	can't	check	the	other	enclave	in	time,	come
back.	Our	timing	must	be	right."

"We	will	set	down	again	five--is	it	miles?--south,"	Pei	said.	"Or	at	dusk,	whichever	comes	later."

"I	can	estimate	the	miles,"	Betsy	said.	"It	won't	be	exact	either	time,	but	if	he	makes	a	light--

are	there	flashlights	here?"

They	checked.	There	were	none.

Now	the	taxi	was	entering	the	storm	region.	Wind	and	rain	buffeted	it,	and	the	pursuing	craft
were	soon	hidden.

"I	hope	this	 is	half	as	difficult	 for	them	as	 it	 is	 for	us!"	John	said.	"I'll	 look	for	a	 light	 in	the
enclave.	If	nothing	else,	I'll	make	a	fire.	Somehow."



"Suppose	it	doesn't	work?"	Betsy	asked.	"I	mean,	if	you	can't	find	them,	or	you	can't	make	a
light,	or	the	Standards	catch	on...."

"If	there's	any	trouble,	don't	even	try	to	pick	me	up.	No	sense	in	having	us	_all_	caught.	I	can
try	to	trek	overland	to	another	rendezvous.	Uh--we'd	better	decide	on	one."

"Why	not	an	empty	enclave?"	Meilan	said.	"They	would	not	look	for	us	there."

The	others	paused.	 "You're	 right!"	 John	 said.	 "They'd	be	 sure	we'd	 stay	well	 away	 from	 the
zoos!

We	could	hide	there	indefinitely."

"But	which	one?"	Betsy	asked.

"Let	me	recommend	my	own,"	Pei	said.	 "It	 is	well	protected,	 I	know	where	 the	supplies	are
stored,	and	we	all	know	where	it	is."

They	 exchanged	 glances.	 "I	 guess	 it's	 agreed,"	 John	 said.	 "Okay,	 let's	 put	 down	 somewhere
along	here	 in	 this	rain,	so	 the	Standards	 think	we're	getting	out,	 then	bounce	over	partway
and	do	it	again,	and	finally	pass	near	Humé's	enclave	and	drop	me	and	Canute.	By	that	time
the	 Standards	 should	 be	 thoroughly	 confused.	 They	 can't	make	 a	 thorough	 search	 of	 every
place	we	stop--I	hope."

They	 gave	 the	 taxi	 the	 coordinates	 again	 but	 put	 it	 on	 manual	 twice	 to	 make	 the	 decoy
landings.

The	 six	 following	 spheres	 seemed	 lost	 in	 the	 storm	 but	 reappeared	 in	 place	 as	 the	 taxi
emerged	from	it.

"That's	good,	I	think,"	John	said.	"Means	they're	locked	on	the	taxi,	nothing	else."	He	checked
himself	over	nervously.	"I'd	better	take	some	spray	and	paste	along,	even	if	it	doesn't	take	well
after	so	many	layers.	So	I	can	mix	in	with	the	natives.	The	painted	ones."

"Better	leave	your	ID,"	Betsy	said.	"We	can't	operate	the	taxi	very	long	without	it--can't	even
get	_out_	of	it!--and	you	won't	need	it	in	the	enclave."

John	turned	it	over	a	little	sadly.	He	was	no	Standard,	but	he	felt	a	bit	naked	without	it.

"Somebody	better	practice	with	the	manual	controls,"	he	said.	"It	will	confuse	the	Standards
about	our	target	area,	and	it's	good	stuff	to	know."

"Yes.	Let	me	try,"	Betsy	said.	She	switched	to	manual,	and	they	clung	to	the	rails	while	the	taxi
did	its	dance.	John	felt	simultaneously	seasick	and	hungry,	to	his	surprise.

After	that	they	took	turns,	swooping	the	vehicle	around	with	greater	enthusiasm,	while	the	six
pursuers	 matched	 them	 maneuver	 for	 maneuver	 with	 dismaying	 accuracy.	 But	 they	 came
nearer	to	the	assigned	coordinate,	for	one	of	the	taxi's	registers	was	evidently	a	distance-from-
target	indicator,	and	the	figure	was	diminishing.	Miles,	yards--they	could	not	know	what	units
were	being	shown,	but	when	the	number	was	down	to	zero,	they	would	be	there.

"Funny--they	don't	seem	to	use	eights	or	nines,"	Betsy	remarked.	But	the	rest	were	too	busy
watching	the	pursuit	to	verify	that.

"There	it	is!"	Meilan	cried	suddenly,	pointing.

Sure	enough,	there	was	a	group	of	white	squares	that	could	be	buildings.

"But	we	aren't	there	yet!"	Betsy	said.	"According	to	the	distance	numbers,	there's	still	a	way
to	go."

"Maybe	the	speedometer	is	out	of	whack,"	John	said,	his	voice	sharpened	by	tension.	"That's
an	 African	 enclave--see,	 some	 are	 round	 grass	 huts.	 So	 just	 drop	me	 north	 of	 this	 one,	 on
manual.	And	make	sure	you	can	find	this	place	again!"

Pei	took	control	and	guided	the	taxi	down.	Trees	loomed.	"Don't	land,"	John	cried.	"Just	hover



a	 few	 feet	 up,	 as	 though	 you're	 just	 changing	 direction;	 I'll	 jump.	 Get	 ready	 with	 that	 ID,
Betsy."

Pei's	 handling	 seemed	 clumsy;	 then	 John	 realized	 that	 the	wobbles	were	 deliberate,	 so	 the
Standards	 would	 think	 the	 near	 approach	 to	 the	 ground	 was	 accidental.	 "Time!"	 Pei
announced,	bringing	the	taxi	to	a	halt	in	midair.	Betsy	poked	the	ID	at	the	door,	dissolving	it.

"Come	on,	Canute!"	John	cried.

Canute	came	charging.	Meilan	happened	to	be	standing	between	the	dog	and	the	door.	She
stumbled	as	he	banged	against	her	leg.	She	grabbed	automatically	at	him	for	support,	falling
toward	the	door.

"Look	 out!"	 John	 cried,	 but	 the	 available	 space	 was	 small,	 and	 he	 was	 already	 dropping
himself.

Canute's	momentum	carried	both	dog	and	girl	into	the	door	panel	and	through.	All	three	fell	in
a	rough	tangle	and	struck	the	ground	hard.	John	spit	the	dog's	soft	black	ear	out	of	his	mouth
and	lurched	to	his	feet	while	Meilan	rolled	lithely	aside.

The	six	craft	were	too	close.	There	was	no	chance	to	put	Meilan	aboard	again.	Betsy	and	Pei
must	have	realized	this,	for	the	taxi	shot	away.

Meilan	was	along	on	this	mission,	perforce.	"Hide!"	John	cried.

8

_The	Empty	Enclave_

John	 dived	 under	 the	 nearest	 bush	 and	 saw	 Meilan	 doing	 the	 same.	 Canute	 had	 already
disappeared.

They	waited	while	the	six	craft	passed.	None	landed;	none	hovered.

"It	worked!"	John	said	at	last.	"They	think	we're	all	still	in	the	taxi!"

"Um,"	Meilan	murmured	from	inside	the	brush.

He	got	up	and	dusted	off	his	bruises,	then	went	to	help	her.	"Sorry	you	got	caught	in	this.	Are
you	hurt?"

"No,"	she	said,	looking	after	the	departed	spheres.

"Well,	you'll	have	to	come	with	me,	I	guess.	Here--you	can	use	the	brown	paste	if	you	like."

"I	prefer	to	remain	as	I	am."

He	shrugged.	"Okay.	How	are	you	at	walking?	We	have	five	miles	to	go	if	Pei	figured	it	right.
The	faster,	the	better."

"We	of	the	Middle	Kingdom	are	philosophic	about	hardships."

He	wasn't	certain	whether	she	was	joking,	so	he	started	walking.	Canute	led	the	way	at	a	stiff
pace,	even	for	John,	and	he	was	in	excellent	physical	condition.	Meilan	fell	behind,	but	not	far
behind,	and	did	not	complain.

It	must	have	been	less	than	five	miles,	for	in	half	an	hour	they	were	at	the	barrier	fence	of	the
enclave.	It	was	not	wire.	It	was	a	palisade--a	fence	of	strong	wooden	stakes,	each	sharpened
into	a	spearlike	point	at	the	top.	Every	so	often	there	was	a	taller	stake	with	a	human	skull
mounted	on	the	apex.

"If	I	were	an	African,	I	think	I	would	be	terrified,"	John	said	appreciatively.	"As	it	is,	I'm	none
too	confident."

"It	is	no	worse	than	what	the	northern	nomads	do,"	Meilan	said.	Again,	John	was	not	certain
how	she	meant	that.



He	cast	about	for	a	suitable	pole	but	found	none.	"I	could	probably	hurdle	this,"	he	explained.

"It's	no	more	than	five	feet	high	in	places,	because	of	the	lay	of	the	ground.	And	Canute	can
get	over,	too.	But	you...."

"If	you	lift	me,"	she	said	matter-of-factly.	"A	lady	is	not	supposed	to	know	such	arts,	but	I	was
never	a	lady--not	after	I	knew	about	the	Standards."

"But	we	don't	dare	touch	that	fence.	It	may	be--"

"Yes.	I	will	not	touch	it."

With	misgiving	 he	 bent	 and	 laced	 his	 fingers	 together,	 letting	 her	 put	 one	 tiny	 foot	 in	 this
stirrup	and	hoist	herself	up.	She	did	not	weigh	much.

"Now	you	heave	as	I	jump,"	she	said.

He	heaved;	she	jumped.	He	watched	amazed	as	she	sailed	up	and	over	the	palisade,	flipped
about	in	the	air,	and	by	the	sound	of	it	landed	on	her	feet	cleanly.	This	was	no	delicate	Chinese
flower!

John	chose	his	spot,	made	a	practice	rush,	then	ran	back	and	up	to	hurdle	the	stakes.	"Come,
Canute!"	he	called	as	he	landed,	and	the	dog	followed.

Inside,	they	advanced	cautiously.	The	land	here	was	grassy	and	open.	The	soil	was	reddish	and
spotted	with	light-green	bushes,	patches	of	forest,	and	rolling	fields.	The	air	was	hot;	John	was
sweating,	and	he	could	see	that	Meilan	was	uncomfortable.	Canute	ran	ahead,	enjoying	it.

But	 where	 were	 the	 people?	 There	 should	 be	 Africans	 laboring	 in	 these	 fields,	 and
elephants....

John	stopped	to	investigate	a	cultivated	field.	"Millet,	I	think,"	he	said.	Meilan	didn't	comment.

In	due	course	they	came	to	a	town.	Now	they	had	to	duck	behind	any	cover	available,	alert
against	 discovery.	 Their	 yellow	 skins	would	 be	 an	 instant	 giveaway.	 It	was	nervous,	 tedious
work.

Near	 the	 fringes	were	 round	 huts	with	 clay	walls	 and	 roofs	 formed	 from	 large	 leaves.	 The
three	sneaked	between	these,	but	still	neither	saw	nor	heard	anyone	else.	Canute	sniffed	the
air	and	found	it	fascinating	but	showed	no	alarm.

"Where	_are_	they?"	John	whispered.

Farther	 in,	 the	 houses	 became	 square,	 with	 flat	 roofs.	 These	 were	 larger	 and	 in	 better
condition.

In	 the	 center	 the	buildings	became	quite	 large	and	considerably	more	ornate.	Some	 looked
like	storehouses,	some	like	forts,	and	some	like	palaces,	but	all	were	made	of	clay.

There	was	no	doubt	of	it	now.	The	town	was	deserted.	There	were	no	people	and	no	animals.

"I	think	we're	in	the	wrong	enclave,"	John	said.	"This	must	be	Ala's--and	they	closed	it	down
the	moment	she	went	to	join	Humé."

"She	is	important	to	you,"	Meilan	said.

Surprised,	he	denied	it.	"I	simply	wanted	to	find	her	and	Humé	and	get	them	out	of	here."

Meilan	half	smiled	and	dropped	her	eyes.

"Well,	we	have	a	couple	of	hours	to	kill,"	he	said.	"Nothing	we	can	do	here.	Wonder	where	they
keep	the	food?"

"I	will	look,"	Meilan	said.	She	stepped	into	a	towering	mosque.	Wooden	spokes	projected	from
it	 in	 lines	at	several	 levels,	showing	where	the	flooring	supports	were	for	the	upper	stories.
Overall,	the	building	was	like	a	giant	cactus,	topped	by	a	tall	minaret.	It	seemed	ungainly	at
first	but	was	also	impressive	and	a	little	frightening,	this	artifact	of	a	foreign	religion.



John	started	to	follow	her,	then	decided	to	hasten	the	search	by	choosing	another	building.	He
doubted	that	the	fancy	structure	would	have	much	inside	that	was	edible,	but	if	there	were	a
granary....

Something	caught	his	eye	as	he	walked	down	the	unpaved	street.	A	motion	in	the	sky.	A	travel-
sphere!	"Hide!	Hide,	Canute!"	he	cried	as	he	dived	for	the	nearest	doorway.	If	the	Standards
were	coming	back,	he	and	Meilan	were	in	trouble!

He	 couldn't	 go	 to	warn	 her,	 for	 the	 sphere	was	 in	 a	 position	 to	 see	most	 of	 the	 street.	He
peeked	out	 and	 saw	 it	 hovering	above	 the	 town.	That	was	 the	giveaway,	 for	 it	would	never
have	come	like	that	if	the	enclave	were	still	in	use--unless	all	pretenses	were	being	dropped.
This	certainly	wasn't	the	taxi.	Had	the	Standards	caught	on?	Would	they	descend	and	make	a
ground	search?	Had	the	others	been	caught,	so	that	now	only	he	and	Meilan	were	free?

Canute	looked	up	at	him	in	perplexity,	aware	of	his	alarm	but	not	comprehending	its	reason.
John	patted	the	 furry	head	with	empty	reassurance.	He	had	to	do	something!	Frantically	he
ran	 into	 the	main	 section	 of	 the	 building,	 looking	 for	 some	 sheltered	 exit	 so	 that	 he	 could
make	his	way	to	Meilan.	If	she	stepped	out	into	that	street	now....

He	was	 in	a	palace.	The	walls	outside	might	be	of	drab	clay,	but	 the	bricks	had	been	dried
hard	and	well	 fitted,	and	there	were	patterned	mats	hanging	inside.	The	effect	was	elegant,
and	he	wished	he	had	 time	 to	properly	admire	 the	colorful	designs.	But	 the	 thought	of	 that
ominously	hovering	sphere....

He	 passed	 from	 chamber	 to	 chamber,	 each	 seeming	more	 luxurious	 than	 the	 last	 but	 none
leading	outside.	Then	he	burst	into	a	great	sunken	courtyard,	almost	tumbling	down	the	steps
leading	to	it.	Canute	began	a	sniff-circuit.

John	peered	up	cautiously	to	see	whether	the	sphere	was	still	there.	All	he	saw	was	the	plaited
mat	 of	 the	 slanted	 overhanging	 roofs	 and	 the	mural-like	 decorations	 around	 the	 court.	 The
sphere,	if	it	remained,	was	hidden	by	the	building.	He	could	not	afford	to	assume	that	it	had
gone.	In	fact,	it	might	be	coming	down	for	a	landing.

He	sidled	around	under	the	overhang	until	he	found	another	entrance	to	the	main	structure.

"Canute!"	he	called.	"Find	the	back	door.	The	_back_	door."

The	 dog	 put	 his	 black	 nose	 to	 the	 floor	 and	 snuffled	 off.	 John	 followed.	 Again	 he	 passed
through	 vacant,	 tapestried	 chambers.	 It	 was	 amazing	 how	 thoroughly	 the	 place	 had	 been
cleaned	 out,	 since	 only	 yesterday	Ala	 had	 lived	here!	 This	morning,	 perhaps.	But	 of	 course
they	could	have	started	dismantling	the	sections	she	wouldn't	be	seeing,	in	the	last	few	days,
removing	the	furniture	and	other	accouterments.

Which	 house,	 he	 wondered,	 had	 been	 hers?	 None	 of	 the	 round	 or	 square	 ones	 looked
comfortable	 from	the	outside.	Perhaps	 it	was	a	different	story	 from	the	 inside,	as	 the	exotic
tapestries	here	implied.	A	girl	that	wore	massive	gold	earrings	could	hardly	live	in	a	hovel....

Abruptly	he	was	outside.	Canute	had	found	the	exit.	John	scuttled	for	cover	again,	hoping	he
had	not	 been	 seen.	He	 entered	 another	 building,	 ran	 through	 its	 gaunt	 clay	 chambers,	 and
finally	encountered	the	clay-covered	palisade	enclosing	the	back	of	 the	mosque.	Was	Meilan
still	inside?

Panting,	he	ducked	through	a	gateway,	slunk	along	inside	the	wall,	and	entered.	This	interior
was	dark	and	cool.	He	groped	ahead.	Canute	made	a	little	_woof!_	of	greeting.

"John!	Did	you	find	food?"

He	jumped,	though	he	had	known	by	the	dog's	reaction	that	she	was	near.	"There's	a	sphere
outside!

They're	looking	for	us!"

She	did	not	seem	unduly	alarmed.	"If	they	were	sure	of	our	presence,	they	would	be	checking
the	 buildings.	 Perhaps	 they	 are	 merely	 making	 sure	 the	 village	 is	 in	 good	 condition	 while
vacant."



This	was	a	sensible	analysis,	but	John	was	not	in	a	mood	to	admit	it,	after	his	struggle	to	get	to
her	in	time.	"We'd	better	scram!"

She	demurred.	 "I	 have	 found	a	bowl	 and	pestle.	We	 can	prepare	 some	of	 that	millet	 in	 the
field,	perhaps."

"We	can't	prepare	anything	if	they	catch	us!"	he	exclaimed.

"We	should	not	go	outside	while	they	are	watching.	If	we	can	find	grain	inside...."

She	was	right,	of	course.	If	the	sphere	came	down,	they	could	run;	if	it	didn't,	they	wouldn't
_have_	 to	 run.	 And	 they	 could	 not	 go	 far	 while	 it	 watched.	 So	 it	 made	 sense	 to	 continue
looking	for	food.

They	maneuvered	into	another	building,	then	a	third.	There	was	no	grain.	"They	really	cleaned
this	place	out,"	 John	said.	 "The	personnel	must've	 taken	off	 the	moment	school	got	out.	But
they	didn't	destroy	anything.	Maybe	 they	expect	 to	 reactivate	 it	when	Ala	comes	back	 from
her	visit,	or	after	her	hajj."

"I	 wonder	 now,"	 she	 said,	 "whether	 the	 reason	 it	 was	 so	 easy	 to	 enter	 here	 was	 that	 they
wanted	us	in	the	enclave--any	enclave."

_"Wanted_	us	here...."	John	considered.	"Now	I	_really_	want	to	get	out!"

"Yes."

John	realized	that	he	rather	liked	this	girl.	She	wasn't	sarcastic	the	way	Betsy	was,	but	that
was	only	part	 of	 it.	She	was	different.	Smart	 and	decisive	 in	her	own	way	but	 ten	 times	as
subtle.

"You	didn't	fall	out	of	the	taxi	by	accident,"	he	said.

"I	thought	you	would	need	help."

"I	_have_	help.	Canute."

"An	excellent	animal."

Meaning	that	an	animal	couldn't	prevent	him	from	doing	something	stupid?	Or	meaning	that
she	liked	Canute?	He	couldn't	tell.

They	peeked	cautiously	out	and	into	the	sky.	The	sphere	was	gone.

"Now's	our	chance!	Let's	get	out	of	here	and	over	 the	 fence.	We	can	wait	on	the	other	side
until	it's	time	for	rendezvous."

Meilan	 agreed	 silently.	 Eyes	more	 on	 the	 sky	 than	 on	 the	 ground,	 they	 left	 Ala's	 village	 of
Mopti,	in	the	great	empire	of	Songhai,	976,	or	in	the	1500s,	Christian	calendar.

Canute	woofed	as	they	neared	the	fence.	They	hid	and	waited	but	saw	nothing.	"False	alarm,"
John	whispered,	though	the	dog	remained	nervous.	"A	snake,	maybe."

"Possibly,"	Meilan	murmured	noncommittally.

They	moved	up	to	the	fence,	and	he	boosted	her	over	as	before.	Then	he	and	Canute	hurdled
it.	A	miniature	travel-sphere	floated	into	sight	just	outside	the	palisade.

"Run!"	John	cried.

Meilan	and	Canute	took	off	 in	opposite	directions.	John	turned	to	go	at	right	angles	to	their
paths.	He	found	himself	headed	back	into	the	fence,	spun	about	as	the	sphere	bore	down,	and
put	his	foot	into	a	hole.	He	fell	headlong,	pain	shooting	through	that	ankle.	He	tried	to	get	up
but	collapsed	as	the	weight	fell	on	his	hurt	foot.	He	cursed	his	own	incompetence,	but	he	had
never	before	been	exposed	to	real	pain,	and	his	reflexes	prevented	him	from	using	that	foot.
By	the	time	he	oriented	himself	the	sphere	was	before	him.

A	beam	of	light	came	out	from	it,	and	somehow	John	lost	control	over	his	muscles.	It	was	as



though	 the	 nerves	 had	 been	 disconnected,	 making	 him	 helpless.	 He	 fell	 a	 third	 time.	 The
sphere	did	not	wait	for	him.	It	flew	after	Meilan,	weaving	in	and	out	between	the	trees	with
impressive	facility.

John	tried	to	call	out,	to	warn	her,	but	his	voice	would	not	perform	any	more	than	his	muscles.
He	was	still	breathing,	and	his	heart	was	still	beating,	but	he	could	do	nothing	on	a	voluntary
basis.	She	hardly	needed	the	warning,	anyway.

It	made	no	difference.	He	heard	her	cry	as	the	sphere	caught	up.	Then	silence.	He	knew	the
outcome.	He	had	not	anticipated	this	nullifying	beam	that	rendered	him	unconscious	from	the
neck	down,	 though	he	should	have.	The	web	of	 force	 that	 the	Standards	had	placed	around
the	fleeing	taxi	had	suggested	what	type	of	technology	they	possessed.

The	invisible	hold	on	him	loosened	gradually.	His	arms	and	legs	prickled	as	though	awakening
from	 circulatory	 restriction.	 The	 pain	 returned	 to	 his	 ankle.	 Evidently	 sensation	 as	 well	 as
control	had	been	inhibited.	He	struggled	to	sit	up,	and	slowly	his	body	responded.	It	was	like
swimming	 through	molasses	 (not	 that	 he	had	 ever	 done	 such	 a	 thing!).	He	had	 to	 exert	 an
infinite	force	to	accomplish	an	infinitesimal	motion,	but	the	job	did	get	done.

He	 looked	at	his	ankle.	The	skin	was	unbroken,	and	he	couldn't	be	sure	whether	 there	was
swelling,	 but	 he	 could	 not	 put	 weight	 on	 it.	 Something	 inside	 had	 been	 wrenched.
Nevertheless	 he	 scrambled,	 on	 hands	 and	 knees,	 trying	 to	 hide	 himself	 before	 the	 sphere
returned.	 He	 might	 get	 away	 while	 Canute	 led	 the	 Standards	 a	 merry	 chase,	 or	 he	 might
distract	the	sphere	long	enough	to	allow	Meilan	to	recover	and	hide.	Certainly	he	couldn't	give
up	now!

It	was	not	to	be.	The	sphere	returned,	stunning	him	again,	and	this	time	he	lost	consciousness
completely.

9

_Captives_

John	woke	in	lather.	He	struggled	through	the	foam,	gasping	for	breath	and	blinking	away	the
sting.	This	was	 involuntary,	as	he	was	neither	 suffocating	nor	hurting;	 the	stuff	around	him
merely	seemed	as	though	it	should	have	some	such	effect.

In	due	course	the	bubbles	receded,	leaving	him	in	a	warm	glowing	tank	or	stall.	He	saw	that
his	skin	was	white	again.	The	foam	had	washed	away	the	cosmetics!	He	had,	then,	no	secrets
from	his	captors.	They	knew	who	he	was	and	what	he	had	tried	to	do,	and	they	had	stopped
him.	He	did	not	even	have	Canute	for	company.

Canute!	That	was	his	one	trump	card!	The	dog	must	have	escaped	and	would	seek	him	out.
Almost	immediately	his	flush	of	enthusiasm	diminished,	seeming	to	ebb	with	the	bubbles.	How
could	a	dog	get	in	here?	If	Canute	approached,	the	Standards	would	beam	him	down,	and	that
would	be	that.

When	the	glow	had	dried	him,	a	section	of	the	wall	became	bright.	He	recognized	one	of	the
walkthrough	panels.	He	had	no	ID	anymore,	but	 these	things	didn't	_have_	to	be	attuned	to
that,	he	was	sure.	He	stood	up,	wincing	as	his	weight	hit	his	foot--but	found	that	the	pain	was
slight.	He	was	hardly	lame.

The	compartment	was	octagonal,	and	now	he	saw	that	a	panel	had	opened	in	one	of	the	walls
to	show	a	dry	Standard	tunic	and	footwear	together	with	underclothing.	John	took	the	outfit
and	put	it	on,	preferring	this	to	going	naked.	Strange,	he	thought.	They	had	washed	him	white
but	were	dressing	him	Standard.	That	didn't	seem	as	though	they	were	going	to	return	him	to
Newton.

Now	he	 touched	 the	door	panel	and	 found	 it	open.	He	passed	 through	 it	 into	a	comfortable
apartment.	Meilan	was	waiting	for	him.	Canute	was	with	her.

Numbly	 John	 surveyed	 the	 scene.	 This	 was	 a	 complete	 Standard	 residence,	 with	 a	 sleep
converter,	communicator,	and	sundry	furniture.	The	main	room	was	about	twelve	feet	across
and	 octagonal,	 with	 a	 plaque	 high	 on	 one	wall	 bearing	 the	 number	 32,	 the	 number	 of	 the
apartment.	 Of	 the	 eight	 short	 walls	 he	 knew	 that	 four	 would	 abut	 the	 walls	 of	 similar
compartments	 in	one	of	 the	Standard	beehive	complexes	he	had	observed	during	 their	 long



flights	in	the	taxi--unless	this	happened	to	be	an	isolated	unit,	like	the	one	he	had	spied	near
his	own	enclave.

"I	am	pleased	to	see	you,"	Meilan	said,	maintaining	her	T'ang	reserve.	She	wore	a	tunic,	too,
and	looked	better	in	it	than	she	had	in	her	peasant	rags.	Then:	"You're	white!"

"I	 got	 scrubbed.	 This	 is	my	 natural	 color,	 you	 know.	 That's	 the	 bathroom	 I	was	 in--sanitary
cubicle,	 in	Standardese.	A	square	with	the	corners	 lopped	off	by	cupboards,	so	 it	comes	out
octagonal,	like	this	room.	Have	you	been	here	long?"

"About	an	hour.	They	brought	me	in	through	there."	She	gestured	to	the	wall	a	quarter	circle
to	his	right.

"That	figures.	That's	the	hall	door,	then.	That's	open	for	only	an	hour,	if	what	I	picked	up	in	my
pre-escape	explorations	 is	accurate.	Then	the	dining	room,	then	the	supply	closet,	or	maybe
the	other	way	around.	I	think	it	just	keeps	going	around	like	that.	You	have	to	time	yourself,	if
you	know	what	I	mean."

She	looked	perplexed.	"But	why?"

"Because	 four	 apartments	 share	 each	 utility.	 The	 Standards	 don't	waste	 anything,	 not	 even
space	or	time,	though	they	seem	to	have	a	whole	planet	to	exploit.	Each	family	lives	in	a	unit
like	 this,	 with	 eight	 in	 a	 row	 and	 eight	 rows.	 And	 eight	 floors.	 That's	 what	 I	 understand,
anyway.	Just	a	big	block	of	five	hundred	and	twelve	octagonal	chambers,	and	I	don't	know	how
many	 square	 spaces	 between	 them.	Cramped	 but	 efficient,	 I	 guess.	 And	miles	 between	 the
buildings--miles	of	wilderness	forest.	And	no	roads.	You	saw	that,	too."

"All	these	huts	shoved	together?"

"Pretty	much.	Octagons	don't	fit	together	exactly.	There's	leftover	space.	That's	why	they	have
the	 little	 cubicles,	 though	 some	 of	 them	 turn	 into	 octagons	 by	 the	 time	 all	 the	 fixtures	 are
installed.	It	would	make	sense	if	the	Standards	had	a	large	population--building	things	close
and	tight,	I	mean--but	they	don't.	They	let	hundreds	of	square	miles	go	to	waste	for	every	one
they	use.	Which	is	a	paradox,	because	they're	so	efficient	otherwise."

"I	don't	like	it,"	she	said.	"I'd	rather	live	in	Songhai."

John	laughed,	feeling	at	ease	and	important	as	he	explained	things	to	her.	"Doesn't	bother	me.
Not	that	part,	anyway.	All	the	comforts	come	right	here	to	your	room.	Where	I	get	sensitive	is
about	my	_mental_	freedom.	I	don't	mind	living	in	a	small	room;	I	_do_	mind	being	told	what	to
do."

"I	have	always	been	told	what	to	do,"	she	murmured.	"I	did	not	mind."

"Then	why	were	you	so	happy	to	leave?"

"They	were	not	my	people."

That	much	he	understood	completely.

The	bathroom	door	slid	shut.	At	the	same	time	the	door	to	the	right	slid	open.	"Mealtime--for
an	hour,"	he	said.	"If	we	want	it."

"I	am	not	hungry.	But	I	will	be	before	it	comes	round	again."

"Well,	I'm	famished.	We	don't	know	how	long	they'll	keep	us	here.	Maybe	only	another	hour.
Maybe	days.	In	either	case	I	want	to	fill	my	stomach.	Come	on."

They	stepped	into	the	dining	compartment.	"I've	never	had	a	chance	to	do	it	before,	but	I	think
I	know	how	to	work	this,"	he	said.	"You	press	one	of	these	buttons,	like	this,	then	stand	back,
and...."

A	bowl	of	something	that	looked	like	hot	porridge	rose	up	through	the	counter	as	the	surface
became	fuzzy.	There	was	no	eating	utensil.	He	looked	at	it	dubiously.	"I	don't	know	how	you
get	a	spoon.	Maybe	something	else...."

Meilan	reached	inside	her	tunic	and	brought	out	a	pair	of	chopsticks.	She	took	the	steaming



bowl	and	lifted	out	a	gob.	She	touched	it	to	her	tongue.	She	smiled.

John	was	 tempted	 to	order	another	 for	himself,	but	he	did	not	know	how	to	use	chopsticks,
even	if	he	had	any.	He	punched	another	button	at	random,	hoping	for	something	he	could	eat
without	an	implement.	He	was	lucky.	It	looked	like	a	slice	of	meat	loaf,	and	the	taste	was	not
too	far	off.

He	used	his	fingers.

Canute	woofed.	"Sorry,	man's	best	friend.	I	forgot	you.	I	guess	you	don't	get	too	much	choice,
but	it	seems	to	be	good	food.	I'll	get	you	another	like	mine."

So	they	ate	and,	once	they	found	the	buttons,	drank.	"I	wonder	how	Pei	and	Betsy	are	doing?"

John	said.	"They	must	be	pretty	hungry	by	now	if	they're	still	in	the	taxi."

"Pei	had	a	fish,"	Meilan	said,	smiling	momentarily.

They	continued	in	silence.	John	found	that	he	had	to	believe	that	the	others	had	escaped,	for
they	were	the	only	remaining	hope.	Surely	 they	would	have	been	brought	here,	 if	captured,
since	 he	 and	Meilan	 and	Canute	 had	 been	 put	 together.	 So	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 others	 hadn't
shown....

But	that	didn't	help	the	captives	directly.	If	he	and	Meilan	could	escape,	then	they	could	rejoin
the	purebreds.	John	was	sure	Meilan	wanted	to	escape,	too,	but	he	could	not	confer	with	her
openly.	He	was	sure	they	were	being	spied	on.	In	fact,	that	might	be	the	reason	they	had	been
put	 together:	 so	 the	 Standards	 could	 watch	 and	 listen	 and	 learn	 enough	 to	 pinpoint	 the
location	 and	 plans	 of	 the	 other	 two.	 Any	 plan	 he	 and	Meilan	might	make	would	 be	 balked
before	 it	 got	 started,	 and	 though	 their	 captivity	 had	 been	 gentle	 enough	 so	 far,	 any
misbehavior	could	change	that	radically.	And	he	couldn't	even	climb	or	run	well.	Not	with	his
tender	ankle.

But	 it	was	 a	 challenge	 of	 a	 sort:	How	could	 they	plan	 anything,	 let	 alone	 execute	 it,	 under
constant	observation?	Suddenly	he	had	an	inspiration.

*	*	*

When	 the	 diner	 closed	 and	 the	 supply	 room	 opened,	 John	 wasted	 no	 time.	 "I'd	 like	 a
typewriter,"	he	said	to	the	communicator.

"Please	define,"	the	machine	voice	said.	John	defined.

"There	is	no	such	instrument	in	stock."

He	was	not	surprised.	Probably	his	own	typewriter,	back	at	the	Caucasian	enclave,	had	been
specifically	 reconstituted	 from	 ancient	 specifications	 for	 his	 benefit.	He	 had	 suspected	 that
typewriters	were	no	longer	used	by	man.	In	fact,	it	was	possible	that	_writing_	was	no	longer
used	by	man.	Why	should	it	be,	when	communicators	could	talk	intelligently	and	viewscreens
brought	 a	 comprehensive	 slate	 of	 programs	 to	 every	 octagonal	 cubbyhole?	 He	 and	 Betsy
might	 be	 the	 only	 literate	 people	 on	 the	 planet.	 And	Pei	 and	Meilan--only	 they	would	write
Chinese,	not	English.

Then	another	realization	struck	him	full-blown.	English,	Chinese,	and	whatever	language	they
spoke	in	Songhai.	Different	languages	entirely,	with	no	common	root	for	at	least	ten	thousand
years.	He	 should	 not	 be	 able	 to	 understand	Meilan	 or	Ala	 at	 all,	 for	 he	 knew	only	 his	 own
language.	But	he	_did_	understand	them,	and	they	understood	him,	and	each	other.	_They	all
spoke	the	same	language_-

-_Standard._

Actually,	 it	made	sense.	It	would	have	made	the	zoo-keeping	chore	terrifically	complicated	if
every	bit	player	of	every	enclave	had	to	learn	a	foreign	language	and	speak	it	without	accent.
And	how	were	the	zoo	specimens	to	know	the	difference?	He	_thought_	he	spoke	English,	and
Meilan	probably	thought	she	spoke	Chinese,	and	so	on.

But	the	Newton	library	of	books--had	they	all	been	written	just	for	him?	That	seemed	overly



complicated,	too.	Some	of	them	were	very	old	books,	with	special	bindings--hard	to	forge	in	a
hurry.	Yet	they	matched	his	language.	The	phonic	rules,	the	haphazard	spelling	that	defied	all
logic--that	 had	 to	 be	 the	 product	 of	 linguistic	 evolution,	 not	 a	 modern	 invention.	 So	 the
Standards	_did_	have	a	written	language.	Or	did	the	Standards	actually	speak	English?	That
would	 account	 for	 the	 books	 matching.	 But	 then	 how	 about	 Meilan's	 written	 language?
Chinese	symbols	were	nothing	like	the	Western	alphabet.

Well,	he	would	find	out,	for	his	escape	plan	depended	on	the	written	word.	Whatever	language
the	Standards	 spoke,	most	 of	 them	were	 probably	 illiterate.	 Few	people	 ever	 learned	more
than	they	had	to.

"So	you	don't	have	a	typewriter,"	he	said	to	the	communicator,	feigning	disappointment.	"Then
how	about	a	keyboard	with	 letters	and	numbers,	 set	up	 the	same	way?	 It	could	be	plugged
into	your	main	circuit,	and	you	could	transcribe	it	for	me.	Know	what	I	mean?"

"This	is	possible,	if	you	do	not	wish	to	dictate	verbally	in	the	normal	fashion."

"I	 _don't_	wish.	 I	 need	my	 typing	practice,	 and	now's	an	excellent	 time	 to	get	 it,	 instead	of
twiddling	my	thumbs.	Someday	I	may	get	my	real	typewriter	back."

Did	that	imply	that	the	things	of	the	enclave	were	more	real	than	those	of	the	outside	world?
He'd	have	to	watch	that	sort	of	thinking!

A	 few	minutes	 later	 there	was	a	_thunk!_	 in	 the	supply	room.	A	keyboard	unit	was	 there.	 It
looked	like	an	adding	machine,	since	it	had	no	roller	or	paper	or	internal	keys,	but	it	would	do.
John	lifted	it	out	and	carried	it	to	the	table.	Meilan	was	sitting	with	hands	folded,	unmoving.
"Why	don't	you	lie	down	if	you're	tired?"	he	asked	her,	knowing	she	would	deny	being	tired.

"I	am	not	resting.	I	am	contemplating	I	Ching."

"Who?"

"I	Ching.	This	is	a--a	philosophy.	You	would	think	of	it	as	a	book."

"Written	in	Chinese?"

"In	 the	word-symbols	 of	 the	Middle	 Kingdom.	 But	 I	 do	 not	 need	 to	 read	 it,	 for	 I	 know	 the
hexagrams."

Distracted	for	the	moment,	John	questioned	her	further.	"If	you	know	what's	in	it,	why	are	you
worrying	about	it?"

"There	 are	 many	 intriguing	 riddles	 within	 the	 hexagrams	 and	 many	 illuminating
interpretations."

"That's	neat,	I'm	sure.	But	what's	it	_about?"_

"About	life.	It	offers	sage	advice	for	every	situation.	It	is	a	very	satisfying	manuscript."

That	sounded	 like	 religion,	and	he	decided	 to	steer	clear	of	 that	subject	 for	 the	 time	being.
"Why	don't	you	order	a	game	or	something,	to	pass	the	time?"	he	asked	her.	"We	don't	know
how	long	we'll	be	here,	and	anything	we	want	we	have	to	order	now	or	wait	for	the	next	cycle.
Come	to	think	of	it,	I	should	get	a	bone	for	Canute."

"I	doubt	they	have	Wei-ki,"	she	said.

"Your	 philosophy	 book?	 I	 meant,	 well,	 like	 a	 paper-and-pencil	 game."	 And	 to	 the
communicator:	"One	rawhide	bone,	please."

"Wei-ki,	not	I	Ching,"	she	said,	smiling.

"Please	define,"	the	communicator	said	at	the	same	time.

"It's	a	bone-shaped	object	formed	from	a	section	of	rawhide	for	a	dog	to	chew	on.	It's	very	stiff
and	tastes	of--well,	rawhide.	Animal	skin."

"It	is	forbidden	to	take	animal	life	unnecessarily,"	the	communicator	said.



"Oh."	He'd	forgotten	that	aspect	of	Standard	society.	"Well,	an	imitation,	then.	Just	so	it's	tasty
and	chewy."

"One	moment,	please."

In	that	moment	he	returned	to	Meilan.	"Then	what	is	Wei-ki?	A	map	of	Pei's	city?"

She	smiled	again.	"It	is	the	game	of	enclosing.	Very	old,	very	good.	But	I	would	need	a	board
eighteen	squares	on	a	side	and	two	hundred	pips	of	each	color...."

"Couldn't	you	make	your	own	board	with	paper	and	pencil?"

"Pencil?"

"You	don't	know	what	a	_pencil_	is?"	he	asked,	amazed.	"To	write	with,	to	draw."

"Ah.	A	brush."

"And	makeshift	pieces.	There	must	be	_something."_

She	looked	at	him,	a	tiny	furrow	between	her	eyes.	"As	you	say."

There	was	another	_thunk!_	as	Canute's	delicacy	arrived.	It	was	a	simulated	bone	formed	from
simulated	 rawhide,	 but	 the	 dog	 was	 well	 satisfied.	 He	 busied	 himself	 in	 an	 obtuse	 corner,
chewing	and	chewing.

Meilan	began	explaining	to	the	communicator	what	supplies	she	needed	to	make	a	Wei-ki	set.
John	doodled	on	the	typing	board.	THE	QUICK	BROWN	FOX	JUMPS	OVER	THE	LAZY	DOG,	he
typed.

He	didn't	need	 to	see	 it	on	paper--in	 fact,	didn't	want	 to.	Then:	COMMUNICATOR:	PLEASE
PRINT	THE

FOREGOING	MESSAGE.

A	slip	of	paper	emerged	from	a	slot	in	the	wall.	He	pulled	it	free.	He	was	afraid	it	would	not	be
intelligible,	but	it	was	neatly	and	correctly	printed	exactly	as	he	had	typed	it.	Good	enough.

He	paused	to	watch	Meilan	lifting	out	her	supplies.	"Here--I'll	set	up	a	table	for	you,"	he	said.

He	shoved	 it	against	the	wall	by	the	paper	slot	and	drew	the	chair	up	so	that	 it	 faced	away
from	him.	As	she	took	her	place,	directing	another	perplexed	glance	at	him,	he	ambled	back	to
his	typer	and	sat	down	for	more	practice.

COMMUNICATOR:	 PLEASE	 PRINT	 THE	 FOREGOING	 MESSAGE	 IN	 MIDDLE	 KINGDOM
SYMBOLS.	Then:	IGNORE	THE

FOLLOWING	 UNTIL	 I	 ADDRESS	 YOU	 SPECIFICALLY	 AGAIN.	 And	 he	 proceeded	 to	 type
random	sentences.

"I	have	set	up	the	game,"	Meilan	said	after	a	time,	"but	I	have	no	one	with	whom	to	play."

Had	she	received	his	devious	message?	"Is	it	complicated?"

"For	the	novice,	very.	Far	easier	for	a	fox	to	leap	over	a	sleeping	hound."

_Yes!_	"Then	I'd	be	no	good.	I	can't	even	win	at	checkers."	And	he	typed:	COMMUNICATOR:
PLEASE

PRINT	THE	FOLLOWING	MESSAGE	IN	MIDDLE	KINGDOM	SYMBOLS.

"Checkers?"

"An	American	game.	Like	chess	only	less	so."

MEILAN,	WE	HAVE	TO	KEEP	THE	STANDARDS	DISTRACTED.	THEY	CAN	SURELY	SEE	AND
HEAR	US,	BUT	I	DON'T



THINK	THEY	REALIZE	WHAT	WE'RE	REALLY	DOING.	PLAY	A	MOCK	GAME.

"I'll	try	to	play	it	by	myself,	then,"	she	said.

"Sorry	I	couldn't	help."	THEY	MAY	THINK	THEY'RE	OUTSMARTING	US,	BUT	THEY	WON'T
LEAVE	US	TOGETHER

FOREVER.	MY	 GUESS	 IS	WE'LL	 BE	 HELD	 UNTIL	 THEY	 CAPTURE	 BETSY	 AND	 PEI	 AND
MAKE	SURE	HUMÉ	AND	ALA	ARE

CONFINED.	 THEN	THEY'LL	SEE	TO	 IT	 THAT	WE	NEVER	ESCAPE	AGAIN.	 I	 THINK	WE'D
BETTER	GET	OUT	WHILE	WE

CAN.	IF	WE	CAN.	WE	CAN	MAKE	PLANS	THIS	WAY.

"I	don't	know	whether	this	will	work,"	she	said.	"It	is	not	a	good	game	when	I	know	what	the
other	side	plans."

"It's	 the	same	with	checkers."	 I	FIGURED	OUT	HOW	WE	COULD	TALK.	CAN	YOU	FIGURE
OUT	HOW	TO	GET	OUT

OF	HERE?	LET	ME	KNOW	SOMEHOW.

John	 stopped,	 stretched	 his	 fingers,	 stood	 up,	 and	 walked	 away	 from	 the	 typer	 as	 though
bored	with	his	practice.	He	was	afraid	to	overdo	it;	too	much	typing	would	make	the	watchers
suspicious,	and	a	little	suspicion	was	a	most	dangerous	thing.

"Those	coordinate	figures--have	you	discovered	their	basis?"	Meilan	inquired,	not	looking	up.

"Coordinates?	 No.	 We	 didn't	 need	 to	 know	 their	 framework	 once	 we	 found	 the	 taxi	 could
follow	them	directly."	Why	had	she	brought	_that_	up?

"I	like	intellectual	puzzles.	My	tutor	used	to	give	me	difficult	riddles	to	solve.	I	would	like	to
attempt	something	like	that."

"Oh.	Sure."	It	certainly	was	no	secret	now	about	those	figures,	since	they	had	used	them	to
spot	the	enclaves.	John	took	a	spare	sheet	of	her	paper	(it	was	pseudo-paper,	too;	the	feel	was
subtly	different)	and	borrowed	her	brush	to	write	them	out:	0544071364

3777767256

0000150055

"Each	number	we	tried	took	us	to	a	separate	place	on	the	globe,"	he	said.	"We	couldn't	have
given	the	taxi	any	other	information,	because	we	didn't	have	any	to	give.	But	they	can't	be	the
kind	of	coordinates	_I_	know,	because	they	are	single	numbers,	not	pairs.	You	need	meridians
of	longitude	and	latitude,	so	you	can	count	off	north	or	south	and	east	or	west.	But	since	these
obviously	work,	it	must	be	a	pretty	good	system."

He	wasn't	certain	she	understood	much	of	this,	since	she	had	been	educated	in	the	fashion	of
eighth-century	China,	but	she	seemed	interested.	"What	is	distinctive	about	these	numbers?"
she	asked	musingly.

"Distinctive?	Far	as	I	know,	they're	just	numbers."

"Few	 numbers	 are	 'just	 numbers,'	 "	 she	 said,	 licking	 her	 lips	 as	 though	 tasting	 something
intriguing.	"Every	number	is	unique,	and	every	set	of	numbers,	too.	We	must	discover	in	what
ways	these	are	special."

John	 began	 to	 react	 impatiently,	 since	 this	 type	 of	 discussion	would	 hardly	 enable	 them	 to
escape.

Then	he	thought	of	two	things:	first,	that	if	they	did	escape,	they	would	need	to	know	how	to
find	 their	way	 to	 the	 rendezvous	without	 benefit	 of	 taxis	 or	 other	 Standard	 devices,	 which
meant	they	had	to	understand	the	coordinate	system	in	detail.	Second,	this	discussion	could
be	Meilan's	cover	for	some	more	direct	notions	on	escape	methods.	The	two	of	them	had	to
seem	occupied	so	that	the	Standards	would	be	lulled.



"Well,	they're	all	ten	digits.	So	I	suppose	it	means	that	any	spot	on	the	planet	can	be	identified
by	a	number	just	this	large--zero	to	nine	billion.	For	what	that's	worth."

"Yes.	And	they	are	maintained	at	ten	digits	even	when	they	must	be	filled	in	with	initial	zeroes,
so	their	uniformity	is	no	coincidence.	So	we	have	one	factor--but	there	must	be	others."

"You	sound	like	a	math	teacher!	I	didn't	know	the	Chinese	even	used	the	decimal	system!"

She	smiled.	"Perhaps	the	original	T'ang	Jen	did	not."

"T'ang	Jen?"

"Men	of	T'ang--our	description	of	ourselves.	Just	as	you	call	yourselves	American."

"Oh."	Was	 she	 gently	 reminding	 him	 that	 his	 use	 of	 the	 words	 "China"	 and	 "Chinese"	 was
objectionable?	Better	watch	that.

He	studied	the	numbers.	Now	that	they	had	been	written	out,	he	saw	another	thing.	"They	run
to	 repetition.	 The	 last	 two	 do,	 anyway.	 Four	 sevens	 in	 a	 row,	 four	 zeroes	 in	 a	 row.	 Is	 that
significant?"

"Perhaps.	Is	there	anything	else?"

"That's	 about	 it.	 There	 isn't	 anything	 more	 to	 fasten	 on.	 If	 we	 had	 ten	 numbers	 or	 a
hundred...."

"Your	 comment	 about	 the	 differing	 systems,"	 she	 said	 thoughtfully.	 "You	 and	 I	 appear	 to
understand	the	numbers	the	same	way--but	can	we	be	sure	the	Standards	do?	Suppose	their
digits	have	different	meaning?"

"Brother!	If	their	five	means	our	three,	we'll	never	get	it	straight!"

"I	was	thinking	of	differing	sets.	Have	you	noticed	that	there	is	no	digit	higher	than	seven?"

Startled,	 he	 looked	 again.	 "You're	 right!	 Betsy	 noticed	 that,	 too,	 in	 the	 taxi.	 Every	 number
from	one	to	seven,	but	no	eight	or	nine.	Out	of	 thirty	numbers,	you'd	expect	at	 least	one	of
those.

That	could	be	coincidence	or...."

"Or	an	octal	system."

"Octal?"

"Based	on	eight	numerals,	not	 ten.	Zero	through	seven.	That	may	be	the	significance	of	 the
bunching	of	zeroes	and	sevens,	for	they	would	be	at	the	extremes.	You	are	not	familiar	with
this?"

"Never	heard	of	it,"	he	said	sheepishly.	"My	barbarian	education	is	showing	its	seams."

She	laughed.	"It	was	not	my	education	that	spoke.	I	noticed	that	the	Standard	apartments	are
octagonal.	Possibly,	then,	their	numbers	are,	too."

She	had	phrased	it	delicately,	but	it	struck	him	that	Meilan	was	uncommonly	sharp.	"But	how
do	you	write	eight,	nine,	or	ten?	In	octal?"

"The	same	as	in	decimal.	Eight	becomes	one	zero;	nine	is	one	one;	ten	is	one	two.	When	you
add	a	zero,	you	are	multiplying	by	eight	instead	of	ten.	One	hundred	in	octal	would	be	sixty-
four	in	decimal--eight	squared	instead	often	squared.	And	so	on."

"I'll	be	darned,"	he	said,	"You	men	of	T'ang	do	too	know	what	you're	doing.	Uh,	girls	of	T'ang,	I
mean."

"If	it	_is_	octal,"	she	said,	absorbed	in	the	problem,	"the	row	of	sevens	would	be	very	close	to
the	row	of	zeroes."

"Say,	yes!	7777	would	be	just	one	digit	below	10000.	Except	that	there's	a	three	starting	off



that	second	figure	and	no	one	leading	off	the	other.	So	it	must	be	just	below	40000	instead."

"That	is	what	interests	me.	It	is	as	though	these	numbers	ought	to	be	very	close,	but	are	not,
because	of	their	beginnings	and	the	remainder	of	the	digits.	It	really	is	not	close	at	all,	and	we
may	be	mistaken."

"I'm	not	so	sure."	John	studied	the	three	long	numbers,	his	head	almost	touching	hers.	"Look--
the	lead-off	digits	are	all	low--under	four--while	the	end	ones	are	all	higher.	Do	you	think	that
means	 anything?"	 Then	 before	 she	 could	 reply,	 he	 had	 another	 flash.	 "We've	 forgotten	 that
these	 are	 _coordinates!_	 They	 have	 to	 be	 double	 numbers--to	 show	 vertical	 and	 horizontal.
Easting	and	northing,	latitude	and	longitude,	or	whatever.	Why	not	two	numbers	of	five	each!"
His	words	tumbled	over	themselves	as	they	almost	raced	ahead	of	his	thoughts.	"Four	is	the
middle	of	the	octal	system,	isn't	it,	just	as	five	is	the	middle	of	the	decimal.	So	four	might	be
the	dividing	point.	All	the	longitudes	could	be	numbered	below	four	and	all	the	latitudes	above
it.	And	zero	could	be	both	your	starting	point	and	your	finishing	point,	because	we	are	dealing
with	a	globe...."

Meilan's	 enthusiasm	was	more	 restrained.	 "Why	 keep	 the	 longitudes	 low	 and	 the	 latitudes
high?

There	is	no	need--"

"To	 tell	 them	 apart!	 These	 numbers	 are	 all	 jumbled	 together.	 If	 one	 digit	 were	 left	 out
accidentally,	the	whole	thing	could	be	fouled	up.	But	if	you	_know_	the	low	ones	have	to	be--"

She	waved	her	hand	as	though	shooing	flies	away.	"All	right.	 It	 is	a	mighty	 leap	from	a	thin
observation,	but	 let's	consider	it.	We	now	have	three	pairs	of	five-digit	numbers."	She	wrote
them	out:

05440--71364

37777--67256

00001--50055

"See!"	he	exclaimed,	pointing.	"37777	and	00001--just	one	digit	either	side	of	the	base	line.

Those	points	are	close	together!"

"Not	according	 to	 the	other	coordinates	 in	each	pair,"	 she	protested.	Her	brush	doodled	on
another	scrap	of	paper.

"And	 they	 _are_	 close,	 because	we	 thought	 we	were	 coming	 down	 in	 Humé's	 enclave,	 and
instead	we	hit	Ala's!"	Then	her	objection	registered.	"Oh-oh."

"They	could	be	very	close	in	 longitude	but	far	apart	 in	 latitude,"	Meilan	said.	"Those	second
figures	are	17201	units	apart."

Chastened,	he	considered.	"Depends	on	how	much	territory	each	number	covers.	Maybe	we
could	work	it	out	on	a	model	globe."	He	looked	about	but	saw	nothing	that	would	do.	He	had
lost	his	impetus,	however;	seventeen	thousand	units	had	to	be	large,	however	they	translated.

Meilan	had	been	making	what	appeared	to	be	casual	doodles	on	her	sheet	of	paper	as	 they
talked.

Now	she	folded	it,	then	folded	it	again,	her	hands	working	busily.	Soon	she	had	an	intricately
fashioned	paper	ball--not	crumpled	but	smooth.	"Will	this	do?"

John	took	it	with	less	enthusiasm	than	he	might	have	had	and	sketched	light	lines	around	it,
careful	not	to	crush	or	penetrate	the	paper	with	the	brush.	He	circled	the	sphere	completely,
then	circled	 it	again	at	right	angles.	 "Like	quartering	an	orange,"	he	remarked	and	realized
that	he	could	have	ordered	an	orange	from	supply	or	(in	case	that	counted	as	food	and	so	had
to	wait	for	the	kitchen	compartment)	a	ball	or	even	a	globe	itself.	"But	our	globe	has	a	hole	at
the	north	pole."

"Look	inside.	You	might	see	something	interesting."



"Like	maybe	the	molten	core	of	the	earth!"	Laughing,	he	put	his	eye	to	the	hole.

Inside,	on	 the	opposite	side	of	 the	ball,	was	her	sketch	of	his	 typer.	 "Ask	 it,"	she	murmured
almost	inaudibly.

He	looked	up.	"What?"

"But	you	have	made	only	two	lines	on	the	surface,"	she	said.

He	had	thought	of	them	as	four	but	decided	they	were	indeed	only	two,	each	circling	the	globe
completely.	 So	 he	 made	 two	 more	 circles	 converging	 at	 the	 same	 point.	 "North	 and	 south
pole."

She	looked	at	him,	startled	by	a	memory.	"Once	I	heard--I	thought	it	was	nonsense--something
about	the	west	pole."

"The	_west_	pole!"

"The	 north	 and	 west	 poles.	 I'm	 sure,	 now.	 The	 two	 of	 them.	 I	 listened	 at	 night	 when	 the
Standards	thought	I	slept,	and	heard--that	is	all	I	remember."

"How	can	there	be	a	_west_	pole!"	he	demanded.

She	smiled	and	pointed	to	the	paper	globe.	"Here."

"On	the	_equator?_	That's	ridiculous!"

She	 took	 the	globe	and	brush	and	began	 to	 fill	 in	 the	westing	meridians.	Two	of	 the	circles
duplicated	those	already	established:	the	equator	and	one	of	the	four	great	circles.	The	other
two	cut	obliquely	across	these.

"In	here,"	Meilan	said,	tapping	the	globe,	"is	the	answer.	If	you	ask."

At	that	moment	the	supply	cubicle	closed	off,	and	the	hall	cubicle	opened,	startling	them.	For
an	instant	he	thought	they	might	escape	through	it	but	quickly	saw	that	it	was	an	empty	shaft
with	slick	walls.	They	had	to	have	the	elevator,	and	there	seemed	to	be	none.

Meilan	 went	 up	 and	 looked	 in.	 "There	 is	 a	 barrier,"	 she	 said,	 tapping	 it.	 So	 there	 was,	 a
transparent	panel.	The	Standards	had	not	overlooked	so	obvious	a	weakness	in	their	prison.
Or	maybe	it	was	the	regular	protection	against	 falling	 into	the	shaft,	which	could	be	fogged
with	an	ID	key.

John	returned	to	 the	globe	and	studied	 the	effect	of	Meilan's	added	 lines,	mildly	 fascinated.
The	 interlocking	 networks	 were	 regular	 in	 themselves	 but	 formed	 irregular	 shapes.	 Some
were	 triangles,	 some	 trapezoids.	 A	 number	 of	 angles	 were	 right--ninety	 degrees--but	 more
were	acute	and	some	obtuse.	"I	would	get	seasick	using	these	coordinates,"	he	remarked.	Yet
it	made	a	kind	of	sense,	for	no	north	or	south,	east	or	west,	had	to	be	differentiated.	These	two
sets	would	do	the	job.

"If	the	planet	matches	earth	in	size,"	Meilan	said,	"each	of	those	lines	sets	off	an	eighth	of	it."

"How	 do	 you	 know	 so	much?"	 he	 demanded	with	 surprised	 admiration.	 "Back	 in	 your	 time
people	didn't	even	know	the	world	was	round,	and	here	you	are	talking	about	planets!"

"I	listened	more	than	was	proper,"	she	admitted	demurely.

"And	I	never	even	caught	on	to	the	Standards	until	last	year!"	He	returned	to	the	problem	of
the	globe.	"An	eighth	of	it	for	each	line,	you	say.	That	would	be	three	thousand	miles,	about.
But	those	are	only	the	major	divisions.	Our	coordinates	have	five	digits.	They	must	divide	 it
up--how	small	would	that	be,	in	the	octal	system?	I	can't	visualize	it."

"Let	me	make	an	abacus."	She	arranged	her	game	tokens	in	several	columns,	like	a	series	of
dotted	_i_'s.	Each	shaft	consisted	of	five	pips,	with	the	single-pip	dot	a	couple	of	spaces	above.
She	had	nine	such	columns.	Then	she	began	moving	the	pips	back	and	forth,	so	that	some	of
the	 dots	 came	 down	 to	 join	 part	 of	 the	 stems,	 and	 the	 columns	 became	 new	 formations	 of
three	and	three,	two	and	four,	or	even	a	solid	six.	John	did	not	speak,	for	she	was	obviously
concentrating.



"Down	to	less	than	one	of	your	miles,"	she	said	at	last.

"Then	that's	 it!	Those	five-digit	pairs	can	pinpoint	any	spot	on	the	planet	within	a	mile."	He
turned	the	model	about,	marking	in	numbers.	"And	look!	If	a	point	is	on	that	zero	line,	it	has	to
be	 at	 the	 west	 pole,	 the	 way	 I've	marked	 it,	 because	 that's	 the	 only	 place	 you	 can	 get	 an
intersection."

"That	should	not	be	so,"	she	said.	"They	would	not	make	wasteful	coordinates."

He	shrugged.	"Let's	plot	our	three	coordinates	and	see	how	it	works.	How	much	do	you	want
to	bet	that	Humé	and	Ala	are	only	a	couple	of	miles	apart?"

It	 worked--except	 for	 one	 thing.	 There	were	 two	 locations	 for	 every	 coordinate.	 They	were
directly	opposite	each	other,	across	the	globe,	twelve	thousand	miles	apart,	traveling	around
the	outside--

as	 was	 necessary	 for	 human	 purposes.	 They	 could	 discover	 no	 way	 to	 tell	 which	 one	 was
correct--

assuming	that	their	laboriously	worked-out	system	was	in	order.

John	sighed.	Well,	it	had	been	only	a	game.	Or	_had_	it?

Meilan	seemed	disappointed,	too.	It	was	as	though	she	had	expected	more	from	him.	The	way
she	had	tapped	the	globe,	telling	him	rhetorically	that	the	answer	was	in	it.	Actually	there	was
only	 her	 sketch	 of	 his	 typer	 inside.	 Meanwhile	 the	 hall	 door	 gaped	 temptingly,	 proffering
illusory	escape,	and	valuable	time	was	passing.

His	 eye	 fell	 on	 the	 typer,	 the	 real	 one,	 and	 abruptly	 he	 knew	what	 she	 had	 been	 trying	 to
suggest	to	him.	Subtly,	so	that	the	Standards	would	not	catch	on.	So	subtly	that	he	had	missed
her	cues	himself,	and	yet	so	obvious	that	he	had	been	blind	not	to	have	realized	it	instantly.	No
wonder	Meilan	had	been	disappointed	with	him.	Escape	was	ridiculously	simple--maybe.

10

_Rescue	and	Reunion_

COMMUNICATOR:	 PLEASE	 ANSWER	 THE	 FOLLOWING	 THEORETICAL	 QUESTION	 IN
T'ANG	SYMBOLS.	HOW	CAN	TWO

PUREBRED	PEOPLE	AND	A	GOMDOG	ESCAPE	CONFINEMENT	IN	A	TYPICAL	STANDARD
APARTMENT?

Meilan	 read	 the	 answer.	 Her	 shoulders	 began	 shaking.	 John	 rushed	 over	 to	 her,	 uncertain
whether	she	was	laughing,	crying,	or	choking.	It	seemed	to	be	all	three.	He	started	to	ask	her
about	 the	 communicator's	message,	 then	 caught	 himself.	 It	would	 be	 folly	 to	 discuss	 it	 out
loud;	 that	was	 the	whole	 point	 in	 using	 the	 typer	 and	 symbols.	 But	what	was	 so	 emotional
about	the	matter?

After	a	moment	she	stood	up,	pulled	open	the	drawer	in	the	table	they	had	been	using,	put	her
hand	inside,	and	removed	something.	Nonchalantly	she	passed	it	 into	his	hand.	It	was	an	ID
key.

John	 looked	 at	 the	 desk	with	 dismay.	 The	 key	 had	 been	 there	 all	 the	 time!	 They	 had	never
thought	to	look.	Now	they	had	only	to	take	it	and	phase	open	the	hall	barrier	and	ride	right
out	of	the	building....

Meilan	held	him	back	gently,	shaking	her	head	no.

No?	But	then	he	understood.	Naturally	there	would	be	an	alarm	of	some	sort	the	moment	they
entered	the	hall.	The	Standards	might	have	forgotten	to	clean	out	the	drawer,	but	they	were
not	_that_

careless.	But	what,	then,	was	the	communicator's	plan?

"Tell	it	to	execute,"	she	murmured,	nodding	toward	the	typer.	"Then	sleep	for	an	hour."



Baffled,	he	went	to	the	typer.	COMMUNICATOR:	PLEASE	EXECUTE	YOUR	PLAN.

Nothing	happened.

He	drew	down	a	bunk	from	one	of	the	nonopening	walls	and	lay	down,	feigning	sleep.	He	had
almost	missed	his	cue	before,	not	realizing	that	Meilan	was	trying	to	suggest	that	he	type	his
query	on	 the	communicator.	This	 time	he	meant	 to	play	out	 the	game	without	a	hitch,	even
though	it	made	no	present	sense	to	him.

Meilan	lay	down	on	another	bunk.	He	was	sure	she	wasn't	really	asleep,	either.	For	an	hour
they	 lay	 silently.	 The	 hall	 closed,	 and	 the	 bathroom	 opened	 again,	 but	 they	 "slept"	 through
this,	too.

Canute	had	no	trouble:	His	snooze	was	genuine.

When	the	hour	was	over	(it	had	seemed	like	two!),	Meilan	got	up	and	came	to	wake	him.	"The
lavatory	will	be	closed	soon,"	she	said	with	maidenly	hesitation.

Still	 ignorant	 of	 the	meaning	of	 all	 this,	 he	entered	 the	bathroom	with	Canute.	But	 as	 they
tried	to	leave	a	few	minutes	later,	Meilan	stopped	him.	Silently	she	guided	John	back	into	the
main	section,	where	he	had	regained	consciousness	amid	the	foam.	She	had	him	lie	down	on
the	rough	slanted	floor.	She	lay	down,	too,	and	Canute	was	happy	to	join	the	fun.	There	was
barely	room	for	them	all.

There	was	a	warning	light	together	with	a	tone	as	the	bathroom	hour	neared	its	end.	(Actually,
he	wasn't	sure	how	close	to	an	hour	it	was,	but	it	was	easiest	to	call	it	that.)	They	had	about
two	minutes	to	vacate,	but	they	did	not	move.	As	time	ran	out,	he	caught	on.	How	simple!

The	apertures	shifted.	The	wall	to	the	right	of	their	original	entrance	opened.	The	bathroom
was	now	facing	onto	a	new	apartment.	Meilan	led	him	into	it.	John	saw	that	this	was	number
twenty-two--

eighteen	in	decimal	reckoning.	They	were	still	in	the	heart	of	the	building	but	out	of	view	of
the	monitors--with	luck.

"Now	we	wait	an	hour,"	Meilan	murmured.

"Won't	they	miss	us	in	thirty-two?"

"The	communicator	is	projecting	a	solid	image	of	us	sleeping.	They	won't	know	we're	gone."

So	 that	was	what	happened	after	he	 typed	EXECUTE!	A	camera	had	photographed	a	posed
sequence	for	playback	after	they	left.	Very	neat.

"Suppose	the	owner	of	this	apartment	comes	back	and	finds	us?"

"It	 is	 unoccupied,	 and	 we	 shall	 use	 the	 hall	 before	 any	 other	 person	 can	 come.	 The
communicator	knows	about	such	things.	It	says	there	is	no	alarm	in	this	hall,	so	we	can	just
walk	out.	There	will	be	a	taxi	waiting	above."

John	shook	his	head.	"This	is	too	simple.	There's	a	catch."

She	looked	at	her	paper.	Middle	Kingdom	symbols	were	printed	in	tight	vertical	rows	on	it.	"It
says	it	will	modify	the	plan	if	anything	happens."

"Remember	what	Pei	said--the	machine	should	serve	its	master.	How	do	we	know	it's	on	_our_
side?"

She	shrugged.	"We	asked	for	advice.	It	gave	it."

John	wasn't	satisfied,	but	there	did	not	seem	to	be	much	of	a	choice,	particularly	at	this	point.

Either	 they	 followed	 the	 printed	 instructions	 or	 they	 didn't.	 They	 had	 to	 trust	 the
communicator	and	assume	that	if	it	were	not	exactly	on	their	side,	it	was	at	least	indifferent.	A
machine	did	not	care	who	operated	it,	and	this	was	a	type	of	computer.

Yet	what	about	Pei	and	Betsy?	If	they	had	been	captured,	there	would	be	nowhere	for	him	and



Meilan	to	go.	If	the	others	remained	free,	how	could	they	be	found?	In	fact,	this	whole	easy
escape	smacked	of	a	Standard	device	to	 locate	the	other	escapees.	The	Standards	had	tried
watching	 the	 prisoners,	 and	 it	 hadn't	 worked,	 so	 now	 there	 was	 this.	 The	 moment	 the
purebreds	rejoined,	the	jaws	of	the	trap	would	clamp	on	them	all.	But	it	would	not	be	safe	to
voice	 his	 suspicions	 to	Meilan.	 He	 could	 never	 foil	 the	 Standards	 that	 way,	 for	 if	 he	 were
correct,	they	would	still	be	listening.

He	borrowed	Meilan's	brush	and	checked	to	see	whether	it	retained	any	fluid.	He	discovered
that	 it	was	actually	a	kind	of	pen,	 feeding	 ink	 into	 the	bristles	without	dripping.	He	 turned
over	his	coordinates	sheet	and	began	sketching	octagons.

By	the	time	the	hall	to	number	twenty-two	opened	John	had	a	pretty	good	idea	of	the	layout	of
the	building.	Their	thirty-two	was	surrounded	by	twenty-one,	twenty-two,	forty-one,	and	forty-
two	in	the	octal	system.	This	twenty-two	was	surrounded	by	twelve,	thirteen,	thirty-two,	and
thirty-three.	And	they	were	on	the	fourth	floor;	he	had	spotted	a	plaque	identifying	it.	Now,	if
he	 could	 just	 discover	 the	 coordinates	 of	 this	 building--the	 true	 coordinates,	 not	 what	 the
Standard	communicator	might	tell	them....

But	the	elevator	had	arrived.	It	occurred	to	John	that	a	power	failure	in	a	residence	like	this
would	be	a	very	serious	matter:	no	light,	no	food,	and	no	escape.	Probably	no	air,	either,	for
long.

That	got	him	to	wondering	just	what	the	power	source	was.	Electricity	could	account	for	the
appurtenances,	but	where	and	how	was	it	generated?	He	had	seen	no	smokestacks	or	power
lines.	And	the	taxi--nothing	he	knew	of	could	explain	its	operation.	It	had	no	propeller	and	no
jets,	yet	it	flew.

Meilan	 nudged	 him,	 and	 he	 saw	 that	 the	 elevator	was	 beginning	 to	move	 on.	 They	 phased
through	 the	 panel	 with	 the	 new	 ID	 and	 jumped	 aboard.	 Evidently	 the	 Standards	 gave	 no
person	more	than	his	share	of	time	for	anything!

Then	John	acted.	He	touched	the	button	that	put	the	elevator	on	manual	control,	overriding	its
prior	directive.	Then	he	guided	it	down,	not	up.	Meilan	stared	at	him	but	did	not	speak.

They	halted	at	the	basement.	John's	hand	was	shaking	as	he	phased	through	the	gate,	but	they
were	 in	 luck:	 The	 chamber	 beyond	 was	 empty.	 A	 long,	 level	 hall	 stretched	 away	 in	 both
directions.

"Find	a	way	out!"	John	told	Canute.

The	dog	dashed	down	one	hall,	sniffing	at	cross	passages.	They	followed	him,	passing	elevator
doors	every	few	feet.	John	realized	that	every	one	of	the	twenty	or	more	shafts	opened	at	this
level,	serving	over	five	hundred	apartments.	It	was	possible	to	get	to	any	room	in	the	building
from	here,	but	by	the	same	token	it	was	possible	for	anyone	to	discover	them	here.	_Hurry,_	he
thought.

Then	Canute	turned	off,	and	there	was	a	flight	of	conventional	stairs.	They	climbed	these	and
found	themselves	at	street	level.

But	of	course	there	was	no	street.	There	was	only	a	forest.

*	*	*

"You	had	reason?"	Meilan	inquired	once	they	were	out	of	sight	of	the	building.	There	was	no
sarcasm	in	her	voice,	 just	 the	question.	There	would	have	been	a	real	scene	with	Betsy,	but
Meilan	was	smarter	and	more	obliging.	Fortunately.

John	 explained	why	he	had	broken	up	 the	 communicator's	 plan.	 "Maybe	 it	was	honest,	 and
maybe	it	was	a	trap,"	he	finished.	"But	this	way,	we	_did_	escape."

"They	could	watch	us	as	well	among	the	trees	as	in	a	sphere."

"I	don't	 think	so.	This	 isn't	an	enclave.	 I	 think	 they	were	overconfident,	 sure	 that	 their	plan
was	working.	When	we	changed	course,	we	dropped	out	of	the	net.	They	may	not	know	what
happened."



She	 considered	 for	 a	 moment.	 "I	 agree,"	 she	 said,	 surprising	 and	 pleasing	 him.	 He	 had
expected	more	of	an	argument.

"Now	we	have	to	figure	out	where	our	friends	are	and	how	to	reach	them.	I	didn't	plan	beyond
this	 point.	 In	 fact,	 I	 wasn't	 sure	 there	 really	 was	 forest	 land	 out	 here;	 it	 might	 have	 been
artificial."

Canute	woofed.

"Oh-oh,"	John	said.	"That's	his	'chase'	warning.	Someone's	after	us."

Now	they	could	hear	the	hum	of	a	ground-sphere.	"Perhaps	a	routine	mission?"	Meilan	asked
hopefully.

The	hum	grew	louder.	They	had	had	one	encounter	with	a	ground-sphere	and	 its	paralyzing
beams.	It	would	be	foolish	to	risk	that	again.

"What	can	we	do?"	Meilan	whispered.

John	looked	about	but	saw	nothing	but	trees.	If	the	sphere	were	following	them,	it	would	find
them	 anywhere	 they	 ran.	 His	 ankle	 twinged	 reminiscently;	 no	 sense	 hurting	 it	 again	 by
ludicrous	heroics.	Their	position	was	hopeless.

"Ask	your	I	Ching,"	he	said,	taking	his	bitterness	out	on	her.

To	 his	 amazement	 and	 disgust,	 she	 concurred.	 "Yes.	 We	 should	 have	 done	 that	 before	 we
started.	I	will	consult	I	Ching."

John	judged	by	the	sounds	that	the	pursuit	was	within	a	quarter	mile,	and	he	knew	the	small
spheres	 could	move	at	 at	 least	 thirty	miles	per	hour.	That	meant	 about	 thirty	 seconds	until
capture.	He	did	not	want	it	to	end	so	ludicrously.	"Meilan,	I	was	joking--not	that	it	makes	any
difference."

"But	I	have	no	yarrow	sticks!"	she	cried,	oblivious	to	his	words.	"I	know	the	hexagrams,	but
the	selection	must	be	random."

"Flip	a	coin,"	he	said	with	resignation.	To	have	come	so	close	to	escape,	and	now	to	wait	so
helplessly!

"I	have	none!"	she	cried.

He	saw	that	she	was	really	upset.	Probably	it	was	transference	from	the	tension	of	the	chase--

being	emotional	about	something	inconsequential.	Sometimes	it	had	happened	to	him,	too.	"I
have	a	penny--an	American	coin,"	he	said	and	presented	it	to	her.

She	snatched	it	from	him.	"I	will	call	the	head	divided,"	she	said.	"The	building	undivided."

"What	 are	 you	 talking	 about?"	 The	 pursuit	 hum	 was	 louder,	 but	 evidently	 he	 had
overestimated	the	sphere's	speed.

Meilan	 ignored	him.	 "One	 throw	per	 line.	 It	 is	not	proper,	but	we	have	 too	 little	 time."	She
spun	the	coin	to	the	ground.	"Six,	divided."

She	scraped	a	place	bare	of	 leaves,	 then	drew	a	broken	 line	 in	 the	dirt.	She	 threw	the	coin
again.

"Six,	divided."

"Still	heads.	Where	do	you	get	this	'six'	business?"

She	drew	a	second	broken	line	parallel	to	the	first,	above	it.	She	threw	again.	"Six,	divided."

The	hum	of	the	sphere	was	becoming	so	loud	he	was	sure	the	thing	would	burst	upon	them	in
an	instant.	In	fact,	it	sounded	like	several	spheres	this	time.

"Six,	 divided,"	 she	 announced	 again,	 drawing	 a	 fourth	 pair	 of	 lines	 above	 the	 others.	 "Six,



divided.	And	six,	divided."

"Broken	record,"	he	muttered.	"You	can't	be	flipping	properly;	it	always	comes	up	heads."

But	her	figure	was	complete:	two	columns	of	parallel	lines.

-----	-----

-----	-----

-----	-----

-----	-----

-----	-----

-----	-----

"That	 is--let	 me	 think--that	 is	 the	 khwan	 hexagram.	 The	 earth	 mother--the	 symbol	 of
submission."

The	 spheres	 still	 had	 not	 come	 into	 sight.	 Now	 John	 was	 sure	 this	 was	 deliberate.	 By	 the
sounds,	he	and	Meilan	were	being	encircled.	There	was	no	possible	escape.	"Submission,	yes,"
he	murmured.

"It's	right	about	that.	We	have	no	choice.	But	still	I'd	like	to"

"The	 superior	man	must	 not	 take	 the	 initiative,"	 she	 said	 firmly.	 "That	 is	 the	message	 of	 I
Ching.

We	must	wait."

"Fat	lot	of	good	that	advice	does	us	now!	I	don't	need	any	Ching	to	tell	me	we're	sunk.	What
do	we	do	after	we're	caught	and	locked	up?	Does	it	tell	you	that?"

"I	Ching	tells	everything.	I	will	make	another	hexagram.	For	you,	Smith	John,	so	that	you	will
know	what	you	must	do--when	that	time	comes."

John	started	to	make	a	sarcastic	reply	but	caught	himself.	She	wasn't	joking!	She	believed	in
this	I	Ching	and	in	her	distraction	had	even	put	his	name	backward	in	Chinese	fashion.	"All
right.	But	be	careful	how	you	flip	that	coin.	It's	no	good	if	it	isn't	random,	is	it?"

"I	 did	 say	 random,	 but	 it	 is	 not.	 The	 circumstance	 of	 the	 supplicant	 guides	 the	 hexagram;
otherwise	 the	advice	 I	Ching	offers	would	not	be	valid.	But	 it	 is	not	 for	me	to	 influence	 the
turn	of	the	coin."	She	flipped	it	again,	more	carefully.	"This	is	the	first	nine,	undivided."	She
drew	a	single	long	line	and	flipped	again.	"The	second	six,	divided."

After	 that	 there	were	 two	more	 tails:	nines,	undivided.	 John	watched	with	growing	 interest,
but	at	the	same	time	he	was	increasingly	nagged	by	the	silence	around	them.	The	spheres	had
encircled	them	and	stopped.	What	did	it	mean?

Finally	a	head	and	a	tail:	six,	divided,	and	nine,	undivided.	He	was	catching	on	to	the	system.

The	finished	diagram	differed	from	the	first:

-------------

-----	-----

-------------

-------------

-----	-----

-------------

"Li,"	Meilan	said.	"The	hexagram	of	clinging,	brightness,	fire,	light.	The	symbol	of	adherence



and	intelligence."

"Intelligence."	John	knew	it	was	foolish	to	be	flattered	by	the	verdict	of	a	series	of	coin	flips,
but	he	was.	"What	does	it	say	to	do?"

"The	intelligent	man	will	adhere	strictly	to	what	is	correct."

"But	what	is	correct?"	he	cried.	"To	wait	here,	doing	nothing?	To--to	take	no	initiative?"

"Perhaps.	I	Ching	does	not	foretell	the	future.	It	guides	one	to	proper	attitudes	and	decisions."

"Maybe	 so.	 But	 we're	 about	 to	 be	 taken	 prisoner	 again.	 The	 Standards	 are	 all	 around	 us,
probably	listening	right	now.	And	this	time	we	won't	get	away.	You	can	bet	on	that.	We	have	to
act	_now_--

if	we're	ever	going	to."

She	was	adamant.	"I	Ching	is	never	mistaken.	We	must	take	no	initiative.	We	must	adhere	to
what	is	correct."

"Make	another	hexagram.	 I	want	a	recount."	But	he	knew	it	was	already	way	too	 late	 to	do
anything,	even	if	he	had	anything	in	mind	to	do.	Whatever	time	they	might	have	had,	had	been
frittered	away	by	this	supernatural	inanity.

Gravely,	Meilan	lifted	the	coin.

"Let	me	do	that,"	he	said,	taking	it	from	her.	Better	this	than	nothing!

His	first	flip	was	tails.	"First	nine,	undivided,"	he	said,	drawing	a	single	line.

As	he	prepared	 for	 the	second	 throw,	he	 saw	 them:	uniformed	Standards	converging.	Some
carried	objects	that	might	be	weapons.	John	pretended	not	to	be	aware	of	them.	Meilan	had
said	no	initiative;	okay,	he	would	take	none.	He	warned	Canute	with	a	quick	gesture.

He	flipped.	"Second	six,	divided."	He	drew	it.

The	Standards	came	to	stand	in	a	loose	circle	around	the	three	of	them.	The	visitors	did	not
speak.

John	flipped	again.	"Third	six,	divided."	Weren't	the	Standards	going	to	_do_	anything?

"Fourth	 six,	 divided.	 Fifth	 nine,	 undivided.	 Sixth	 nine,	 undivided."	 He	 completed	 the
hexagram.

-------------

-------------

-----	-----

-----	-----

-----	-----

-------------

"Yi,"	Meilan	said.	 "The	symbol	of	 increase,	of	addition.	This	man	will	overcome	the	greatest
difficulties	and	gain	advantage."

John	stood	up.	"That,"	he	said	with	ironic	satisfaction,	"is	more	like	it."

"Come	with	us,	please,"	one	of	the	Standards	said.

The	 games	 were	 over.	 John	 and	 Meilan	 walked	 with	 the	 Standards,	 and	 Canute	 followed
docilely.

There	 was	 a	 noise	 like	 thunder	 cracking	 overhead,	 and	 a	 sudden	 stiff	 wind	 struck	 them.
"Thunder	and	wind,	too!"	Meilan	cried,	her	face	animated.	"That	is	part	of	yi!"



Then	the	Standards	fell	away	on	either	side.	John	and	Meilan	and	Canute	were	the	only	ones
to	remain	standing.	A	sphere	descended	suddenly.

"Don't	just	gawk!	Jump	in!"

It	was	Betsy.	Rescue	was	at	hand.

11

_Guerrilla	Tactics_

For	a	moment	it	was	another	scramble,	as	John	and	Meilan	climbed	into	the	taxi	and	hung	on
while	acceleration	tore	at	their	bodies.	John	kept	one	hand	at	Canute's	collar,	preventing	the
dog	 from	 sliding	 back	 out	 the	 fogged	 door	while	 the	 craft	 ascended.	 Then	 things	 steadied.
John	sat	up	and	saw	Ala.

He	 lurched	 to	his	 feet,	 crossed	 the	small	 floor,	and	kissed	her.	He	 turned	 to	 face	Betsy	and
Meilan.	They	were	no	more	amazed	than	he.

"Just	what	have	you	been	up	to?"	Betsy	demanded.

John	had	no	answer.	What	he	chiefly	 remembered	about	Ala	was	her	golden	ornament.	And
one	other	thing:	"What	did	you	mean--The	palm	leaf	despises	the	hippo'?"

She	smiled.	"It	was	a	spell	to	ward	off	attack."

"A	spell.	Do	you	believe	in	magic?"

"I	do.	And	it	had	its	effect	until	you	used	the	counterspell."

"I	did	no	such	thing!"

Ala	only	smiled	again.

Meilan	said:	 "I	have	already	met	Humé,	and	of	course	 John	and	Betsy	and	Pei.	But	not	Ala,
except	by	reputation."

Ala	nodded.	"Humé	told	me	of	you.	I	think	he	prefers	the	Middle	Kingdom	to	Songhai."

Humé,	who	 had	 been	 expertly	 guiding	 the	 taxi	 until	 now,	 turned	 to	 face	 John.	 "Just	 as	 Ala
prefers	 America	 to	 Kanem/Bornu."	 He	 was	 black	 and	 handsome	 and	 large.	 "Did	 Meilan
importune	you	also	with	her	infidel	book?"

"Did	 she!	 We	 were	 casting	 hexagrams	 while	 the	 Standards	 stood	 and	 watched	 over	 our
shoulders.	And	you	know--those	I	Chings	were	right!	First	one	said	to	stand	pat.	Second	said
to	do	what	was	correct.	Third	said	we	would	win	out.	And	then	you	rescued	us,	so	it	all	came
true,	coincidentally."

"Coincidentally!"	 Betsy	 exclaimed	 indignantly.	 "Why	 didn't	 you	 follow	 the	 original	 plan?	We
were	waiting	to	pick	you	up	on	the	rooftop.	Then	you	didn't	show,	and	we	thought	we'd	been
tricked."

_"You_	were	waiting?	The	communicator	arranged	that?"

"We	received	a	cryptic	message.	 It	 seemed	 to	be	 from	you.	From	Meilan,	 rather,	because	 it
was	in	Chinese	symbols	only	Pei	could	read.	So	we	took	a	chance	and	came.	Then	you--"

"So	the	I	Ching	was	right	again!"	John	said,	bemused.	"It	was	my	initiative	that	messed	it	up.	I
thought	it	was	a	trap.	I	guess	I	did	the	wrong	thing."

"You	generally	do,"	Betsy	said.

"It	does	not	matter,"	Humé	said.	"It	is	more	important	that	we	decide	what	to	do	now."

"Humé	knocked	out	those	Standards	with	their	own	rays,"	Betsy	said	warmly.	"He	knows	all
about	weapons."



"We	must	decide,"	Humé	said,	"or	be	captive	again."

"I	think	not,"	Pei	said.

"Listen	to	him,"	Betsy	said.	"He's	a	scholar."

John	 noticed	 that	 there	 was	 no	 sarcasm	 in	 her	 voice	 when	 she	 spoke	 of	 Yao	 Pei.	 She	 was
impressed	with	him,	all	right.

"I	 do	 not	 believe	 the	 Standards	 tried	 very	 hard	 to	 make	 us	 captive,"	 Pei	 said.	 "They	 may
believe	that	we	will	return	to	our	own	enclaves	if	given	leisure	to	do	so."

"Return!"	John	exclaimed.	"Why?"

"Because	the	enclaves	are	familiar,	and	the	Standard	world	is	not.	We	can	have	everything	we
need	inside,	whereas	outside	we	are	comparative	savages."

"Better	a	savage	than	a	zoo	specimen!"	John	said.

Pei	shrugged.

"You	know,"	Betsy	said	thoughtfully,	"my	parakeet	seemed	to	be	happiest	in	the	cage.	Outside
it	could	bang	into	windowpanes	or	land	on	a	hot	pot.	Once	it	tried	to	take	a	bath	in	a	cup	of
cocoa."

"We	are	not	parakeets,"	Humé	said.

"Can	we	really	have	everything	we	need?"	Ala	inquired,	glancing	at	John.

Nobody	answered.	On	the	physical	level	the	answer	was	yes.	On	the	emotional	level,	involving
personal	concepts	of	freedom,	self-respect,	and	romance,	it	was	no.

"We	cannot	fly	along	forever,"	Humé	said.	"We	do	not	know	how	to	find	our	way	by	ourselves."

"We	can	find	our	way,"	John	said.	"Meilan	and	I	worked	out	the	Standard	coordinates	system,
pretty	much."

"Excellent!	But	we	still	must	act	together.	We	should	choose	a	leader."

"Yes,"	John	said.	"Who?"

There	was	an	awkward	silence.

Ala	was	first	to	tackle	the	problem.	"It	should	be	a	male."

Meilan	agreed	immediately.	Betsy	hesitated,	then	nodded.	"But	which	one?"

John	wanted	 to	 be	 the	 leader,	 but	 he	was	 also	 afraid	 of	 the	 responsibility.	 His	 hands	were
sweating.	Neither	Humé	nor	Pei	looked	any	more	at	ease.	How	was	this	diverse	group	to	make
the	choice?

"Since	 the	 ladies	 have	 renounced	 the	 position,"	 Pei	 said,	 "perhaps	 they	 should	 make	 the
selection."

John	exchanged	glances	with	Humé,	 startled	by	 the	 simplicity	 of	 this	 suggestion.	The	 three
girls	 looked	 at	 each	 other,	 just	 as	 surprised.	 "Well,	 why	 not?"	 Betsy	 demanded	 as	 though
someone	were	debating	it.	Her	forwardness	contrasted	with	the	reticence	of	the	others.

The	taxi	was	crowded	with	the	six	of	them	and	Canute,	and	there	was	no	place	for	the	girls	to
talk	privately.	Betsy	pulled	the	others	down	so	that	their	heads	were	together.	There	was	an
animated	whispering,	and	twice	all	three	girls	tittered.

At	length	they	stood	up.	"We	decided	to	do	this	scientifically,"	Betsy	announced.	"You'll	draw
straws."	She	held	up	her	fist,	showing	three	bits	of	ribbon.	"The	long	one	gets	it."	She	came	at
John,	proffering	the	display.

"Hurry	up,	John,"	Betsy	said.



Irritated,	he	yanked	out	a	 length	of	yellow	ribbon.	 It	was	about	 three	 inches	 long.	Was	 that
long	or	short?	Did	he	_want_	it	long--or	short?

Humé	was	 next.	 Smiling,	 he	 took	 a	 piece	 of	 black	 ribbon.	 It	 seemed	 to	 be	 about	 the	 same
length	as	John's.	Pei	accepted	a	white	ribbon,	having	no	choice.	It	was	twice	the	length	of	the
others.

"Very	well,"	Pei	said,	assuming	command	as	though	the	issue	had	never	been	in	doubt.	"Humé,
you	 are	 competent	 in	weapons	 and	 logistics	 and	military	 tactics.	 Do	 you	 also	 know	 how	 to
handle	an	interplanetary	craft?"

"I	studied	to	be	a	warrior,"	Humé	said.	"I	can	lead	a	party	safely	over	rough	ground,	avoiding
ambushes,	and	I	can	navigate	small	boats--or	boatlike	vehicles	such	as	this	one--but	I	did	not
know	 what	 a	 planet	 was	 until	 you	 told	 me	 some	 hours	 ago.	 A	 military	 man	 learns	 not	 to
operate	outside	his	competence."

Pei	nodded.	"John,	you	have	a	general	education,	but	your	period	is	the	most	modern	of	our
three.

Could	you	handle	such	a	craft?"

"I	used	to	dream	of	being	a	spaceship	captain,"	John	admitted.	"I	read	about	_Sputnik_	and	the
orbital	flights	and	really	went	wild.	And	of	course	I've	liked	science	fiction	right	along.

Standard	 technology--well,	 it	would	 be	 suicidal	 to	mess	with	 one	 of	 their	 spaceships.	 You'd
need	a	super	computer	just	to	set	course,	and	I	don't	know	anything	about	computers."

"Would	they	resemble	the	communicators	we	have	used?"

John's	mouth	 fell	open.	 "Yes!	 If	a	spaceship	were	keyed	 in	 to	one	of	 those	units,	 it	could	do
anything!	You'd	still	have	to	watch	for	acceleration	and	free	fall	and	incorrect	orbit...."

"Yes,"	Pei	said.	"I	shall	be	our	leader--until	we	prepare	to	enter	space.	Then	John--"

"Space!"	Betsy	exclaimed.	"What--"

"Will	 assume	 command,	 for	 he	 comprehends	 those	 problems	best,"	 Pei	 continued	without	 a
break.

"When	we	arrive	at	earth--"

"Earth!"

"Not	knowing	what	we	will	find,	Humé	will	be	our	leader,	for	we	may	have	to	fight."

He	paused	now,	but	no	one	had	any	argument.	Pei	had	evolved	a	beautiful	compromise	and	an
ambitious	plan,	and	they	all	knew	it.

Pei	reached	out	and	took	Meilan's	brush.	As	he	spoke,	he	made	Middle	Kingdom	doodles	on
the	floor.

"Consider	a	hypothetical	case,	a	contest	in	which	one	side	has	many	people,	much	equipment,
and	 copious	 information.	 The	 other	 side	 has	 few	 people,	 poor	 equipment,	 and	 limited
knowledge.	 Yet	 it	must	 do	 battle	 no	matter	 how	 small	 its	 resources.	How	would	 it	 best	 set
about	it?"

"Hide	and	strike,"	Humé	said.	"When	Kanem	was	new...."

"Yes,	guerrilla	warfare,"	John	agreed.

Pei	 nodded,	 continuing	 to	write	 on	 the	 floor.	 "The	Hsiung-nu	 and	 T'u	 Chüeh--the	 barbarian
horse-nomads	 of	 the	 western	 and	 northern	 reaches--have	 employed	 similar	 tactics	 with
excellent	success.

But	let	us	suppose	the	case	is	more	exaggerated.	Perhaps	only	five	or	six	individuals	against
an	entire	planet--and	what	they	say	to	each	other	is	overheard	by	the	spies	of	the	other	side.
How	might	the	smaller	group	prevail?"



John	 looked	at	 the	 communicator,	 startled.	Now	he	 saw	what	Pei	was	driving	at--maybe.	Of
course	the	Standards	could	still	be	listening!	They	wouldn't	try	to	close	in	on	the	taxi	again,
but	they	didn't	have	to.	Every	time	the	purebreds	seemed	to	have	escaped	a	trap,	they	found	a
larger	one,	its	jaws	closing	inexorably.	They	could	not	plan	anything	effective	in	range	of	that
ever-present	Standard	ear.

"The	smaller	group	might	do	best	to	surrender,"	Humé	said,	"and	hope	for	a	better	opportunity
at	another	time."

Pei	nodded	no.	"Yes."

_What?_	They	had	already	agreed	_not_	to	surrender!	And	Pei's	expression	indicated	he	was
ready	to	fight,	yet	his	words	were	the	opposite.

"Sometimes	it	is	possible	to	use	a	man's	own	power	against	him,"	Pei	went	on.

"Judo,"	John	said.	"He	charges;	you	duck	and	throw	him	over	your	back.	But	I	don't	see	how--"

"You	are	correct,	 of	 course,"	Pei	 said,	 tapping	 the	communicator	panel	meaningfully.	 "When
the	disparity	between	opposing	forces	is	too	great,	there	can	be	no	contest.	The	smaller	group
can	only	hurt	itself	by	resisting."

Pei	had	something	in	mind,	obviously,	and	not	what	he	was	saying.	He	was	speaking	for	the
benefit	 of	 the	 eavesdroppers,	 leading	 them	 astray.	 Yet	 the	 chance	 of	 success	 _was_	 pretty
small,	in	the	long	run.

"Maybe	the	Standards	are	just	waiting	for	us	to	come	to	our	senses,"	John	said,	playing	along
now.

"Less	risky."

Meilan	 came	 to	 him.	 "The	 writing	 on	 the	 floor--Pei	 has	 a	 plan,"	 she	 whispered.	 "What	 you
called	guerrilla.	But	not	on	land,	not	physical.	On	the	communicator,	in	a	landscape	we	cannot
see.	Yet	we	can	hide	in	it	by	making	false	pictures	with	words--all	together--while	we	go	to	the
spaceship.

Each	must	decide	what	to	say,	without	them	knowing."

Then	 John	understood.	Modern	 civilization	 could	not	 exist	without	 communications,	 and	Pei
had	grasped	that	from	the	perspective	of	his	many-centuries	removal	from	the	contemporary
scene.	If	they	could	somehow	obstruct	the	Standard	communications	network,	there	would	be
chaos,	and	in	that	anarchy	they	very	well	might	take	over	a	spaceship	and	escape.	But	how?
Overall	strategy	was	one	thing;	the	mundane	details	were	another.

"Pei	trusts	you	know	magic	words.	How	to	use	the	strength	of	their	communications	system
against	them,"	Meilan	whispered.

Brother!	Now	it	was	up	to	him	again!	How	_could_	they	change	anything?	Nothing	a	person
might	say	over	the	phone	would	knock	out	the	instrument	itself!	Machines	weren't	emotional;
they	did	not	make	 judgments;	 they	didn't	react.	Not	_that_	way.	About	all	a	person	could	do
was	tie	up	the	line	so	that	no	one	else	could	call	the	number,	making	people	mad.

John	snapped	his	fingers.	Of	course!	"Call	in	false	reports	of	our	whereabouts,"	he	whispered
to	Meilan.	"And	other	'false	pictures.'	Many	of	them	can	be	true	statements	but	irrelevant.

Irrelevancy	still	takes	up	time	and	channels.	Just	so	the	airways	are	flooded	with	reports	that
the	authorities	have	to	pay	attention	to,	so	that	when	the	_real_	report	comes	 in,	 it	can't	be
distinguished	 from	 the	others.	Meanwhile	don't	use	 the	communicator	 for	our	own	 journey;
keep	it	on	manual.	Do	we	have	coordinates	for	a	space	port?"

"Humé	has	many	coordinates.	I	do	not	know	how	he	found	them,"	she	said	as	she	moved	back
toward	Pei.

Routine	conversation	continued	for	a	few	minutes,	and	the	whisperings	continued.	Then	there
was	a	silence.	John	saw	Betsy	making	notes	and	did	the	same	himself.	They	each	needed	an
arsenal	of	irrelevancy.



Finally	Pei	looked	around.	The	others	nodded.

"Attention,"	 Pei	 said	 as	 he	 signaled	Humé	 to	 change	 course	 on	manual.	 "T'u	Chüeh	 raiding
parties	have	been	sighted	on	the	border.	Please	address	me	to	the	chief	of	operations."

There	was	momentary	static	as	a	connection	was	made.	"Please	repeat	the	message,"	a	man's
voice	said.

Pei	smiled	grimly.	"The	Huns	are	invading!	Notify	the	prefect!	All	troops	must	be	massed	for
action!"

"Your	message	is	not	clear.	_Who_	is--"

"Huns.	Aliens.	The	barbarian	enemy.	It	is	almost	too	late!"

"Aliens!	One	moment	while	I	connect	you	with	the	Department	of	Extraplanetary	Affairs."

John	had	an	inspiration.	"Communicator!	How	many	calls	can	you	handle	simultaneously?"

"Four	channels	are	available	on	this	unit."

"Good.	Number	them	one	through	four.	We	shall	call	off	the	numbers	of	the	ones	we	wish	to
use."

Betsy	caught	on	at	once.	"Channel	Two.	Attention,	all	units	within	the	range	of	this	broadcast.

There	 is	 a	 dangerous	 leakage	 in	 your	 primary	 power	 supply.	 Please	 shut	 it	 down	 until	 the
condition	can	be	corrected.	Thank	you."

"Channel	Three,"	Ala	said.	"The	palm	leaf	despises	the	hippo."

"Channel	Three,	your	message	is	unclear,"	a	male	voice	said.	"To	whom	is	it	addressed?"

"To	those	who	wish	to	know	how	to	kill	the	Zin."

"The	Zin?	Is	that	an	animal?	Killing	is	not	permitted...."

"I	will	narrate	the	history,	since	you	inquire."

"A	simple	definition	will	suffice.	The	bands	are	crowded...."

"The	river	spirit	of	the	great	Niger	bend	was	called	Zin-kibaru,	and	he	had	much	magic	and
music	and	ruled	over	 the	 fishes	and	animals	of	 the	water.	But	 there	was	also	a	man	named
Faran	whose	 rice	 fields	were	 beside	 the	 river,	 and	 every	 night	 Zin-kibaru	 played	 his	music
there	and	brought	the	fish	to	eat	Faran's	rice.	One	day	Faran	went	fishing...."

"The	airways	are	very	busy.	Please	define	your	term	more	concisely."

John	had	been	ready	 to	start	 in	on	Channel	Four	but	couldn't	help	 listening	 to	 this	peculiar
tale.

The	art	of	storytelling	had	been	more	advanced	in	bygone	centuries!

"...and	only	caught	two	hippopotamuses.	He	was	angered	by	this	tiny	catch--hardly	enough	to
feed	his	mother	and	himself	for	supper--and	decided	to	go	fight	Zin-kibaru,	the	water	dragon.
They	met	on	an	island,	and	Faran	demanded	Zin's	music.	'We	shall	fight	for	it,'	Zin	said,	'but	if
I	win,	I	will	take	your	canoe.'	Faran	was	little	and	fat,	while	Zin	was	tall	and	thin.	But	Faran
was	winning	when	Zin	uttered	this	spell:	'The	palm	leaf	despises	the	hippo.'	Faran	fell	and	lost
his	canoe."

Suddenly	John	made	a	connection.	That	was	the	spell	Ala	had	used	on	him!

"So	 Faran	 went	 home,	 ashamed.	 'You	 are	 stupid,'	 said	 his	 mother.	 'You	 did	 not	 use	 the
counterspell.'	 Then	 Faran	 took	 another	 canoe	 and	 went	 after	 Zin-kibaru	 again.	 Faran	 was
winning,	and	the	Zin	fled.	When	Faran	caught	up,	Zin-kibaru	said,	'The	palm	leaf	despises	the
hippo.'	But	Faran	replied,	'If	the	sun	strikes	it,	what	happens	to	the	palm	leaf?'	And	the	Zin	fell
to	the	ground.	So	Faran	conquered	the	dragon	and	gained	much	power."



John	couldn't	pause	to	savor	the	information.	"Channel	Four,"	he	said.	"Relay	this	message	to
the	 coast	 guard	 through	 a	 random	 channel.	 As	 follows:	 Party	 of	 six	 purebreds	 observed	 at
coordinates	2121056789,	leaving	a	stolen	taxi.	Emergency."

Meilan	nudged	him.	"Oh-oh,"	he	said.	"Correction,	Channel	Four:	Last	two	digits	are	one	two."
He	had	forgotten	the	octal	system--a	giveaway!

"Channel	Two,"	Betsy	said.	"Uh,	route	that	through	a	random	system."	She	had	caught	on	to
John's	 idea:	 If	 the	call	 really	went	 through	a	 randomly	selected	 line,	 it	would	be	difficult	or
impossible	to	trace.	"Office	of	the	President:	A	malfunction	has	been	traced	to	your	personal
communications	set.	You	are	in	danger	from	radiation.	Please	shut	down	your	set	immediately
and	summon	a	repair	crew."

Humé	 was	 guiding	 the	 taxi	 on	 manual,	 and	 there	 was	 no	 sign	 of	 pursuit.	 Was	 this	 verbal
smoke	 screen	working?	 They	wouldn't	 know	 until	 they	 landed.	 It	 was	 quite	 a	 group	 effort,
though!	 John	 listened	 to	 the	 babel	 of	 voices	 for	 a	 moment.	 Pei	 was	 telling	 Channel	 One
another	Middle	Kingdom	tale,	evidently	taking	his	cue	from	Ala.	Meilan	was	on	Channel	Two
now,	explaining	the	psychology	of	I	Ching	and	instructing	the	party	at	the	other	end	in	finding
a	hexagram.	Betsy	had	moved	over	to	Channel	Three.

"Route	this	message	randomly	to	all	astronomers,"	Betsy	was	saying.	"Think	of	a	number.	Add
fifteen.	 Subtract	 four.	 Delete	 the	 number	 you	 started	with.	Multiply	 the	 result	 by	 two.	 The
number	you	now	have	is	twenty-two.	Remember	it,	and	spread	the	word."

"That	won't	work,"	John	warned	her.	"Remember,	their	numbering	system	is	octal."

"It	is?	Communicator,	what	is	my	correct	answer,	then?"

"Twenty-two,"	the	voice	replied.

John	was	taken	aback.	"But	it	_can't_	be.	Not	unless...."

Pei	broke	off	from	his	narration.	"Twenty-two	in	octal	would	be	read	eighteen	in	decimal,"	he
said.	"She's	not	dealing	with	the	numbers	she	supposes,	but	the	device	remains	effective."

Betsy	said	nothing,	not	wanting	to	contradict	Pei.	John	was	confused,	too.	How	could	they	tell
what	system	the	Standards	used	if	the	figures	seemed	the	same?

Well,	back	to	work!

"Channel	Four:	Route	this	message	randomly	to	all	taxi	supervisors,	labeled	_Urgent!_	'Peter
Piper	picked	a	peck	of	pickled	peppers.'	 "	He	 ran	 through	 the	 rest	of	 it.	Then:	 "Request	an
immediate	response	from	all	taxi	passengers,	and	make	note	how	many	answer	the	question
correctly.	Turn	in	the	data	to	the	head	of	the	farm	bureau	for	analysis."

Yes,	they	were	guerrillas	of	communications,	hiding	behind	a	barrage	of	nonsense!	It	shouldn't
work;	 it	 _couldn't_	 work;	 but	 Humé	 kept	 piloting,	 and	 there	 was	 no	 challenge	 from	 the
Standards.

"One	man	went	 to	mow!"	 John	 sang	 joyfully,	 "went	 to	mow	 the	meadow!	One	man	 and	 his
dog...."	For	he	spied	a	complex	that	very	much	resembled	a	space	port,	and	they	were	gliding
toward	what	had	to	be	a	spaceship	angled	for	takeoff.

12

_Spacejack_

"Keep	broadcasting!"	Pei	warned	as	the	taxi	angled	in.

Humé	knew	what	he	was	doing.	The	taxi	never	touched	ground.	It	halted	just	short	of	the	ship
and	eased	in	toward	the	main	lock.	Then	it	touched,	and	the	ports	of	vehicle	and	ship	phased
together.

"Move	in	and	take	over,	Captain,"	Pei	said,	grinning.

More	nervous	than	he	would	admit,	John	used	his	ID	to	open	the	panel.	He	stepped	through.
Canute	plunged	through	beside	him,	and	suddenly	John	felt	better.	Any	danger	was	diminished



by	the	presence	of	the	dog.

The	 ship	 was	 much	 larger	 than	 the	 taxi,	 but	 no	 space	 was	 wasted	 in	 hallways	 or
antechambers.	He	stood	in	the	main	travel	compartment,	from	the	look	of	it.	Two	Standards
reclined	in	stress	couches,	listening	to	a	communications	broadcast.	They	were	absorbed	with
the	message	and	did	not	notice	John	immediately.

"...the	 eyes,	 the	 head,	 the	 hands,	 the	 feet,	 and	 all	 the	 other	members,"	 a	 female	 voice	was
saying.	"Then	the	Creator	set	them	all	in	a	beautiful	garden,	where	each	might	live	in	comfort,
so	long	as	they	were	liberal	in	almsgiving	and	showed	hospitality	to	all	strangers."

Oh,	no!	It	was	one	of	Ala's	stories!

"This	is	a	take-over,"	John	announced	loudly.	The	two	heads	turned	as	he	fumbled	for	a	better
word.	"A	piracy.	A	liberation."	Everything	sounded	ridiculous!	"I'm	assuming	command	of	this
ship."

"Oh,	 a	 spacejack,"	 the	 female	 Standard	 said.	 "Everything	 happens	 at	 once!	 First	 the	 com
network	is	swamped	with	gibberish	so	we	can't	get	takeoff	clearance,	and	now	this!"

"Yes.	 A	 spacejack,"	 John	 said.	 The	word	was	 new	 to	 him,	 but	 it	 seemed	 to	 fit	 the	 situation
nicely.

"...disguised	 as	 a	 leper	 and	 visited	 the	 garden.	 'Oh,	 Eyes,'	 he	 cried.	 'I	 am	 dying	 of	 this
loathsome	 disease	 and	must	 have	 a	 bed	 for	 the	 night.'	 But	 the	 Eyes	 were	 repulsed	 by	 his
aspect,	and	drove	him	away.	So	he	went	to	the	Head,	and	said..."

"Does	 it	 have	 to	 be	 right	 now?"	 the	male	 Standard	 demanded	with	 irritation.	 "We	 are	 just
starting	 an	 orbital	 vacation.	We'd	 have	 been	 gone	 by	 now	 if	 we'd	 had	 our	 clearance	 for	 a
nonrisk	ascent."

"It	has	to	be	now,"	John	said.	"This	vicious	beast	is	impatient."	Canute	growled	obligingly.

"...to	the	Stomach,	who	was	the	only	one	to	remember	the	command	of	his	Creator.	Stomach
gave	the	leper	food	and	lodging	and	treated	him	kindly..."

The	woman	sighed.	"Very	well.	Sign	the	regular	form."

"Sign	the	form?"	John	wasn't	certain	they	realized	that	he	meant	to	steal	their	ship,	not	 just
borrow	it.

"The	regular	spacejack	release,"	she	said.	"For	the	recompense.	Put	your	ID	here."	She	looked
at	him	as	though	about	to	remark	on	his	pale	color,	but	courtesy	restrained	her.

Was	 this	 legitimate?	 Would	 they	 really	 give	 up	 the	 ship	 at	 the	 touch	 of	 an	 ID?	 Was
spacejacking	this	common?	John	hesitated.

"...commanded	to	attend	at	his	court.	'Why	have	you	disobeyed	my	instructions?'	the	Creator
said.

'You	were	supposed	to	show	kindness	to	all	strangers,	but	when	I	disguised	myself	and	came
among	you...'	"

But	what	could	this	ID	card	do	except	give	away	his	location?	By	the	time	the	Standards	came
in	force,	the	ship	would	be	in	orbit.

John	touched	the	ID	to	 the	small	metallic	panel	she	held	out,	aware	that	a	unique	magnetic
imprint	had	been	made.	He	was	now	officially	a	pirate.

The	man	stood	up.	"Good	luck,"	he	said.	"She's	a	good	vessel."

"...to	the	Eyes	he	sent	blindness;	to	the	Head,	headaches;	to	the	Hands,	paralysis;	to	the	Feet,
rheumatism;	only	the	Stomach	escaped.	But	the	Stomach	was	very	stupid,	and	pleaded	to	be
allowed	to	share	the	burdens	of	his	brethren.	So	the	Creator..."

"Might	I	inquire,"	the	woman	said	as	though	she	knew	this	was	none	of	her	business,	"where
you	mean	to	voyage?"



Again,	John	hesitated.

"...decreed	that	all	other	members	of	the	body	should	be	forever	subservient	to	the	Stomach.
The	 Head	 should	 think	 of	 its	 comfort,	 the	 Eyes	 must	 constantly	 watch	 for	 its	 benefit,	 the
Hands	must	procure	and	prepare	its	food,	the	Feet	must	carry	it	whithersoever	it	needed	to
go..."

But	again,	why	not?	"Stomach,"	John	said.	"I	mean,	earth."

The	Standards	exchanged	glances,	then	shrugged.

John	stuck	his	head	back	through	the	phased	port.	"All	ours!"

Ala	looked	at	him,	smiling.	"And	that	is	why	the	Stomach	suffers	pain	and	is	exposed	to	many
dangers,	but	still	is	the	most	favored	part	of	the	body,"	she	said.

*	*	*

Takeoff	was	automatic	once	the	order	had	been	given.	They	abruptly	shut	down	the	guerrilla
barrage,	demanded	a	no-risk	ascent,	 and	got	 it.	That	meant	 their	 route	was	clear;	no	other
ships	would	cross	their	coordinates	and	elevation	until	they	were	through.

John	sat	in	the	pilot's	seat	and	watched	the	gauges	intently.	All	registered	in	their	safe	ranges,
as	he	understood	them.	This	was	no	more	difficult	than	giving	the	taxi	a	coordinate...

fortunately.

There	was	no	blast	of	vapors	as	the	ship	took	off.	It	merely	launched	smoothly	into	the	sky	at
an	 angle.	 They	watched	 the	 viewscreen,	 fascinated,	 as	 the	 ground	 dropped	 away	 to	 reveal
wider	 and	 wider	 expanses	 of	 field	 and	 forest.	 This	 world	 of	 Standard	 was	 beautiful	 and
unspoiled,	whatever	else	 it	was	not.	Bands	of	cloud	came	between	 the	ship	and	 the	 land.	 It
was	 as	 though	 they	 were	 sailing	 through	 floating	 islands.	 Then	 the	 cloud	 cover	 became
complete,	and	the	world	was	featureless.

There	was	a	 lot	 of	 atmosphere	 to	 traverse.	The	 ship	 continued	 to	accelerate.	The	 first	 time
John	looked	at	the	air-passage	gauge	it	registered	six	hundred	knots.	Next	time	it	was	up	to
thirteen	hundred,	and	he	realized	they	had	passed	through	the	sonic	barrier	without	even	a
shudder.	Then	two	thousand	and	on	up,	steadily	and	smoothly.

Apparently	this	was	the	way	of	 it:	an	angling	up,	circling	the	planet,	spiraling	out	until	 fully
spaceborne.	Perhaps	it	would	level	off	when	it	achieved	a	full	orbit.	This	didn't	strike	John	as
the	most	efficient	mode	of	takeoff,	but	it	certainly	was	easy	on	the	passengers.

"What	is	your	power	source?"	he	asked	the	communicator.

"Total	conversion,"	the	ship's	voice	replied.

"Total	conversion	of	_what_	to	_what?"_

"Of	matter	to	energy."

That	didn't	help	much.	"How	long	will	it	take	to	get	to	earth?"

"Variable."

John	pondered	how	best	to	get	the	information	he	wanted	without	displaying	his	ignorance.	Of
course	 it	was	only	a	machine,	but	he	 still	 had	his	pride.	There	 could	be	a	 thousand	 factors
affecting	 their	 prospective	 journey--the	 relative	 motions	 of	 the	 two	 planets,	 the	 choice	 of
trajectories,	 considerations	 of	 fuel	 consumption	 and	 timing	 (although	 this	 total	 conversion
implied	limitless	fuel).	No	simple	schedule	was	possible.

But	he	would	have	to	tell	the	others	something.	He	was	the	pilot	and	the	present	leader	of	the
group;	he	had	to	evince	confidence.	"Can	the	journey	be	arranged	to	finish	in--um,	let	me	see--
in	two	weeks?	Without	harm	to	ship	or	passengers	or	undue	danger?"

"It	can."



"Good	enough.	Execute."

That	was	it.	They	were	on	their	way	to	earth.

John	was	pleased	with	himself.	Much	later	he	would	learn	that	he	had	little	reason	to	be.	He
had	asked	the	wrong	questions,	letting	his	pride	keep	him	ignorant	of	the	most	relevant	fact.

*	*	*

The	ship,	which	had	seemed	so	large	at	first,	became	more	confining	with	every	passing	hour.
There	 were	 only	 two	 staterooms,	 each	 designed	 for	 two	 people.	 The	 cooking	 and	 sanitary
facilities	were	small	and	hardly	private.	There	was	no	way	to	get	away	from	the	crowd	for	any
length	of	 time.	 John	decreed	 that	 at	 least	 two	of	 them	should	be	on	duty	 at	 all	 times.	That
made	the	sleeping	accommodations	sufficient.	Actually,	one	room	might	do	for	that,	since	each
person	 slept	 only	 a	 third	 of	 the	 time.	 The	 other	 stateroom	 could	 be	 reserved	 for	 waking
activities,	and	the	main	travel	compartment	would	be	open	to	everyone	all	the	time.

"Humé	 and	 Pei	 sleep	 first,"	 he	 said.	 "In	 eight	 hours	 Betsy	 and	Meilan	 get	 the	 room.	 After
that...."	He	paused	as	the	others	chuckled,	realizing	that	he	boxed	himself	into	the	third	shift
sleeping	with	Ala,	 but	 there	was	 no	way	 to	make	 it	 come	out	 even.	 "I'll	 sleep	 in	 the	 pilot's
chair,"	he	said	finally.

"Another	must	pilot	while	you	sleep,"	Pei	pointed	out.	"Perhaps	you	can	use	the	second	room."

John	 nodded,	 disgruntled	 but	 seeing	 no	 better	 alternative.	 He	 was	 not	 being	 an	 effective
leader	 if	 Pei	 had	 to	 bail	 him	 out	 like	 that,	 and	 he	 smarted.	 But	 that	 was	 the	 least	 of	 the
problems	he	was	to	face.	They	had	two	weeks	of	close	confinement	to	endure.	It	was	amazing
how	rapidly	purebred	company	palled.	Personality	conflicts	began	to	develop	in	the	first	few
hours	of	enforced	idleness.

Betsy	and	Meilan	did	not	get	along.	While	Humé	and	Pei	slept	and	John	piloted	(or	pretended
to,	since	he	did	not	dare	meddle	with	the	ship's	automatic	program)	and	Ala	occupied	herself
weaving	 some	 kind	 of	 basket	 in	 the	 spare	 stateroom,	 the	 two	 other	 girls	 sat	 in	 the	 main
compartment	and	chatted.	At	 first	 John	 thought	 it	was	 innocent	 conversation,	but	gradually
their	voices	sharpened,	and	the	subtle	rancor	of	it	became	obvious.	They	seemed	to	be	jealous
of	each	other,	though	he	wasn't	certain	why.

Betsy	 was	 a	 smart,	 pretty,	 outspoken,	 positive	 Western	 girl,	 usually	 the	 first	 to	 voice	 an
opinion	and	 the	most	 resentful	of	masculine	prerogatives.	Meilan	was,	despite	her	normally
quiet	 demeanor	 and	 subdued	 expression,	 somewhat	 more	 feminine	 and	 considerably	 more
intelligent,	however.	Good	reason	for	jealousy,	actually!

Of	course	there	was	Pei.	Betsy	liked	him--that	was	obvious.	But	he	was	Chinese,	and	Meilan
was	the	one	intended	for	him,	according	to	the	Standard	Plan.	More	jealousy!

"Why	don't	you	girls	see	about	something	to	eat?"	John	suggested,	mainly	to	break	it	up.

And	 that	 was	 disaster,	 for	 the	mechanisms	 of	 the	 food	 dispenser	 were	mysterious	 and	 the
tastes	of	the	two	girls	differed	strongly.	Betsy	wanted	to	order	hamburgers	on	rye.	Meilan	was
dismayed.

"The	ground	body	of	a	cow?	This	is	not	food	to	eat!	Such	animals	are	for	work,	not	butchery."

"Oh?"	Betsy	said	with	mock	sweetness.	"What	_do_	you	eat,	in	the	civilized	Middle	Kingdom?"

"Fish,	fowl,	fruit,	rice,	sometimes	pigs,	and	tea	to	drink."

"Fruit,	rice,	and	tea!	What	a	lovely	meal!"	Betsy	said	sarcastically.	"Why	don't	we	ask	Ala	what
she	wants?"

"Of	course."

They	called	Ala	in.	"How	would	you	like	a	nice	fat	slice	of	pig?"	Betsy	asked	her.

Ala	was	shocked.	"Swine?	It	is	forbidden!"

"They	like	it	in	China."



Then	John	saw	the	snare.	Betsy	was	playing	one	culture	off	against	another.	He	was	furious,
but	thought	he'd	better	stay	out	of	it.

They	finally	settled	on	coffee,	bean	curd	and	melon.

After	 intermediate	 hours	 the	 first	 shift	 ended.	 Humé	 and	 Pei	 reappeared,	 and	 Betsy	 and
Meilan	retired	without	coming	to	hair-pulling,	much	to	John's	relief.	Ala	continued	her	basket-
weaving	in	the	other	room.

The	companionship	of	the	men	was	more	congenial,	at	first.	Humé	was	giving	some	gruesome
but	 interesting	 detail	 on	 techniques	 of	 jungle	 combat	 when	 Ala	 joined	 them	 in	 the	 main
compartment.

She	was	nude.

John	would	have	been	amused	at	the	horrified	reaction	of	the	other	males,	if	he	had	not	been
so	shocked	himself.	It	was	not	that	Ala	was	bad	looking.	She	wasn't.

No	 one	 spoke,	 however.	 John	 realized	 that	 they	 were	 waiting	 for	 him.	 It	 was	 his	 place,	 as
Captain,	to	handle	the	problem.	"Put	on	some	clothing,"	he	muttered,	his	tongue	thick.

Ala	looked	at	him.	"Why?	It	is	not	cold."

He	found	he	had	no	sensible	reason	to	give	her.	"Girls	are	supposed	to	be	dressed,	that's	all."

"Not	in	Songhai.	Not	unmarried	girls,	in	the	heat	of	the	day,"	she	said.

"Songhai	 is	 primitive,"	Humé	 said.	 "No	good	Moslem	woman	exposes	herself.	At	Kanem	we
would	never	tolerate--"

"Oh,	who	cares	about	Kanem!"	she	cried.	"You	hypocrites,	you	try	to	suppress	the	tribal	gods!"

"We're	_civilized!"_	Humé	shouted	back.	"There	is	no	god	but	Allah,	and	Muhammad	is--"

"Songhai	 was	 ancient	 before	 Muhammad	 ever	 existed,"	 she	 said.	 "The	 kings	 of	 Mali	 and
Songhai	and	Kanem	only	converted	for	political	expedience.	They	never	believed."

"Go	 and	 get	 clothed!"	 Humé	 said,	 furious.	 "A	 woman	 has	 no	 place	 talking	 of	 politics	 and
religion."

"Hippo!"	she	said,	leaving.

John	turned	on	Humé.	"It	was	_my_	job	to	send	her	back.	I'm	leader	now."

Humé	shrugged	massive	shoulders	and	faced	him	with	an	assumed	blandness.	"Why	did	you
not	do	so,	then?"

"Because	 you	butted	 in!"	But	 he	 realized	 as	 he	 spoke	 that	 he	was	 being	 irrational.	He	was
jealous	 of	Humé	 the	 same	way	Betsy	was	 jealous	 of	Meilan.	When	he	was	 a	 third	 party	 he
could	be	objective;	when	he	was	 the	second	party	his	emotions	got	 in	 the	way.	He	resented
Humé's	authority	over	Ala.

"I	had	understood	that	you	both	were	Moslem,"	Pei	remarked	to	Humé.

"The	royal	houses	are	devout.	The	villages,	the	countryside--"	Humé	shrugged	again.	"Belief	is
slow	 to	 change,	 and	 there	 are	 many	 primitives.	 Even	 the	 king	 does	 not	 attempt	 to	 hold
completely	to	Moslem	custom.	It	isn't	expedient."

"So	she	really	believes	in	nature	gods	and	things?"	John	asked,	intrigued	now.

"No,"	Ala	said,	reentering	fully	robed.	"When	a	spirit	grows	too	violent,	I	can	tell	him	the	wood
he	is	made	of.	But	I'm	not	sanctimonious	about	Allah,	either."

"Well,	we	all	have	different	religions,	I	guess,"	John	said.	"I'm	Christian,	and	so	is	Betsy."

"Meilan	and	I	are	Confucian,"	Pei	said.	"Though	she	is	also	a	Buddhist,	while	I	am	Taoist."



"You	belong	to	_two_	religions?"	John	asked,	amazed.

"Certainly.	They	are	complementary,	not	exclusive."

"That's	ridiculous.	You	can't	worship	two	gods!"

"Why	not?"

"It	just	isn't--you	_can't,_	that's	all!"	But	he	felt	his	moral	footing	eroding.	These	new	concepts
were	disquieting.

"What	 is	 there	 to	 prevent	 me?	 Though	 of	 course	 Confucius	 is	 not	 a	 god.	 The	 principle
remains."

"There	is	no	god	but	Allah,"	Humé	put	in.

"No!"	John	exclaimed.

_"No?"_	Humé	stood	up,	looking	very	much	the	warrior.

"We	must	have	religious	tolerance,"	Pei	said	quickly.

"Why?"	Humé	demanded.	"It	only	leads	to	a	shameless	exposure."

Ala	looked	angry	now.

"We	can't	argue	like	this,"	John	said.	"We	have	an	important	mission	to	accomplish.	We	have	to
stick	together."

Humé	sat	down	slowly.	"That	is	right.	I	would	not	care	to	begin	my	hajj	in	blood."

*	*	*

The	 respite	 was	 brief.	 Half	 and	 hour	 later	 Betsy	 burst	 into	 the	 main	 compartment	 in	 a
Standard	 nightie,	 hair	 flouncing.	 She	 pointed	 an	 accusing	 finger	 at	 John.	 "Your	 damned
animal!	Do	you	know	what	he's	done?"

Oh-oh.	John	could	smell	it	now.

"Right	on	my	dress!"	she	said	indignantly.

John	 could	 understand	 her	 feelings,	 but	 had	 to	 defend	 Canute.	 "We're	 cooped	 up	 on	 a
spaceship.	 He	 can't	 just	 go	 outside.	 So	 he	 looked	 for	 some	 newspaper,	 and	 if	 your	 tunic
happened	to	be	folded	into	a	square--"

"If	I	catch	him,"	she	said,	"I'll	rub	his	ugly	nose	in	it!"

"Stay	away	from	him!"	John	said,	alarmed.	"He	knows	you	don't	like	him.	He's	not	vicious,	but
if	you	touch	him--"

"Well,	keep	him	out	of	my	room!	Who's	going	to	clean	it	up?"

"I	will,"	John	said.	"He's	my	dog.	I	won't	punish	him,	though,	because	I	know	he	was	trying	to
do	the	right	thing."

"Wait	till	he	does	it	on	_your_	clothing!"

But	 John	 didn't	 have	 to	 clean	 it	 up.	 Humé	 had	 already	 taken	 care	 of	 the	matter.	 Then	 Ala
produced	the	basket	she	had	been	making.	"It	is	for	Canute,"	she	said,	"for	he	has	no	place	to
sleep	except	the	floor."

"Oh.	 Thanks,"	 John	 said,	 nonplussed.	 "But	 I'm	 not	 sure--I	mean,	 he	 never	 slept	 in	 a	 basket
before.

He's	a	big	dog--"

"Canute!"	she	called.



Tail	 wagging	 uncertainly,	 Canute	 approached.	 Humé	 came	 and	 lifted	 him	 into	 the	 basket.
Canute	was,	as	John	said,	a	big	dog;	he	weighed	well	over	fifty	pounds	and	did	not	like	to	be
picked	 up.	 But	 he	 put	 up	 with	 this	 without	 protest,	 sniffed	 the	 basket	 from	 inside,	 turned
around	a	couple	of	times,	and	settled	down,	the	last	six	inches	of	his	tail	still	wagging.

Canute	had	a	home	of	his	own,	now.

*	*	*

John	did	not	sleep	well.	He	had	supposed	that	everything	would	run	smoothly	once	they	got
spaceborne	and	overcame	the	problems	of	escape	from	Standard.	Instead,	the	purebred	group
seemed	to	be	fragmenting.	Every	member	was	an	individual	with	his	own	culture	and	his	own
interests,	and	these	did	not	mesh	neatly	with	each	other.	In	the	enclaves	there	had	been	little
real	friction,	and	he	realized	now	that	this	was	because	the	supporting	cast	of	Standards	had
been	playing	parts.

In	 this	sense	 their	present	group	was	better,	because	people	had	 to	 live	real	 lives	and	have
real	interactions	before	they	could	get	into	real	arguments.	That	didn't	make	those	differences
pleasant!	John	felt	a	cold	ripple	of	anger	whenever	he	thought	of	Humé's	overbearing	attitude.
It	was	 to	 this	primitive	 that	 John	would	have	 to	 turn	over	 the	 leadership	of	 the	group	once
they	 landed	 on	 earth.	 That	 galled	 him	 increasingly.	 How	 could	 an	 African	 native	 know
anything	about	twentieth-century	or	twenty-fourth-century	problems?	What	would	become	of
the	purebreds?

Then	there	was	Ala.	He	liked	Ala,	for	no	reason	he	could	pin	down,	and	this	made	him	more
conscious	of	the	differences	between	their	cultures.	She	wore	gold	earrings	that	no	American
girl	could	afford,	yet	lived	in	some	mud-brick	hovel.	John	was	sure	he	would	not	tolerate	life	in
Songhai	 for	more	 than	a	 few	days	and	 that	Ala	would	not	appreciate	American	 life,	 either--
apart	from	the	fact	that	both	of	their	existences	were	artificial.	They	would	all	have	to	come	to
terms	with	Standard--or	with	whatever	planet	earth	had	become.

The	sleeping	schedule	degenerated,	and	John	didn't	try	to	correct	 it.	One	stateroom	became
the	boys'	bedroom,	anytime;	the	other,	the	girls'.	Anybody	could	be	up	or	down	at	any	given
moment.

The	ship	moved	on.

*	*	*

Then	 pursuit	 developed.	 John	 had	 been	 making	 a	 routine	 check,	 questioning	 the	 ship's
communicator	about	various	matters,	and	learned	of	this	almost	by	accident.

John	alerted	the	others	that	they	were	being	followed.	"Another	spacecraft,"	he	explained,	"is
traveling	a	similar	course	to	ours,	and	gaining.	It	could	be	coincidence."

"After	we	spacejacked	this	ship?	Ha-ha!"	Betsy	said	sourly.

"Change	course	and	see,"	Humé	said.	"If	it	still	follows...."

"That	would	delay	our	approach	to	earth,"	John	pointed	out.	"And	if	it	_is_	after	us,	we	would
be	tipping	our	hand.	Right	now	it	is	gaining	slowly.	It	could	speed	up."

"Do	we	have	any	weapons?"	Pei	asked.

"No,"	 Humé	 said.	 "I	 have	 been	 looking.	 This	 is	 a	 pleasure	 craft.	 There	 is	 nothing	 that	 will
strike	through	space."

"Why	don't	we	just	run?"	Betsy	said.	"Maybe	we	can	get	to	earth	before	it	catches	us."

"Not	if	it	is	armed,"	Humé	said	grimly.	"The	deer	never	escapes	the	lion,	once	marked	for	the
kill."

They	looked	at	John.	He	was	the	captain.

Canute	passed	through	the	room,	heading	for	his	water	dish.

"That	dog!"	Betsy	exclaimed.	"They're	zeroing	in	on	him	again!"



"Oh,	don't	start	that,"	John	said,	disgusted.

"He's	been	the	cause	of	trouble	all	along.	A	spy	in	our	midst,	one	way	or	another.	We	should
put	him	out	the	port."

"A	fine	animal	like	this?"	Humé	demanded,	surprising	John.	"He	is	a	member	of	our	group.	He
is	no	spy."

"How	do	you	know?"	Betsy	asked,	displeased.

Humé	put	his	hand	out,	snapping	his	fingers.	"I	know	animals.	Here,	Canute!"

The	dog	came	to	him,	tail	wagging.	Humé	patted	the	white	head.

Ala	turned	to	John.	"What	is	your	decision	about	the	ship?"

"Nothing.	We'll	 ignore	 it	 and	 see	what	 happens."	 John	waited	 for	 argument,	 but	 there	was
none.

*	*	*

It	turned	out	to	be	a	false	alarm.	The	other	ship	was	not	at	all	close	by	terrestrial	definitions,
and	 in	 time	 it	 deviated	 from	 the	 coincidental	 course	and	went	 its	way	without	 ever	 coming
closer	 than	 a	 hundred	 thousand	miles.	 John's	 policy	 had	 been	 vindicated,	 but	 he	 felt	 little
relief.

Betsy	 and	 Meilan	 got	 along	 worse	 than	 ever,	 and	 neither	 associated	 with	 Ala	 apart	 from
necessary	routine.	Pei	kept	to	himself,	except	for	frequent	conversations	with	Betsy;	obviously
there	was	a	rather	close	relationship	forming	there	that	also	irritated	Meilan.	And	Humé....

Humé	played	with	Canute.	He	defended	the	dog	against	Betsy's	complaints	and	took	over	both
feeding	and	cleanup	chores.	He	would	strip	to	a	kind	of	loincloth	and	romp	with	the	dog	for
hours	at	a	time.	Canute	would	bound	over	the	stress	couches	(strewing	dog	hairs,	Betsy	said)
of	 the	 travel	 compartment	while	Humé	 dived	 after	 him.	 Just	 as	Humé	 came	 close,	 the	 dog
would	dodge	aside,	and	the	friendly	chase	would	begin	again.	Sometimes	they	reversed	it,	the
dog	chasing	the	man.

John	hid	his	jealousy.	Once	he	had	played	with	Canute	like	that.	Now	the	dog	treated	him	with
a	certain	indifference.	Sometimes	he	felt	like	killing	Humé.

*	*	*

The	mood	changed	one	day	out	from	earth.	As	the	planet	appeared	on	the	screen	and	the	ship
began	the	enormous	spiral	of	the	approach,	the	tension	seemed	to	lift	from	each	of	them,	and
their	differences	became	less	important.	They	did	not	talk	about	earth	directly	but	came	at	it
obliquely.

"Are	we	really	so	different?"	Ala	asked.	"Do	we	have	to	quarrel	about	our	basic	beliefs?"

_No!_	John	wanted	to	cry.

In	 a	 moment	 John,	 Meilan,	 and	 Ala	 were	 all	 talking	 at	 once.	 Then	 just	 as	 suddenly	 they
stopped,	excited	and	embarrassed.

"We	have	slightly	different	physical	characteristics,"	John	said,	realizing	it	himself	as	he	spoke.
"White,	yellow,	black--it's	only	color,	a	trifling	distinction.	We're	all	human	beings."

"Can	it	be,"	Meilan	murmured,	"that	the	Standards	are	_not_	human	beings?	Why	have	they
separated	us	from	themselves?"

"And	from	each	other,"	John	said.	"They	tried	to	stop	us	from	getting	together."

"Except	for	a	small	mistake...."	Ala	said.

_"Was_	it	a	mistake?"	Meilan	inquired.	"Or	was	it	merely	an	intrigue,	meant	to	seem	a	mistake,
to	tantalize	our	curiosity?"



"And	was	our	escape	too	easy?"	John	said,	picking	up	the	theme.	"Did	they	_want_	us	to	find
each	other,	to	make	a	break	for	it,	fighting	off	just	enough	pursuit	to	convince	us	that	_this_
time	it	was	real...?"

"And	 are	 they	watching	 and	 listening	 now,	 to	 learn	 how	well	we	 dance	 on	 the	 string?"	 Ala
continued,	"Are	we	still	in	the	enclave...?"

John	looked	at	the	two	girls.	"I	think	we'd	better	call	in	Pei	and	Humé	and	Betsy.	We	may	have
some	harsh	decisions	to	make."
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"The	 answer	 is	 easy,"	Humé	 said.	 "Destroy	 the	 communicator.	 It	 is	 nothing	 but	 a	 spirit	 ear
listening	to	everything	we	say.	Use	the	manual	controls	to	land	on	earth."

"We'd	crash,"	John	said	immediately.	"Without	the	communicator	we'd	be	a	derelict.	It	 is	not
just	an	ear;	it	seems	to	govern	the	whole	ship."

"We	 are	 not	 entirely	 helpless,"	 Pei	 said.	 "We	 have	 tried	 to	 run,	 and	 perhaps	 we	 have	 only
deluded	ourselves.	Perhaps	it	is	time	to	negotiate."

"You	mean	we	should	offer	to	stop	running	if	they	stop	chasing?"	John	asked.	"Just	agree	to	be
nice,	contented	zoo	specimens?"

"I	doubt	we	were	ever	in	that	category.	They	could	readily	have	drugged	us	or	put	us	in	real
cages.	We	may	be	unique	but	not	as	exhibits."

_"Ask,"_	Humé	said,	irritated	by	this	inaction.

"Communicator--what	is	our	status?"

There	was	no	hesitation.	"Monumental,"	the	machine	replied.

They	had	heard	it	clearly,	but	what	did	it	mean?	That	they	were	very	important?	That	didn't
help.

"Please	explain,"	John	said	nervously.

"It	will	be	better	for	you	to	complete	your	mission.	Then	you	will	understand."

"But	our	mission	is	to	escape	to	earth!"

"Precisely."

"It	balked!"	Betsy	said,	amazed.	"I	thought	it	was	just	an	answering	service."

John	spread	his	hands,	baffled.	"I	guess	they	aren't	going	to	stop	us.	For	what	that's	worth."

"Or	_tell_	us,	either,"	Betsy	added.

"It	could	be	reverse	psychology,"	John	said.	"Letting	us	think	they	_want_	us	to	go	to	earth	so
that	we	_won't_	go."

"So	let's	_go!"_	Betsy	said.

No	one	disagreed.

*	*	*

Earth	 looked	 just	 like	 Standard:	 cloudy.	 The	 ship	 spiraled	 down,	 taking	 its	 predetermined
time,	and	they	waited	with	what	patience	and	tension	their	separate	natures	provided.	As	they
got	down	 in	 the	atmosphere,	 the	 viewscreen	became	 foggy,	 from	either	 the	 clouds	or	 some
type	 of	 interference,	 and	 they	 had	 to	 trust	 to	 the	 program	 entirely.	 John	 was	 perversely
gratified:	They	certainly	_would_	have	crashed	on	manual.

At	last	the	ship	touched	down.



"Let's	move	out,"	Humé	 said.	 It	 irked	 John	 that	 the	African	had	not	waited	 for	 any	 offer	 or
ceremony.	He	had	simply	assumed	command.

But	the	port	would	not	phase	open.	"Don	suits,"	the	communicator	said.

"Suits?	This	is	earth!"	John	said.

There	was	no	answer.

"Survey	visually,"	Humé	said,	and	John	obeyed,	though	the	order	rankled.

The	screen	now	showed	a	smoky	plain,	barren	of	building	or	tree.	"Looks	as	if	there	had	just
been	a	forest	fire,"	John	said,	"or	a	volcanic	eruption.	All	burned	out."

"Where	_are_	we,	on	earth?"	Betsy	asked	the	communicator.

"Monument	Washington	America,	landing	zone."

_"Monument_	America?	As	in--well--gravestone?	Is	it	dead?"

"Yes."

She	 looked	 at	 the	bleak	 image	 again	 silently.	 John	had	 some	notion	 of	 her	 thoughts,	 for	 he
shared	them.	_This_	was	their	heritage?

Humé	emerged	from	the	supply	room	bearing	an	armful	of	paraphernalia.	He	handed	a	limp
outfit	to	each	of	them.	John	donned	his	suit	listlessly.	The	drive	had	gone	out	of	him.	He	was
sickly	certain	that	all	they	would	find	outside	was	more	devastation.	No	wonder	the	Standards
weren't	worried!	Where	could	 the	captives	go	when	all	 that	was	outside	 the	enclaves,	away
from	Standard,	was	this?

The	suit	inflated,	sealing	itself	about	him.	It	was	not	at	all	heavy,	and	it	flexed	jointlessly	as	he
moved,	offering	no	substantial	resistance.	The	others	seemed	like	mannequins--fat	of	limb	and
body,	bulbous	of	head,	yet	obviously	human.	Their	inflated	helmet	pieces	were	opaque	on	top
and	translucent	around	the	sides,	so	as	to	protect	the	head	from	glare;	but	each	face	was	fully
visible.

Canute	came	up,	tail	wagging	hopefully.	He	didn't	want	to	be	left	behind!	"Sorry,	dogleg,"	John
said.	"No	suit	for	you."

Tail	down,	the	dog	went	to	Humé.	Humé	hesitated,	then	returned	to	the	storage	room.	John
thought	 he	 was	 going	 for	 one	 of	 the	 pseudo-bones	 as	 consolation,	 but	 he	 emerged	 with
another	 suit.	 It	 was	 an	 animal	 suit!	 It	 was	 quadrupedal	 and	 adjustable,	 with	 a	 bellowslike
torso	and	straps	to	secure	it	about	feet,	tail,	and	head.	It	looked	as	though	it	could	be	adapted
to	fit	almost	any	canine	or	feline	in	Canute's	approximate	weight	range.	Humé	had	taken	the
trouble	to	check	out	the	ship's	supplies	carefully	and	so	had	been	prepared.

Canute	 was	 not	 entirely	 pleased	 with	 the	 outfit.	 For	 one	 thing	 it	 prevented	 him	 from
scratching	 himself	 or	 nipping	 at	 fancied	 fleas.	 But	 he	 tolerated	 it	 as	 just	 one	 more	 of	 the
strange	requirements	of	human	association.	He	gave	a	muffled	_woof!_	inside	his	egg-shaped
helmet	and	wagged	his	padded	tail.

Only	 when	 all	 suits	 were	 tight	 would	 the	 port	 phase	 open.	 There	 didn't	 seem	 to	 be	 any
mechanism	 for	 interpersonal	 communications,	 so	 they	had	 to	 shout	 loudly	 in	 their	 separate
enclosures	in	order	to	be	heard,	and	then	their	words	were	badly	muffled.

They	filed	out.	John	held	his	breath	as	the	dust	swirled	around	him,	but	his	air	remained	pure.

Heat	ripples	showed	wherever	he	looked,	but	his	body	was	comfortable.	This	suit,	 like	other
Standard	equipment,	was	more	sophisticated	than	it	seemed	from	the	outside.

Humé	touched	his	helmet	to	each	of	the	others	in	turn	and	shouted	instructions.	To	John	he
said:

"Rear	guard.	Watch	behind	us."



John	nodded,	still	sullen.	He	would	have	preferred	to	argue	but	knew	he	was	being	immature.
Humé	_was_	their	leader	now,	by	common	agreement,	and	a	rear	guard	_was_	necessary,	and
somebody	_did_

have	to	do	it.	The	others	were	watching	the	sides	and	the	ground	and	the	sky	while	Humé	led
the	way.

Canute	tried	to	sniff	the	ground,	but	his	helmet	frustrated	that,	so	he	contented	himself	with
circling	the	group	constantly.	Had	Humé	given	the	dog	instructions,	too?

They	trekked	about	half	a	mile,	and	the	barrens	were	unchanged.	It	was	getting	boring.	The
communicator	 had	 spoken	 truly:	 Earth	was	 dead.	 They	 could	walk	 until	 they	 died	 and	 find
nothing	but	desert.

John	stared	right	at	it	for	five	or	six	seconds	before	it	registered.	The	back	side	of	one	of	the
rubble-rocks	 they	 had	 passed	was	 flat,	 and	 a	metal	 plaque	was	 set	 in	 it.	 Civilization!	 John
started	to	run	toward	the	marker	but	remembered	his	assignment.	He	had	to	warn	the	others
in	case	the	thing	were	booby-trapped!

"Humé!"	he	yelled,	but	no	one	heard.	He	ran	to	Meilan,	who	was	watching	the	left,	took	her
arm,	 and	 pointed.	 She	 nodded	 and	 went	 to	 the	 next	 in	 line,	 gesturing.	 Then	 Canute	 came
around	 on	 another	 circuit,	 herding	 the	 people	 together	 as	 though	 they	were	 sheep.	 "Fetch
Humé!"	John	yelled,	and	the	dog	bounded	off.

Soon	they	were	all	looking	at	it	from	a	respectable	distance.	Humé	gestured	to	the	others	to
wait	while	he	circled	the	stone.	He	scooped	up	a	rock	and	hurled	it	with	impressive	force	and
accuracy	 so	 that	 it	 bounced	 off	 the	 plaque.	When	 nothing	 happened,	 he	 approached	 it	 and
studied	the	writing.	Finally	he	waved	the	others	in.

The	plaque	was	 in	English--as	 it	 should	be,	 for	 the	American	sector,	 John	realized.	Probably
whatever	monuments	 they	had	 in	China	or	Africa	were	 in	symbols	or	Arabic.	Only	 John	and
Betsy	could	read	this	one.	It	said:	_Comfort	Station._	That	was	all.

Betsy's	laughter	resounded	tinnily.	She	stepped	up	to	the	stone	and	felt	along	the	top	with	her
suited	hand.	There	was	a	button	just	above	the	plaque,	and	she	pressed	it.

The	ground	quivered,	then	became	fluid.	John	jumped	away	as	his	feet	sank	in,	and	the	others
did	the	same.	"Deadfall!"	Humé	cried	thinly,	and	Canute	yelped.

They	had	been	standing	on	a	shaped,	opaque	ground	panel.	Now	its	pseudo-sand	had	phased
out,	and	a	pit	gaped.	But	it	was	not	a	trap.	A	ramp	led	downward	under	the	marker,	and	an
archway	showed.	It	was	just	another	Standard	device:	an	entrance	to	the	comfort	station.

Humé	exchanged	glances	with	 the	others,	 then	 shrugged	and	 led	 the	way	down.	The	panel
phased	closed	above	them,	and	a	gentle	illumination	developed	from	the	floor.	At	the	bottom
there	was	a	second	curtain	that	phased	open	as	they	approached.	Beyond	that	was	a	Standard
octagonal	residential	and	refreshment	chamber.

They	removed	their	helmets,	letting	their	suits	deflate.	The	suits	had	not	been	tiring,	but	the
continual	 buffeting	 by	 the	 blowing	 dust	 and	 the	 roughness	 of	 the	 terrain	 had	 taken	 their
natural	toll.

"We	never	left	Standard,"	Ala	said	at	last.

The	 others	 nodded,	 knowing	what	 she	meant.	What	 use	was	 it	 to	 travel	 from	 one	world	 to
another	when	 nothing	was	 changed?	 They	were	 still	 unable	 to	 operate	without	 drawing	 on
Standard	arrangements.

"So	do	we	give	up	now?"	Betsy	asked	bitterly.	"That's	what	the	communicator	meant,	isn't	it?
That	we'd	discover	our	own	futility...."

She	trailed	off	as	John	gestured	toward	the	speaker	vent	of	 the	comfort	station's	apparatus.
They	still	could	not	hold	a	private	conversation--if	that	made	any	difference	now.

"I	doubt	it,"	Pei	said,	answering	Betsy's	second	question.	"It	classified	us	as	'monumental,'	and
that	is	still	not	clear.	We	have	not	yet	found	what	we	came	for."



"Does	it	exist--what	we	came	for?"	Meilan	asked.

"If	this	is	a	typical	standard	unit...."	John	began.

"It's	_not_	typical,"	Betsy	said.	"All	the	cubicles	are	open	at	once.	No	rotation."

She	was	right.	It	was	probably	the	only	compartment	in	the	area,	and	outside	was	nothing	but
desert.

"Well,	you're	the	leader,"	John	told	Humé.

Humé	looked	nervous.	"I	am	a	warrior.	This--this	is	not	war	as	I	know	it."

Somehow	this	went	far	to	dispel	John's	dislike	of	him.	Humé	was	aware	of	his	own	limitations.
He	knew	when	to	call	it	quits.

"Communicator,"	Meilan	asked	suddenly,	"what	are	we	here	to	learn?"

"You	are	here	to	appreciate	your	temporal	and	cultural	framework."

"In	this	desert?	What	_is_	our	framework?"

"The	monument	of	earth."

"It's	still	talking	riddles!"	Betsy	exclaimed	angrily.

Meilan	 was	 unperturbed.	 "Earth	 is	 dead.	 We	 are	 living.	 How	 can	 we	 be	 part	 of	 this
monument?"

"You	 are	 sample	 manifestations	 of	 the	 history	 and	 culture	 of	 _Homo	 sapiens_--the	 animate
portion	of	the	monument."

"Thus	we	are	monumental,"	Pei	murmured.

"The	history	 of	man,"	Betsy	 said,	 thoughtful	 now.	 "His	development,	 his	wars,	 his	manners,
religions,	and	races.	Through	all	time.	That's	an	interesting	kind	of	monument."

"Race	 against	 time,"	 John	 said.	 "That's	 what	 we	 are--three	 sample	 races,	 each	 set	 in	 an
appropriate	place	and	time.	Very	clever	contrast	of	settings."

"How	did	earth	die?"	Meilan	asked	the	communicator.

"The	monuments	illustrate."

Pei	smiled.	"You	need	to	be	more	specific	in	your	phrasing.	Obviously	it	isn't	going	to	tell	you
the	 entire	 history	 of	 a	 world	 in	 one	 instant,	 especially	 since	 that	 seems	 to	 be	 the	 job	 the
monuments	are	equipped	to	do.	This	is	merely	the--comfort	station."

"How	did	T'ang	die?"	she	asked,	undaunted.

"The	monuments	illustrate."

"Where	can	we	find	the	T'ang	monument?"

The	communicator	gave	a	series	of	digits--a	long	series.

"The	 coordinate	 of	 the	monument	 at	Wei,"	 Pei	 said.	 "That	 one	 alone.	 The	 real	Wei,	 not	 the
mock-up	on	Standard."

"Data	insufficient."

It	was	Meilan's	 turn	 to	smile.	 "The	coordinate	of	 the	monument	where	 the	Middle	Kingdom
city	of	Wei	once	stood."

The	communicator	gave	it.

"But	this	is	_earth!"_	Betsy	protested.	"What's	it	doing	with	Standard	coordinates?"



"Why	not?"	John	asked	her.	"They	can	apply	their	system	to	one	planet	as	easily	as	to	another.

_We_	use	feet	and	miles	wherever	we	are."

"How	do	we	reach	the	Wei	monument?"	Meilan	asked	it.

"Summon	a	conveyance."

"I	prefer	to	learn	of	Songhai,"	Ala	said.

Humé	finally	reasserted	his	leadership.	"We	shall	take	turns.	We	shall	return	to	our	ship	and
travel	to	each	monument	in	turn.	First	Wei,	then--"

"Mopti,"	Ala	put	in.

"And	finally--"

"Newton,"	John	said.

"After	we	 have	 seen	 our	monuments	 and	 learned	what	we	 can	 from	 them,	we	 shall	 decide
what	to	do,"

Humé	said.

*	*	*

Pei	and	Meilan	went	out	to	see	their	monument	alone.	The	remaining	four	stayed	in	the	ship
and	played	tournament	tick	tack	toe.	No	one	had	the	nerve	to	conjecture	about	the	report	that
might	emanate	from	the	Middle	Kingdom.

Two	 hours	 later	 the	 two	 returned.	 Pei	 looked	 shaken,	 and	 Meilan	 had	 been	 crying.	 John
reminded	 himself	 that	 the	 Chinese	 empires	 had	 been	 ravaged	 repeatedly	 by	 civil	 wars,
changes	 of	 dynasty,	 and	 foreign	 conquests,	 though	 the	 essential	 culture	 always	 reasserted
itself	 in	a	 few	decades	or	centuries.	To	Pei	and	Meilan	that	history	was	the	 future,	real	and
personal.	Had	they	seen	Wei	razed	by	the	Mongols?	The	populace	ravaged	by	the	British,	the
Japanese?	 Or	 were	 worse	 things	 buried	 within	 that	 vast	 history	 he	 hardly	 comprehended?
_What	had	they	seen?_

"Mopti,"	Humé	said	quietly.

The	ship	 lifted,	 slanted,	dropped.	Again	 the	dust	and	clouds	concealed	any	view	 they	might
have	had.

Humé	 and	 Ala	 departed.	 Neither	 Pei	 nor	 Meilan	 seemed	 inclined	 to	 socialize	 yet,	 so	 John
played	cryptics	with	Betsy:	Each	would	invent	a	simple	 letter-transposition,	apply	 it	 to	some
familiar	 quotation,	 and	 give	 the	 coded	 message	 to	 the	 other	 to	 solve.	 Both	 were	 having
trouble,	because	it	was	hard	to	concentrate.

Meilan	 cried	 silently	 for	 a	 time,	 and	 Pei	 put	 his	 arm	 about	 her	 shoulders	 in	 the	 first	 open
display	 of	 affection	 either	 had	 shown.	 Betsy,	 aware	 of	 it,	 kept	 her	 eyes	 fixed	 on	 the	 code
sentence.	John	could	understand	her	mixed	jealousy	and	compassion.	Those	two	had	shared	a
traumatic	experience	that	brought	them	together.

John	 solved	 his	 riddle	 first.	 "Thucydides!"	 he	 cried.	 "	 'To	 famous	 men	 all	 the	 earth	 is	 a
sepulcher.'	"

"Yes!"	Meilan	 exclaimed	and	 cried	 some	more.	Both	 John	 and	Betsy	were	 taken	 aback.	 The
quotation	did	have	an	uncomfortable	relevance!

Finally	Humé	and	Ala	returned.	Humé	was	angry,	his	large	hands	clenching	and	unclenching,
but	he	was	not	shattered.	Ala	looked	once	at	John,	lips	tight,	and	turned	away.

_The	slave	 trade!_	He	knew	at	once	 that	she	had	seen	 it	and	 that	anything	 that	might	have
been	between	them	was	over.	Why	hadn't	he	realized	before	that	this	would	happen?	He	could
have	 warned	 her.	 Humé,	 the	 warrior,	 understood	 the	 realities	 of	 war,	 conquest,	 and
exploitation;	Ala	did	not.



She	was	a	citizen	of	civilized	Songhai.

But	now	it	was	the	white	man's	turn.	"John,	I'm	afraid,"	Betsy	whispered,	taking	his	hand	in	a
way	she	had	not	done	before.	He	nodded,	dry-mouthed,	but	they	had	to	go.

14

_Decision_

Newton	 Monument:	 just	 a	 short	 trek	 through	 the	 desert.	 It	 was	 an	 empty,	 transparent
octagon-floored	 structure	 fifty	 feet	 on	 a	 side.	 John	 and	 Betsy	 entered	 by	 phasing	 directly
through	 the	 entrance	 wall	 and	 doffed	 their	 suits.	 Outside	 the	 perpetual	 dust	 storm	 raged
visibly	but	silently;	inside	it	was	pleasant.

"Now	what?"	Betsy	mused,	looking	about.

"There	must	be	a	starting	button	somewhere."

Near	 the	 door	 panel	 they	 discovered	 a	 button	 marked	 _Inauguration	 of	 sequence._	 John
depressed	it.

"Welcome,	Stans,"	the	communicator	voice	said.	"This	 is	Monument	America,	 location	north-
central,	 number	 fifteen.	 This	 structure	 commemorates	 the	 significant	 history	 of	 the	 ground
covered	by	this	structure."

Betsy	looked	perplexed.	"How's	that	again?"

"It's	the	history	of	a	hundred	feet	square!"	John	exclaimed,	intrigued.	"The	area,	I	mean.	You
know--anything	that	happened	_right	here."_

"Oh?	What	 about	 the	 rest	 of	 America?	History	 doesn't	 happen	 just	 in	 one	 place,	 you	 know,
even	when	that	one	place	is	Newton."

"Guess	we'd	better	play	along	and	find	out."	But	he	was	dubious	himself.	As	far	as	he	knew,
Newton	 had	 no	 significant	 history--not	 where	 world	 events	 were	 concerned.	 It	 was	 strictly
backwater.	Yet	here	was	the	monument.

The	 voice	was	 silent,	 and	 they	 had	 nothing	 to	 contemplate	 but	 a	 level	 floor	 and	 the	 brown
swirl	outside.

"There's	a	line	on	the	floor,"	Betsy	said.	"Almost	a	path.	Do	you	suppose...?"

As	 she	 walked	 along	 it,	 the	 voice	 resumed,	 causing	 her	 to	 stop.	 "Circa	 forty-five	 thousand
B.S.E.--

Before	 Standard	 Era--the	 first	 man	 passed	 this	 site.	 A	 single	 _Homo	 sapiens
neanderthalensis,_

probably	garbed	and	armed	as	you	see...."

Here	a	man	appeared,	startling	them.	He	walked	through	the	wall	and	into	the	center	of	the
chamber,	glancing	occasionally	 to	 left	and	right.	He	was	stocky	and	hirsute,	barely	 five	 feet
tall,	with	a	flat-vaulted	head	and	pronounced	brow	ridges	and	no	apparent	chin,	yet	in	a	hat
and	a	suit	he	could	have	mixed	with	the	populace	of	modern	Newton.	He	wore	leather,	the	fur
side	 in,	 and	 carried	a	wooden	 spear,	 a	wicked-looking	 stone	hand	ax,	 and	an	assortment	 of
flint	implements.	One	of	these	fell	from	his	crude	belt	when	his	attention	was	distracted	by	a
flying	hawk	and	remained	lost	in	the	ground	cover:	the	sole	evidence	of	his	passage.

"No	further	visitations	occurred	at	this	time,"	the	voice	said.	"Settlement	of	this	hemisphere
was	erratic	and	largely	unsuccessful,	perhaps	because	of	limited	technology	and	unfavorable
climatic	conditions."

Betsy	started	to	say	something	as	the	voice	stopped	but	decided	on	action	instead.	She	moved
a	little	farther	along	the	line,	and	the	commentary	continued.

"Circa	fifteen	thousand	B.S.E.	_Homo	sapiens_	appeared	in	force,	admitted	to	the	continent	by
a	temporary	contraction	of	the	Laurentide	ice	sheet	and	the	Rocky	Mountain	sheet	before	the



rise	in	ocean	level	blocked	the	Bering	corridor.	In	this	region	mastodons	were	hunted."

There	was	a	 rousing	presentation	of	 that	portion	of	a	mastodon	chase	 that	occurred	on	 the
immediate	site.	 John	was	 fascinated,	never	having	realized	that	elephants	once	 lived	wild	 in
America.	But	Betsy,	 impatient	 to	get	 to	more	recent	events,	began	walking	slowly	along	the
line.

The	scene	vanished	in	mid-hunt,	and	a	new	lecture	began.	But	Betsy	did	not	stop.

John	followed,	since	there	was	nothing	else	to	do	unless	he	wanted	to	make	an	issue	of	it.	He
could	always	 run	 the	 sequence	 through	again	 later,	 if	 it	 came	 to	 that.	So	he	was	 treated	 to
tantalizing	glimpses	 of	 the	 various	hunting	 and	 food-gathering	 cultures	 of	 this	 region,	 each
fragment	some	hundreds	or	thousands	of	years	after	the	last.

This	 site	 was	 apparently	 astride	 the	major	 north-south	 corridor	 between	 the	 retreating	 ice
sheets,	 and	 tribes	migrating	 from	Asia	 through	Alaska	 had	 to	 pass	 here	 before	 debouching
into	 the	 main	 continent.	 Thus	 there	 was	 fairly	 constant	 turmoil	 until	 the	 ice	 age	 passed.
Around	10,000	B.S.E.

the	culture	was	nomadic,	the	hunters	bringing	down	seemingly	inexhaustible	American	bison.
By	circa	7000	the	plain	grew	dry	and	hot,	 the	 large	game	 left,	and	only	 the	gatherers	were
able	to	make	a	bare	living.	The	climate	ameliorated	by	4000,	bringing	the	bison	back.	By	2000
a	 village	 of	 pottery-making,	 burial-mound-building	 Amerinds	 occupied	 the	 site,	 doing	 some
limited	farming.

In	 1600	 B.S.E.--John	 translated	 this	 into	 his	 terms	 as	 A.D.	 500	 to	 800--more	 sophisticated
agricultural	 tribes	 encroached	 from	 the	 east,	 settling	 and	 absorbing	 the	 natives.	 The
newcomers	 were	 the	 Siouan.	 The	 Caddo	 moved	 up	 from	 the	 south,	 building	 earth-covered
lodges,	 and	 their	 subgroup,	 the	 Pawnee,	 hunted	 at	 the	 site.	 Finally	 a	 migration	 of	 quite	 a
different	 nature	 developed:	 The	 white	 man	 came,	 bringing	 horses	 and	 guns.	 The	 French
explored	 and	 dominated	 the	 region;	 then	 it	 passed	 over	 to	 the	 Spanish,	 then	 back	 to	 the
French.	In	292	it	was	purchased	by	the	recently	emerging	Union.

"The	Louisiana	Purchase!"	John	cried.	"That	was	1803!"

Betsy	ignored	him	and	walked	on.

"The	 Goths	 were	 originally	 from	 Sweden,"	 the	 narrator	 said.	 "Teutonic	 barbarians	 who
migrated	 across	 the	 Baltic	 Sea	 in	 the	 fifth	 century	 B.C.,	 displacing	 the	 Scythians	 and
Sarmatians	there.

Then	down	across	the	plains	of	southern	Russia	toward	Hungary	and	the	valley	of	the	Danube,
where	 they	 settled	 in	 the	 second	 century	 A.D.	 In	 this	 period	 the	 Goths	 became	 excellent
horsemen	 and	 learned	 the	 use	 of	 a	 vital	 device,	 the	 stirrup.	 With	 this	 equipment	 a	 heavy
cavalryman	could	keep	his	seat	in	the	saddle	and	sustain	the	shock	of	the	lance's	impact."

"This	is	American	history?"	Betsy	demanded.	"They	aren't	even	using	B.S.E.	dates!"

John	watched	the	scene,	confused	but	fascinated.	Mounted,	vaguely	knightlike	horsemen	were
charging	across	a	plain,	their	long	lances	leveled.	The	narrator	explained	how,	under	pressure
from	the	Huns,	the	Visigoths	and	Ostrogoths	had	moved	into	Roman	territory	and	encountered
difficulty	there.

"...Adrianople	 in	 378.	 Emperor	 Valens	 drew	 up	 the	 Roman	 imperial	 army	 in	 the	 historic
fashion,	legions	massed	in	the	center,	and	attacked...."

"It's	Roman	history!"	John	cried.	"It	really	_is!"_

"What's	it	doing	_here?"_	Betsy	said.

But	 John	was	 already	 absorbed	 in	 the	 unfolding	 battle.	 The	Roman	 infantry	was	 advancing
against	 the	Gothic	 footmen.	 John	was	 sure	 the	Romans	would	win,	 since	he	 knew	 they	had
formed	 one	 of	 the	 most	 powerful	 empires	 of	 all	 time.	 He	 was	 mistaken.	 Goth	 horsemen
appeared	 at	 the	 side,	 charging	 against	 the	 Roman	 flank	 and	 sweeping	 the	 infantry	 before
them.	The	carnage	was	appalling,	and	the	Roman	army	was	wiped	out.



"Thus	medieval	warfare	was	 instituted	 in	Europe	by	 the	Goths,"	 the	narrator	 said,	 "and	 the
thousand-year-long	dominance	of	the	heavy	cavalry	in...."

The	voice	and	image	vanished.	Betsy	had	stepped	forward	again.

"In	 228	 B.S.E.	 the	 territory	 the	 site	 occupied	 was	 admitted	 to	 the	 Union	 as	 the	 state	 of
Nebraska,	 but	 the	 site	 itself	 was	 unremarkable.	 It	 was	 part	 of	 a	 field	 of	 barley	 situated
somewhere	between	the	South	Loup	and	Platte	rivers.	In	110	the	barley	diminished	and	died,
the	victim	of	environmental	pollution."

Betsy	stopped	walking.

"...most	serious	menace	to	life	on	earth,"	the	voice	was	saying.	"It	developed	first	in	the	most
populous	 and	 industrial	 regions	 but	 spread	 rapidly	 until	 no	 portion	 of	 earth,	 sea,	 or
atmosphere	 was	 untainted.	 This	 site	 was	 only	 marginally	 affected"--the	 picture	 showed	 a
weedy	waste--"and	the	renovation	program	of	105	brought	it	back	to	full	yield."	Now	the	field
was	verdant	again.

"Newton!"	John	said.	"Where	is	Newton?	This	is	the	site	of	Newton,	Nebraska.	We've	passed
1960...."

"Oh,	be	quiet,"	Betsy	snapped.	"That	was	an	enclave	on	Standard.	There	was	never	any	such
place	on	earth."

Chastened,	he	shut	up.	But	it	was	like	the	death	of	a	friend.

"...the	solution,"	the	voice	continued.	"But	this	was	illusory.	The	problem	was	international	in
scope.	 The	 advanced	 nations	 suffered	 first	 and	 so	 defined	 the	 problem	 first	 and	 acted
accordingly,	and	this	eliminated	the	worst	offenders	and	gave	the	world	a	stay	of	execution.
But	 industrial	 technology	was	spreading	explosively,	and	 its	early	phase	necessarily	brought
massive	pollution--

chemical,	 radioactive,	 thermal,	 sonic,	 aesthetic.	 Thus	 the	 nations	 who	 had	 reduced	 their
personal	 standard	 of	 living	 in	 the	 interest	 of	 a	 sanitary	 environment	 saw	 their	 efforts
dissipated	by	the	excesses	of	 the	emergents,	who	could	not	yet	afford	to	apply	restraints	or
limit	 themselves	 to	 nonpollutant	 sources	 of	 power.	 By	 80	 B.S.E.	 the	 second	 crisis	 was	 at
hand...."

The	field	was	a	waste	again.	This	time	not	even	the	weeds	could	grow.

"As	with	most	conflicts	of	national	interest,	it	came	swiftly	to	war.	Conventional	weapons	were
banned,	 however,	 for	 they	 were	 themselves	 formidable	 polluters.	 This	 war	 was	 muted,
undeclared,	 apolitical--but	 still	 savage.	 The	 killing	 stroke	 was	 bacterial--a	 plague	 strain
against	which	the	populaces	of	the	favored	nations	were	inoculated	in	advance."

The	 scene	 showed	 a	 man	 staggering	 through	 the	 barren	 field.	 His	 face	 was	 swollen	 and
greenish,	his	eyes	so	bloodshot	as	to	have	no	whites.	He	clutched	at	his	throat	as	though	he
could	not	breathe	and	fell,	to	gasp	a	few	times	before	shuddering	to	stillness.

"The	inoculant	did	not	reach	every	citizen	of	the	favored,"	the	narrator	observed,	"nor	was	it
denied	 every	 citizen	 of	 the	unfavored."	There	was	no	picture	 for	 that,	 of	 course,	 since	 only
local	scenes	were	shown.

"Ninety	percent	of	the	outcast	peoples	died	in	the	first	strike,	and	twenty	percent	of	the	poor,
the	old,	and	the	racial,	ethnic,	or	religious	minorities	in	the	favored	nations."

Betsy	 turned	 to	 John,	 white-faced.	 "They	 played	 politics--with	 genocide!"	 she	 whispered,
appalled.

John	felt	cold.	"They'll	pay--_we'll_	pay,"	he	said.	"We	_have_	paid--that's	why	this	country	is	a
desert	now."

"The	few	survivors	of	that	bacterial	strike	in	the	unfavored	regions	turned	ferociously	against
the	 favored	 and	 succeeded	 in	 destroying	 the	 secret	 factories	 and	 laboratories	 that
manufactured	the	inoculant.	Both	plague-strain	and	inoculant	were	artificial.	The	human	body
tended	to	manufacture	antibodies	against	both.	This	hardly	slowed	the	plague,	because	it	was



usually	fatal	within	sixty	hours	of	infection;	but	it	nullified	the	inoculant	in	the	system	in	the
course	of	months.	Every	three	months	a	revised	formula	had	to	be	administered	to	counteract
this.	Thus	with	the	loss	of	the	laboratories	the	favored	were	doomed	to	the	same	extinction	as
the	unfavored."

"Enough!"	Betsy	 cried,	 stepping	 forward	 to	 cut	 off	 the	 sight	 of	well-dressed	white	men	and
women	and	children	staggering	through	the	field,	gasping	and	falling.	Again	there	were	only
glimpses	and	snatches	of	lecture:	world	population	falling	from	billions	to	millions,	"pures"	of
any	color	systematically	hunted	and	butchered,	the	entire	world	laid	waste.	The	field	became
figuratively	buried	in	bones.	By	the	time	the	survivors	had	renovated	a	factory	and	produced	a
trickle	of	new	inoculant,	the	plague	had	spent	itself.	Perhaps	one	percent	of	the	population	of
the	world	had	turned	out	to	be	naturally	immune.

In	 the	virtual	absence	of	man,	however,	 the	environment	 slowly	 recovered.	The	 land	 turned
green	again.	Flowers	appeared	between	the	skeletons	of	the	Newton	site.

Man	 survived	 in	 the	 form	 of	 the	 Standards.	 Naturally	 resistant	 to	 the	 plague	 and	 of
indeterminate	race,	they	shaped	their	culture	around	an	intense	aversion	to	waste	or	pollution
in	any	form.	They	had	few	animals	and	fewer	other	resources,	but	the	complete	technology	of
mankind	was	available.

In	a	century	they	had	recovered	the	level	of	affluence	enjoyed	by	their	predecessors,	though
only	a	fraction	of	the	numbers.	This	was	the	first	century	S.E.,	Standard	Era.

By	the	end	of	the	second	century	S.E.	they	had	surpassed	the	previous	pinnacle	of	civilization
handily.	Their	numbers	remained	deliberately	low,	and	conservation	and	renovation	remained
their	effective	religion,	but	 their	society	became	stagnant.	This	did	not	disturb	 the	majority,
for	that	was	the	definition	of	the	malady:	that	the	majority	sought	no	change.	But	an	activist
minority	 feared	for	the	future	and	conjectured	that	the	same	rigid	uniformity	that	promoted
peace	 and	 plenty	 and	 an	 amicable	 environment	was	 stifling	 the	 creativity	 and	 drive	 of	 the
species.

There	were,	it	developed,	procreative	banks	dating	from	the	period	when	many	races	existed
on	earth.	It	was	possible	to	nurture	infants	of	those	races	who	would,	genetically,	be	as	"pure"
as	any	races	had	ever	been,	though	their	societies	were	long	extinct.	Here	on	the	Newton	site
an	imaginary	town	was	built,	incorporating	all	the	known	elements	of	one	of	those	societies.
John's	town	of	Newton	appeared	in	the	image.

John	and	Betsy,	shocked,	did	not	need	to	listen	to	the	rest.	They	now	understood	their	place	in
this	scheme.	Parentless	and	rootless,	they	were	called	monuments,	to	 justify	the	project	and
nullify	 the	 formidable	Standard	prejudice	against	 their	deviant	 type.	They	were	called	 living
monuments,	but	they	were	more	than	that.	Much	more.

*	*	*

"Now	we	know,"	Pei	said.	"There	may	have	been	mistakes	in	the	program,	and	perhaps	they
underestimated	us,	but	we	remain	very	much	in	the	Standard	world."

_"Mistakes!"_	 Humé	 said.	 "That	 blunder	 when	 Meilan	 was	 sent	 to	 visit	 me--total
incompetence."

"Not	 to	 mention	 things	 like	 letting	 Roman	 history	 leak	 into	 American	 history--and	 never
correcting	it,"	John	said.

"To	a	flea,	the	 lion	seems	stupid,"	Ala	murmured.	"Yet	the	flea	needs	the	lion	more	than	the
lion	needs	the	flea."

"They	 underestimated	 us	 because	 their	 culture	 is	 in	 stasis,"	 Betsy	 said.	 "A	 planetary
bureaucracy	that	can't	even	keep	track	of	its	ID	cards	or	organize	an	effective	pursuit!"

"Perhaps	 they	are	merely	more	civilized	 than	we,"	Meilan	said.	 "They	would	hesitate	 to	use
such	violent	methods	and	would	not	know	how	to	react	to	violence.	So	they	delayed	while	we
continued."

"So	 maybe	 we	 _are_	 different,"	 John	 said.	 "Those	 procreative	 banks--they	 wouldn't	 have
represented	the	dull	or	unfit,	exactly.	High	I.Q.	stock.	Maybe	we	_will_	accomplish	more--given



the	chance."

"We	shall	_take_	the	chance!"	Humé	said.

"But	 there	 is	 nothing	 left	 for	 us	 on	 earth!"	 Ala	 protested.	 "We	 have	 nowhere	 to	 go	 but
Standard."

"Surely	you	realize	that	Standard	_is_	earth,"	Pei	said.

John	choked	back	his	exclamation,	hiding	his	ignorance.

Meilan	 nodded	 agreement.	 "Remember	 those	 alternate	 coordinates?	We	wondered	 how	 the
system	could	work,	when	each	coordinate	identified	_two_	places	on	the	globe.	Now	we	know
that	one	is	always	for	Standard,	the	other	for	earth.	The	Standards	renovated	their	own	half
but	 left	 the	 rest	 as	 a	 perpetual	monument	 to	 the	mistakes	 of	 the	 past.	 So	 that	man	would
never	forget."

John	was	dismayed.	"So	we	never	really	left	the	planet!	We	just	spiraled	around	for	two	weeks!
I	never	thought	to	check	the	proximity	of	Standard	once	we	were	on	our	way."

"It	was	a	necessary	period,"	Pei	said	kindly.	"We	had	to	have	time	to	get	to	know	each	other."

"Necessary!"	Betsy	said	indignantly.	"It	was	a	dirty	trick!"

John	liked	her	better	for	that.

"Necessary,"	Pei	repeated	firmly.	"We	_are_	of	different	cultures,	and	they	do	not	mix	readily
except	when	under	common	stress.	The	conventions	of	dress,	diet,	religion...."

John	remembered.	Yes,	they	were	different--and	he	was	not	about	to	refute	his	basic	beliefs	for
the	sake	of	group	unity.	Betsy	was	difficult,	but	she	shared	his	views	in	the	important	matters.

But	 what	 common	 ground	 could	 they	 have--except	 that	 of	 Standard	 culture?	 The	 language
might	be	the	same,	but	so	much	else	was	dismayingly	different!

"We	_can_	work	together,"	Pei	said.	"For	the	sake	of	our	freedom,	we	can	compromise--among
ourselves,	not	the	Standards.	We	have	done	it	so	far."

"If	we	become	a	group	of	our	own,	isolated,"	Ala	said	slowly,	"and	married	between	the	races,
and	our	children	did	the	same--would	not	our	lineage	become	Standard?"

That	needed	no	answer.	The	Standards	were	the	result	of	the	mixing	of	the	races	of	mankind.
The	moment	the	purebreds	crossed	the	racial	lines,	their	distinction	vanished.

"I	think,"	Meilan	said	quietly,	"that	the	enclaves	are	a	worthy	project,	after	all."

And	 there	 it	was.	What	 could	 they	accomplish	as	 refugees	 that	would	 improve	on	what	 the
activist	Standards	had	in	mind?	The	world	of	the	Standards	was	the	real	world	now,	and	that
was	where	the	changes	had	to	be	made.	If	race	were	the	answer	to	species	vitality,	it	would	be
a	crime	to	destroy	what	had	been	done	so	far,	but	it	rankled	John	mightily.	He	had	fought	hard
for	his	independence;	was	he	now	meekly	to	acquiesce,	admitting	that	all	his	aspirations	had
been	wrong?

"But	that	leaves	us	even	more	isolated--from	the	Standards	and	from	each	other,"	Betsy	said.
"Whom	will	our	children	marry?"

"There	are	other	cells	in	the	procreative	banks,"	the	ship's	communicator	said,	startling	them.

"If	 the	 pilot	 group	 succeeds,	many	more	 purebreds	will	 be	 raised,	 replacing	 the	 Standards
presently	in	the	enclaves."

It	 would	 succeed	 if	 only	 they	 let	 it,	 John	 realized.	 Gradually	 the	 enclaves	 would	 become
genuine,	as	more	and	more	true	Caucasians,	Negroids,	and	Mongoloids	filled	them.	Why,	then,
did	he	still	have	this	urge	to	fight?

"But	we	don't	have	to	live	in	ignorance!"	he	cried.	"We	can	visit	each	other,	we	can	study	the
Standard	 technology	without	being	 corrupted	by	 it--"	He	broke	off,	 realizing	 that	 his	words



sounded	very	much	like	agreement	instead	of	dissent.	His	spirit	was	more	aggressive	than	his
voice!	 Yet	 a	 part	 of	 him	 was	 looking	 forward	 to	 seeing	 Mom	 and	 Dad	 again,	 going	 on	 to
college....

He	could	tell	by	their	silence	that	the	others	were	accepting	it	also.	Let	them	all	go	back--for	a
while.	Soon	they	would	be	grown,	more	knowledgeable,	better	able	to	cope	with	the	world	of
the	Standards.

His	eye	caught	Humé's.	Slowly	the	African	winked.	John	did	not	need	to	look	at	Pei	and	Meilan
to	know	that	the	empire	of	T'ang	agreed.	Guerrilla	tactics:	Bide	your	time	until	 the	moment
was	right.	Then	strike.

The	 Standards	 did	 not	 need	 race;	 they	 needed	 an	 example.	 The	 world	 did	 not	 need
monuments;	 it	 needed	 action.	 All	 history	 was	 witness	 to	 that!	 John	 smiled.	 The	 Standards
didn't	 know	 it,	 but	 they	had	wrought	well.	 There	would	be	 a	world	 of	 action--at	 the	proper
time.

Canute	 came	up	 to	him,	 tail	wagging	halfheartedly.	 John	 looked	over	 the	dog's	 head	 to	 see
Humé	watching.	"I	think	you'll	be	happier	in	Kanem,	coach	dog,"	John	said	sadly.	"I	have	no
right	 to	hold	you.	Go	with	Humé."	He	blinked	 to	keep	 the	 tears	 from	 forming.	There	was	a
society	to	save;	he	couldn't	weaken	now!	"But	come	visit	me...."	He	could	not	continue.

"He	will,"	Ala	said.	"Often.	I	will	see	to	it."

Now	Betsy	was	smiling,	too.
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